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A b s t r a c t
Within this thesis, many building blocks that are necessary to fabricate nano-scale 
biotechnology devices are examined. In this rapidly expanding field, carbon nanotubes 
(CNTs) have been identified as a key component. In particular, the biomedical applica­
tions of CNTs functionalised with DNA or RNA, utilising dielectrophoresis as a nano- 
manipulating tool, is investigated. The use of RNA and RNase A to generate chemically 
unmodified and pure single walled CNTs in a simple two step procedure is described. 
RNA is shown to efficiently wrap and solubilise CNTs while RNase effectively strips the 
RNA from the CNT, providing a convenient purification technique. The mechanism of 
binding of DNA to carbon nanotubes (CNTs) is shown to be much more efficient when 
the DNA is single-stranded rather than a double-stranded helix, while parameters (e.g. 
pH) are optimised for the most efficient CNT solubilisation with RNA.
The compatibility of RNA-CNT composites with mammalian cells in tissue culture 
is also investigated. Flow cytometry and confocal microscopy show it is highly likely that 
RNA-CNTs composites are internalised into mammalian cells, while laser heating did not 
effectively kill cells. This is presumably because the power was too low or not enough 
CNTs were internalised in the cells.
DNA-CNT composites are used to electrically sense the binding of biomolecules 
which have been trapped between micro-electrodes by dielectrophoresis. In a fluid cell, it 
is shown that solutions affect the flow of current through the CNTs, as an ionic solution 
increases the resistance in relation to deionised water, whereas with no CNTs, the opposite
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is true. Moreover, a rise in the resistance is also seen as proteins bind to CNTs.
The nano-manipulation of DNA was studied with dielectrophoresis. It is shown 
that poly(dG)-poly(dC) (GC) collects at higher frequencies than poly(dA)-poly(dT) (AT) 
indicating that GC is a better conductor than AT. It was also found that different lengths 
of DNA polarise at about the same frequency, while shorter lengths need a higher field 
intensity to trap them.
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G l o s s a r y
A = Adenine
AC = Alternating Current
A30 = A DNA oligo comprised of 30 nucleotides of adenine
AFM = Atomic Force Microscopy
APS = Ammonium Persulfate
as-produced CNTs = unmodified CNTs from the production chamber
AT = poly(dA)-poly(dT) DNA
bp = base pairs
C = Cytosine
CNT Carbon Nanotube
Cy3 = Cyanine 3 fluorochrome
DEP = Dielectrophoresis
DNA = Deoxyribose Nucleic Acid
DNA-CNTs = A composite of DNA wrapped CNTs
ds = double stranded (DNA or RNA)
d(G) = d stands for deoxyribose (in DNA) as
= opposed to ribose (in RNA)
FTIR = Fourier Transform Infra-Red spectroscopy
G = Guanine
GC = poly(dG)-poly(dC) DNA
Mu = Metallic CNT peak in vis-NIR
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MTS — 3-(4,5-dimetliylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-
= (4-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium, inner salt
Oligos = Oligonucleotides (short lengths of ssDNA)
polyA — polymer of Adenine ssRNA
PCR = Polymerase Chain Reaction
PI = Propidium Iodide fluorescent dye
polyU — polymer of Uracil ssRNA
RBM = Radial Breathing Mode (in Raman spectroscopy)
RNA = Ribose Nucleic Acid
RNase A = Ribonuclease A
RNA-CNTs = A composite of RNA wrapped CNTs
RO = Reverse Osmosis deionised water (18MO)
Sn = First CNT semiconducting peak in vis-NIR
S22 Second CNT semiconducting peak in vis-NIR
SDS — Sodium dodecyl sulphate
SEM = Scanning Electron Microscopy
ss = single stranded (DNA or RNA)
SWCNT = Single Walled Carbon Nanotnbe
T = Thymine
T30 = A DNA oligo comprised of 30 nucleotides of thymine
tcRNA = total cellular RNA (from yeast)
TEM = Transmission Electron Microscopy
TGA = Thermogravimetric Analysis
U = Uracil
UV/Vis/NIR = Ultra Violet/Visible/Near Infra-Red spectroscopy
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C h a p t e r  1
I n t r o d u c t i o n
1 .1  B i o n a n o t e c h n o l o g y
Bionanotechnology is an emerging field, and so by its very nature is not yet fully de­
fined. However, the Biotechnology and Biological Research Council (BBSRC) has defined 
it as:
Bionanotechnology is a multi-disciplinary area that sits at the interface 
between engineering and the biological and physical sciences. The subject 
involves the exploitation of biomaterials, devices or methodologies in which 
critical dimensions of functional components typically lie between molecular 
lengths and the wavelength of visible light (i.e. between ca. 0.1 and 500 nm).
(http: /  /  www.bbsrc.ac.uk/science/areas/ebs/priorities/bionano.html)
According to the BBSRC, within the remit of bionanotechnology are a number 
of areas including: The development or reconstruction of both 2-D and 3-D nanoscale 
systems to mimic the biological environment, taking into account molecular structure,
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function and orientation; the understanding of how biology can interface with electronic, 
mechanical and optical systems to create devices with applications, for example, in drug 
delivery and tissue engineering; the development of new instrumentation or techniques 
to answer fundamental and applied questions concerning new biological measurement 
regimes (especially with high spatial and-or temporal resolution).
At present, a range of nanoparticles are currently being investigated for their appli­
cation to life sciences, including gold nanoparticles and quantum dots. However, in this 
work we shall concentrate on a special type of nanoparticle; carbon nanotubes (CNTs). 
They were discovered by Iijima (1991), and since then have been studied intensively for 
their application to electronics, and more recently to biology. Carbon nanotubes are 
graphite-like tubes a few nanometers in diameter and up to a few microns in length which 
have extraordinary physical, electronic and thermal properties. A good review is given 
by Dai (2002) and they shall be discussed in depth in section 1.3.
Making CNTs compatible with a biological environment is one of the first challenges, 
as they are insoluble in water. Fortuitously, Deoxyribose Nucleic Acid (DNA) and Ri- 
bose Nucleic Acid (RNA) both readily wrap around CNTs, effectively solubilising them 
in water (see section 1.4). This has a number of uses, from functionalising the CNT for 
biosensors (section 1.5 and Chapter 6), to carrying DNA across mammalian cells mem­
branes (Chapter 5). Functionalisation of CNTs is making them chemically active by some 
means as they are naturally inert. Functionalising CNTs can take many forms, including 
treating them with nitric acid, producing carboxylic (COOH) groups mainly on their tips 
(Liu et al., 1998), encasing them in a surfactant (O’Connell et al., 2002), or coating them 
with biomolecules like DNA and RNA (Chapter 3 & 4).
Moreover, because of their nanometer size, both CNTs and DNA molecules are very 
hard to manipulate on the nanoscale. However, they can be manipulated with micron­
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sized electrodes in an electric field, in a process known as dielectrophoresis (section 1.6). 
This process is investigated for the construction of a CNT based biosensor (Chapter 6), 
but also used to study the inherent conduction properties of DNA (Chapter 7).
1 . 2  T h e  s t r u c t u r e  o f  D N A  a n d  R N A
DNA and RNA are both types of nucleic acid that are of fundamental importance 
to life, with DNA being the molecule of inheritance and RNA translating the genetic code 
into proteins and enzymes in the cell. The chemistry and biology of nucleic acids have 
been studied intensively, and are now reviewed in many textbooks, for example Voet and 
Voet (1995). In the present work, both DNA and RNA are used in a bionanotechnology 
context as a polymer to solubilise CNTs. Here then, a brief overview of the chemistry of 
DNA and RNA is discussed.
In a biological context, DNA has two important functions; to direct its own repli­
cation during cell division and to direct the transcription of complementary molecules of 
RNA. RNA has a much more varied function, including: (1) being a transcript of DNA 
in the form of single stranded messenger (m)RNA which is translated into proteins; (2) 
forming ribosomes, (composed two-thirds of RNA and one-third of protein) which trans­
late mRNA into proteins using (3) transfer (t)RNA which deliver amino acids to the 
ribosomes; (4) forming ribonucleoproteins which are part RNA and part protein which 
participate in the post-transcriptional processing of other RNAs.
Nucleic acids are mainly linear polymers of nucleotides which have phosphate groups 
that bridge the 3’ and 5’ positions of successive sugar residues, shown in figure 1.1(a), 
where the 3’ and 5’ positions refer to the particular positions of the C atoms in the 
sugar residue. The difference between RNA and DNA is that RNA has hydroxyl (-OH)
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groups on the 2’ sugar while in DNA this is replaced with hydrogen (-H) groups. This 
is one reason why RNA is more chemically unstable than DNA, as RNA is susceptible 
to base catalysed hydrolysis while DNA is not. This is probably why DNA rather than 
RNA evolved to be the cellular genetic archive. The other difference is that in DNA, the 
nucleotide thymine replaces uracil found in RNA.
Figure 1.1: The chemical and physical structure of DNA and RNA (a) the pyrimidines; Uracil 
(U) Thymine (T) Cytosine (C), and the purines; Adenine (A) and Guanine (G). For DNA, the 
2’-OH groups are replaced by H and Uracil (U) with Thymine (T) which has an extra methyl 
(CH3) group. The sugar atom numbers are primed to distinguish them from the atomic position 
of the bases. By convention, a polynucleotide (or oligo) sequence is written with its 5’ end at 
the left and its 3’ end to the right, (b) The structure of B-DNA. The sugar-phosphate backbone 
wind about the periphery of the molecule (in green) while the bases stack up along the centre 
(in red). The hydrogen groups have been omitted for clarity. Taken from Voet and Voet (1995).
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The discovery of the helical nature of DNA in 1953 by Watson and Crick (1953a,b) 
described in two landmark papers, is thought to be the beginning of modern molecular 
biology. Their inspiration sprang from an X-ray diffraction image taken by Rosalind 
Franklin, which showed that DNA was a helical molecule with its planar aromatic bases 
forming a stack of parallel rings that are nearly perpendicular to axis. Figure 1.1(b) 
shows the structure of B-DNA, the native form of DNA found in living organisms. Here, 
the helix is right handed and the base pairs are slightly tilted with respect to the axis. 
The base pairs are separated by a distance of about 0.34 nm and there are 10 base pairs 
to each turn of the helix. The two strands are antiparallel (run in opposite directions) 
and cannot be separated without unwinding the helix. The hydrophobic bases occupy 
the core of the helix and the hydrophilic sugar-phosphate chains are coiled about the 
periphery, thereby minimising the repulsion between charged phosphate groups. Each 
base is hydrogen bonded to a base on the opposite strand to form a planar base pair. 
However, complementary base pairing is more stable between specific bases, so that G 
pairs with C, and A with T. Through the middle of the helix, the bases 7r-stack with each 
other. This is seen in figure 1.2 between an adenine (bottom) and thymine (top) base. 
This phenomenon has led to intense interest in whether DNA can conduct electricity, by 
electrons moving freely through the 7r-stacked bases (see Chapter 7).
1 . 3  C a r b o n  N a n o t u b e s
Carbon nanotubes (CNT) are hollow cylinders consisting of single or multiple sheets 
of graphene wrapped into a cylinder, as illustrated in figure 1.3. Single walled CNTs can be 
categorised as armchair, ziz-zag or chiral which depends on the chirality of the cylinders. 
The chirality greatly affects the electrical properties of the CNT because it determines the
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Figure 1.2: The bases 7r-stack through the centre of the helix which partly stabilises the structure. 
Here, adenine is shown on top while thymine is on the bottom. Taken from Voet and Voet (1995).
density of electron states. The chirality can be measured using the Radial Breathing Mode 
in the CNT Raman spectrum (see section 2.2.4). Theoretical work has demonstrated 
that all the armchair nanotubes are expected to be metallic conductors whereas ziz- 
zag nanotubes are generally semi-conductors (Hamada, Sawada, and Oshiyama, 1992). 
Measurements of single walled carbon nanotubes confirm that CNT do indeed act as 
metallic or semiconductors depending on chirality and diameter (Wildoer et al., 1998).
CNTs also possess extraordinary structural and mechanical properties. Electron 
microscopy studies have revealed that they are very flexible and do not break under 
extreme strain (Iijima et al., 1996). Direct measurements by atomic force microscopy on 
multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) reveal that the Young’s modulus is 1.28 TPa
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Figure 1.3: Chirality of single-walled carbon nanotubes, (a) Schematic honeycomb structure 
of a graphene sheet. Single-walled carbon nanotubes can be formed by folding the sheet along 
lattice vectors. The two basis vectors ai and a2 are shown. Folding of the (8,8), (8,0), and 
(10,-2) vectors lead to armchair (b), zigzag (c), and chiral (d) tubes, respectively. Taken from 
Dai (2002).
which makes them about 100 times stiffer than steel (Wong, Sheehan, and Lieber, 1997). 
Even though this is a highly localised measurement and care must be taken when scaling 
up, the possibility of CNTs being a novel building material if it can be made in sufficient 
quantity and in a controlled manner are very high. It has even been suggested that a 
C N T  rope might be strong enough to form a link between a geostationary satellite and 
earth such that objects could be lifted into space (Smitherman, 2000), which would turn 
Arthur C. Clarke’s Sci-Fi idea in the Foundations of Paradise into reality.
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Carbon nanotubes were accidently discovered by Iijima (1991) while he was work­
ing on fullerene (Cgo), and he observed carbon soot on the negative graphite electrode 
produced in arc discharge. This method involves the condensation of carbon atoms and 
radicals from evaporation of solid carbon sources in arc discharges, in which the temper­
ature is as high as 3000-4000°C. These nanotubes typically have a diameter of around 
5-30nm and lengths of around 10/Am. The disadvantage of this method is that carbon 
nanotube yields are low and there is a large amount of amorphous carbon attached to the 
nanotubes.
The laser ablation technique was pioneered by Thess et al. (1996). They used laser 
ablation on graphite rods doped with a mixture of cobalt and nickel powder in the inertial 
gas environment followed by heat treatment in a vacuum to sublime out Cgo and other 
small fullerenes. This produced CNTs with a relatively high concentration at 70% which 
bundled into ropes by van der Waals forces. A further purification step of mixing CNT 
soot with nitric acid for an extended period was also developed by Liu et al. (1998). This 
method has been widely used to remove amorphous carbon and catalytic particles from 
the final product. Purification of CNTs will be discussed further in Chapter 3.
Despite the successes of arc discharge and laser ablation techniques, the ease of 
production, placement of CNTs on a substrate and relatively high purity and qual­
ity of carbon nanotubes has made using chemical vapour deposition (CVD) one of the 
most popular production methods today. Kong et al. (1998) pioneered this technique 
to grow high-quality individual CNTs on patterned catalyst islands directly onto sub­
strates. This process was further improved by Bronikowski et al. (2001) using the High 
Pressure Carbon monoxide process (HiPco) which is a modification of the CVD method 
and is most commonly used today by commercial companies to produce relatively large 
amounts of CNTs (lOg/day). The CNTs grow in high-pressure (30-50 atmospheres),
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high-temperature (900-1100 °C) flowing CO on catalytic clusters of iron. The clusters 
are formed in situ: Fe is added to the gas flow in the form of Fe(CO)5. Upon heating, 
the Fe(CO)5 decomposes and the iron atoms condense into clusters. These clusters serve 
as catalytic particles upon which CNTs nucleate and grow (in the gas phase) via CO 
disproportionation: C0 +C0 =flC02+C(CNTs).
1 . 4  D N A - C a r b o n  N a n o t u b e s  c o m p o s i t e s
If the unique self-assembly characteristics of DNA and the extraordinary electronic 
properties of carbon nanotubes could be combined, it may be possible to make hybrid 
bio-electronic devices. The possible application of these composites are broad, including 
purifying carbon nanotubes into various different types, carbon nanotube self-assembly 
onto microchips, diagnostic biosensors and DNA cargos transported across cell membranes 
on CNTs.
Carbon nanotubes are not soluble in water and therefore much effort has been made 
in solubilising them through a variety of solvents, chemicals, oxidative treatments and 
biological molecules. A variety of methods have been discussed in a review by Lin et al. 
(2004).
It is clear that of all the various ways to solubilise CNTs, DNA is one of the most 
promising both in terms of efficiency and functionalisation. The first reported covalent 
attachment of DNA to CNT was by Dwyer et al. (2002). Here, carbon nanotubes were 
refluxed with nitric acid to produce carboxylic groups on the tips. Then they were reacted 
with amine (NH3) terminated single stranded DNA (ssDNA) as illustrated in figure 1.4. 
Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis studies showed that some of the amine terminated 
ssDNA was immobilised in the gel, presumably by the attached CNT. This technique
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was used to position CNT between electrodes where a complementary sequence had been 
bound to gold electrodes by a thiol (SH) terminated oligo (a short strand of DNA) (Hazani 
et al., 2004); gold binds readily to sulphur. Similarly, by using confocal microscopy, the 
hybridisation event of a fluorescently labelled oligo to the complementary strand attached 
to a CNT was visualised (Hazani et al., 2003).
Early electron microscopy studies revealed that DNA adsorbs non-covalently to the 
walls of CNT (Guo, Sadler, and .Tsang, 1998) and even inserts into the opened end cavity 
of a CNT. Computational studies have been done on the interaction between DNA and 
CNT, especially in regard to DNA insertion into CNT. This topic has been discussed in 
a review by Gao and Kong (2004).
Zheng et al. (2003a) showed that short ssDNA (oligos) dispersed CNT very effec­
tively in water, leaving individual CNTs in solution. Simulation studies indicated that 
the oligos wrapped around individual CNT, with the bases 7r-stacking to the CNT surface
Figure 1.4: The DNA-nanotube reaction scheme: Capped nanotubes are oxidatively opened 
with nitric acid (HNO3) to produce carboxylic groups (COOH) and then reacted with amine 
(NH3) terminated ssDNA in the presence of a catalyst ethyl-carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC). 
Taken from (Dwyer et al., 2002).
x 1 /AHNOC—O  ) ~ C O N H C u ^ ^ ^ ^
►  HQOC— O  y  COOH
NH2 I EDC
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with the hydrophilic phosphate backbone forming a soluble layer around the tube (shown 
in figure 1.5). This work is extended in Chapter 4.
This DNA assisted CNT dispersion allowed the separation of CNT by size and 
electronic properties when passed through an anion-exchange chromotography column. 
By using an oligo made from 30 alternating GT nucleotide residues (polyGT), Zheng et 
al. (2003b) separated out semi-conducting and metallic carbon nanotubes according to 
their chirality. Simulation studies in the same paper suggest that polyGT oligo forms a 
double stranded DNA-tile around each tube and the orientation of this tile is dependent 
on the chirality. The orientation of the DNA-tile determined what fraction is eluted in 
the column.
All this work on functionalising CNTs with DNA is valuable background information 
for the experiments in Chapters 3 and 4, where the non-covalent attachment of RNA and 
DNA is explored. Functionalising CNTs in this way is very important, because not only 
does it provide a convenient way to solubilise CNTs in water, but also allows CNTs to be 
compatible with living cells.
1 .5  B i o s e n s o r s
Biosensing is a broad term used to describe the sensing of many different types 
of analyte, ranging from biologically important molecules such as glucose, to detecting 
larger molecules such as antibodies or toxins. There are a variety of reviews and books on 
biosensors, with Eggins (1997) giving a good introduction to the topic. Broadly speaking 
a biosensor consists of three main parts: (1) the sensitive biological element (eg. an­
tibodies, nucleic acids etc). (2) the detector element (works in a physiochemical way; 
optical, piezoelectric, conductance, electrochemical, thermometric, or magnetic). (3) the
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Figure 1.5: Binding model of a (10,0) carbon nanotube wrapped by a poly(T) sequence, a, The 
right-handed helical structure shown here is one of several binding structures found, including 
left-handed helices and linearly adsorbed structures. In all cases, the bases (red) orient to n- 
stack with the surface of the nanotube,'and extend away from the sugar-phosphate backbone 
(green), b, The DNA wraps to provide a tube within which the carbon nanotube can reside, 
hence converting it into a water-soluble object. Taken from Zheng et al. (2003a)
transducer which associates both components.
The most widespread example of a commercial biosensor is the blood glucose biosen­
sor, which uses an enzyme, glucose oxidase (GOx), to metabolise blood glucose. Products 
include the Accu Chek Active Blood Glucose Monitor, which consists of a lancet to prick 
the skin and a test strip which needs just 2/xl of blood which is placed in an electronic 
device which measures the concentration of glucose. Glucose metabolism generates elec­
trons which are transported to an electrode via small mediator molecule or ions and the 
signal converted into blood glucose concentration, work that was originally developed by
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Cass et al. (1984).
As noted above there are many different ways of sensing, each with their own draw­
backs. For examples, optical systems such as surface plasmon resonance and dual polar 
inferometry are very sensitive and are successfully used in kinetic studies of antigen- 
antibody binding, amongst other things. But because of the optics used, they tend to be 
bulky and unsuitable for handheld devices. As a handheld lab-on-a-chip based biosensor 
which could potentially be used at a hospital bedside by doctors, the ideal biosensor would 
test for multiple analytes accurately and sensitively. This is where nanotechnology and 
electronics can play a role, as miniaturisation in electronics is already well established, 
and the interaction of biological with nano-materials is a rapidly expanding field with 
exciting possibilities. In Chapter 6, the possible applications of CNTs functionalised with 
DNA to biosensing will be investigated.
1 .6  D i e l e c t r o p h o r e s i s
One problem associated with nanoparticles and biomolecules is the accurate manip­
ulation of them. Dielectrophoresis (DEP) can play a significant role in this regard. DEP 
is a phenomenon in which a force is exerted on a dielectric particle when it polarises in a 
non-uniform electric field. Note this force does not require the particle to be charged: all 
particles exhibit dielectrophoretic activity in the presence of non-uniform electric fields. 
However, the strength of the force depends strongly on the medium and particle’s electri­
cal properties, on the particle’s shape and size, as well as on the frequency of the electric 
field. As we shall see in this work, dielectrophoresis can be used to manipulate both CNTs 
and DNA.
Consider a spherical particle in a non-uniform field such as the one shown in figure
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1.6. When this particle polarizes, it will have centres of positive and negative charges 
that are equal in magnitude (though opposite in sign) but separated by a distance d 
along vector r. Since the electric field is non-uniform, the positive and negative charges 
will experience different electric field strengths, giving rise to a net force on the particle. 
This is called the dielectrophoretic force and the movement in response to it is called 
dielectrophoresis.
Figure 1.6: Dielectrophoresis occurs when a polarisable particle is suspended in an electric field 
of non-uniform magnitude, so that the Colombic forces induced on the charges on each half of 
the dipole are different. Taken from Hughes (2003).
When considering the dielectrophoretic properties of nanoparticles (such as DNA 
and CNTs), an effect due to an electric double layer surrounding the particle is very 
significant. The electrical double layer is the interface between the surface of a particle 
and the bulk medium. It is composed of the Stern layer which are ions bound to the 
particle, and the diffuse layer where the ion density decreases exponentially from the 
Stern layer. Nanoparticles are sufficiently small for the thickness of the electrical double 
layer to be significant compared to the size of the particle, and may be such that the
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actual particle may be a relatively small part of the total volume of the particle plus the 
double layer system.
The field has a number of reviews in relation to nanotechnology (see Hughes (2000) 
and Hughes (2003)). Much research has focussed on elucidating the dielectrophoretic 
properties of nanometer sized latex beads as model systems. For example, Green, Morgan, 
and Milner (1997) succeeded in trapping 282nm latex beads using DEP while Muller et 
al. (1996) manipulated 14nm beads. It has been shown that proteins (Bakewell et al., 
1998) and viruses (Hughes, Morgan, and Rixon, 2002; Hughes et al., 1998) can also be 
trapped. A number of studies have also been conducted on CNTs which shall be explored 
in Chapter 6. Similarly, DEP investigations have been conducted on DNA, discussed in 
Chapter 7.
Electrode polarisation and fluid flow
At lower frequencies, nanoparticles can be forced away from between electrodes 
because of fluid flow. This type of behaviour has been described before with DNA by 
Germishuizen et al. (2005). Fluid flow occurs because when an electric field is applied 
in a liquid, its not just particles that become polarised; the electrodes themselves also 
become polarised. This causes an electric double layer to form on the electrodes. This 
can result in electro-osmosis, and is particularly significant at low frequencies. When there 
are non-uniform electric fields between electrodes such that although the field lines lay 
perpendicular to the electrode surface, they are tangential through the electrical double 
layer. This means that the vector described by the electric field can be divided into two 
components; one pointing along the electrode surface and the other pointing from it. 
The interaction between field line and charge therefore acts not only towards the surface- 
(moving ions in solution towards it), it also acts to move charge along the surface, which
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by viscous action causes medium in the vicinity, to move along the surface as well. This 
effect is frequency dependent because it is strong at low frequencies where the double 
layer has time to form, diminish and reform, but diminishes at higher frequencies where 
it does not have time to form. The action of the force is then to move fluid along the 
electrode edges and onto the electrode surface creating a fluid flow which can wash away 
molecules trapped between electrodes by dielectrophoresis at low frequencies.
The fact that fluid is being moved around the electrodes also causes localised heating 
which results in temperature gradients. Both the conductivity and the permittivity of 
the medium are dependent on the temperature, which in turn gives rise to conductivity 
and temperature gradients which generate forces. The forces due to the two effects are 
frequency dependent and act counter to one another such that below a frequency, f c, the 
force acts to push the fluid down the interelectrode gaps and out across the electrode 
surfaces, whereas at frequencies above, f c, the fluid moves from the electrodes to the 
interelectrode gap and then outwards. At frequencies at f c there is no fluid flow due to 
this effect. As we shall see in Chapter 7, the effect of fluid flow is very important when 
investigating the dielectophoretic behaviour of DNA.
C h a p t e r  2  
M a t e r i a l s  a n d  M e t h o d s
2 .1  I n t r o d u c t i o n
In this chapter, a variety of methods will be described that have been used in 
this study. The multi-disciplinary nature of the project has meant that many different 
techniques have been used ranging from microscopy, spectroscopy and other chemical 
analysis, and also techniques used routinely in molecular biology. The explanation behind 
the chemical analysis techniques such as spectroscopy and thermogravimetric analysis has 
been adapted largely from Rubinson (1987). The molecular biology techniques have been 
adapted from Sambrook and Russell (2001).
2 . 2  S p e c t r o s c o p y
2 .2 .1  E le c tr o m a g n e t ic  R a d ia t io n
The electromagnetic spectrum refers to the seemingly diverse collection of radiant 
energy, from cosmic rays and X-rays to visible light and microwaves, each of which can be
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considered as a wave or particle travelling at the speed of light. These waves differ from 
each other in the length and frequency, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Frequency, v (nu), 
is the number of wave cycles that pass through a point in one second. It is measured in 
Hz, where 1 Hz = 1 cycle/sec. Wavelength, A (lambda), is the length of one complete 
wave cycle. It is often measured in cm. Wavelength and frequency are inversely related: 
v =  c/A, or equivalently, A = c/v, where c is the speed of light, 3 x 1010cm/sec. Energy 
is related to wavelength and frequency by the following formula: E = hi/ = hc/X, where 
h = Planck’s constant, 6.6 x 10_34joules. Note that energy is directly proportional to 
frequency and inversely proportional to wavelength.
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Figure 2.1: The electromagnetic spectrum.
http://orgchem.colorado.edu/hndbksupport/irtutor/IRtheory.pdf.
Adapted from
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2 .2 .2  U lt r a v io le t /V is ib le /N e a r  In fra red  sp e c tr o sc o p y  
( U V /V is /N I R )
Many molecules absorb light in the ultraviolet or visible regions of the spectrum. 
To understand why some compounds are coloured and others are not, and to determine 
the relationship of conjugation of molecules to colour, accurate measurements of light 
absorption must be made at different wavelengths in and near the visible part of the 
spectrum.
The absorption of UV or visible radiation corresponds to the excitation of outer 
electrons. When an atom or molecule absorbs energy, electrons are promoted from their 
ground state to an excited state as shown in figure 2.2. Most absorption spectroscopy of 
organic compounds is based on transitions of n or n electrons to the ir* excited state. This 
is because the absorption peaks for these transitions fall in an experimentally convenient 
region of the spectrum (200 - 700 nm). These transitions need an unsaturated group in 
the molecule to provide the n electrons.
n - *► ji
Jl- * ri *
3 1
*► a
ji-
*
► CT a -
*
► CT
a- *► ji
o (anti-bonding) 
n* (anti-bonding)
n (non-bonding) 
■Ji (bonding)
a (bonding)
Figure 2.2: Electron transitions. (Adapted from http://www.cem.msu.edu/reusch/VirtualText/Spectrpy/UV- 
Vis/spectrum. htm#u v 1)
The 7r-orbital is shown in figure 2.3. Since bonds consisting of occupied 7r-orbitals are
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weaker than sigma bonds, 7r-bonding between two atoms occurs only when a sigma bond 
has already been established. Thus, 7r-bonding is generally found only as a component 
of double and triple covalent bonds. Since carbon atoms involved in double bonds have 
only three bonding partners, they require only three hybrid orbitals to contribute to three 
sigma bonds. A mixing of the 2s-orbital with two of the 2p orbitals gives three sp2 hybrid 
orbitals, leaving one of the p-orbitals unused. Two sp2 hybridized carbon atoms are then 
joined together by sigma and 7T-bonds (a double bond), as shown in part B of figure 2.3.
jc* a n t ib o n d in g  
m o la c u la r  o rb ita l
tc b o n d in g  
m o la c u la r  o rb ita l
A x-orbital formation from two p-orbitals
pi-bond
i  s igm a-b o n d
sp  o rb ita ls  
sp* carb o n  a to m  sp* c arb o n  a to m
B Formation of a- and x- molecular orbitals 
from two sp2hybridized carbon atoms
ca rb o n -carb o n  d o u b le  bond
Figure 2.3: The tt orbital (Adapted from http://www.cem.msu.edu/reusch/VirtualText/Spectrpy/ 
UV-Vis/spectrum.htm#uvl)
The electronic structure of carbon nanotubes are related to the 2D structure of 
graphene, but because the wave function is radially confined to the diameter and chirality, 
the energy band splits into a series of spikes known as the Van Hove singularities (for a
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comprehensive discussion see Itkis et al. (2002)). The electronic transitions between these 
singularities give rise to prominent features in optical spectrometry. These peaks are 
shown in figure 2.4. The peaks are known as Mu, Sn and S22- These are related to 
the density of states (DOS) and refer to the CNTs that are either metallic (Mu) or 
semiconducting (Sn and S22). The DOS is shown in figure 2.5.
Wavenumbers (cm'1)
Figure 2.4: (a) Near Infra-red (NIR) absorption spectra of thin films of carbon black (- -), Nitric 
acid purified SWNTs (• •), and purified SWNTs after annealing in vacuum at 350 °C. Note 
that the nitric acid purification procedures lowers the amplitude of the first peak (Sn) due to 
chemical changes to the nanotubes, but does not affect the others, (b) NIR absorption spectrum 
of a thin film of a random sample of Electric-Arc as-produced SWNT soot. Taken from Itkis et 
al. (2003).
The absorbance of a sample will be proportional to the number of absorbing
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DOS (a.u.)
Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of the density of states (DOS) of SWNTs contributing 
to the near-IR and far-IR absorption, (a) Semiconducting SWNT; Sn and S22 correspond 
to the first and second interband transitions in the near-IR spectral range, (b) Hole-doped 
semiconducting SWNT; first interband transition (Sn doped) is shifted to higher energy due to 
depletion of the conduction band; intraband transitions involving free carriers (Slfc) contribute 
to the far-IR absorption, (c) Metallic SWNT; Mn is the first metallic transition in the near-IR 
range, (d) Small gap semiconductor derived from metallic SWNT; Moo is the far-IR transition 
across the curvature induced energy gap in zigzag and chiral metallic SWNTs. (Taken from 
Itkis et al. (2002))
molecules in the spectrometer light beam (e.g. their molar concentration in the sample 
tube), so it is necessary to correct the absorbance value for this and other operational 
factors if the spectra of different compounds are to be compared in a meaningful way. 
The corrected absorption value is called the molar extinction coefficient (e), and is 
particularly useful when comparing the spectra of different compounds and determining 
the relative strength of light absorbing functions (chromophores). This is done by using 
Beer’s Law that states:
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where A is the absorbance (in dimensionless units) e is the molar extinction coeffi­
cient with units of L moR1 cm-1, b is the path length of the sample - that is, the path 
length of the cuvette in which the sample is contained and c is the concentration of the 
compound in solution, expressed in mol L-1. Beer’s law is an invaluable method of easily 
determining the concentration of a given substance in solution when it is compared to a 
known standard. Determining the molar extinction coefficient of CNTs is complicated by 
the fact that it is difficult to get a completely pure sample as described in the introduction. 
However, various attempts have been made which shall be discussed in a later chapter.
2 .2 .3  In fra -red  s p e c tr o s c o p y  (IR )
Infra-red radiation is absorbed by organic molecules and converted into energy of 
molecular vibration. There is not enough energy with IR to cause electron transitions. 
However, when the radiant energy matches the energy of a specific molecular vibration, 
absorption occurs. But, for IR spectroscopy, the molecule has to have a dipole moment 
to interact with the electromagnetic field of the photon. The general regions of the 
infrared spectrum in which various kinds of vibrational bands are observed are outlined 
in figure 2.6. Note that the blue coloured sections above the dashed line refer to stretching 
vibrations, and the green colored band below the line encompasses bending vibrations.
The two types of molecular vibrations, stretching and bending, can be explained 
by using H20  and C02 as examples. A molecule consisting of n atoms has a total of 3n 
degrees of freedom. In a nonlinear molecule like H20, 3 of these degrees are rotational and 
3 are translational and the remaining correspond to fundamental vibrations; in a linear
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Figure 2.6: The Infrared spectrum. (Adapted from
http://www.cem.msu.edu/reusch/VirtualText/Spectrpy/InfraJR.ed/infrared.htm)
molecule, like CO2, 2 degrees are rotational and 3 are translational. Therefore, the net 
number of fundamental vibrations for nonlinear molecules is 3n-6 and for linear molecules 
it is 3n-5. The fundamental vibrations for water, H20, are given in figure 2.7.
symnxtncjl <tx«dung BvnuiKtncal stretching scissoring (bending)
Figure 2.7: Stretching and bending vibrational modes for H 2O. (Adapted from
ht tp: //orgchem. Colorado. edu/ hndbksupport / irtutor/IRt heory. pdf)
Carbon dioxide, C02, is linear and hence has four fundamental vibrations, as shown 
in figure 2.8. The asymmetrical stretch of C02 gives a strong band in the IR at 2350cm-1. 
This band often appears in samples because C02 is present in the atmosphere. The two 
scissoring or bending vibrations are equivalent and therefore, have the same frequency 
and are said to be degenerate, appearing in an IR spectrum at 666cm-1. This is because
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even though they are in two different planes, the different directions are indistinguishable. 
The symmetrical stretch of CO2 is inactive in the IR because this vibration produces no 
change in the dipole moment of the molecule. In order to be IR active, a vibration must 
cause a change in the dipole moment of the molecule. Other reasons why fewer than the 
theoretical number of IR bands are seen include: there is no absorption in the 4000-400 
cm-1 range; an absorption is too weak to be observed; absorptions are too close to each 
other to be resolved on the instrument.
-O-*
a sym m etr ica l stretching sc isso rin g  1 bending in  and out 
o f  the  p lane o f  the p a jv r )
_  t
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sym m etr ica l stre tch ing sc isso rin g  (b en d in g  in the p lane  o f  the paper)
Figure 2.8: Stretching and bending vibrational m odes for C O 2. (A da pted  from
h ttp ://o rg ch e m .co lo ra d o .e d u /h n d b k su p p o rt/irtu to r /IR th e o ry .p d f)
IR spectroscopy is used on CNTs to distinguish functional groups that have been 
added, usually by a chemical treatment. Figure 2.9 shows an FTIR spectrum of CNTs 
that have been treated with nitric acid for 2 hours. The peak around 1735 cm-1 is assigned 
to the stretching vibration of the C=0 bond in the COOH group, which are introduced by 
the acid treatment. Zhang et al. (2003) found that this peak shifted with treatment time 
indicating that more COOH groups were being added. The other peaks on the spectrum 
are typical of graphite and are related to the vibrations of the carbon bonds.
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Figure 2.9: Typical FTIR spectrum of CNTs having been treated with nitric acid for 2hours. 
Taken from (Zhang et al., 2003).
2 .2 .4  R a m a n  s p e c tr o sc o p y
Raman spectroscopy differs from rotational and vibrational spectroscopy in that it 
is concerned with the scattering of radiation by the sample, rather than an absorption 
process. Indeed, the detector is orthogonal to the direction of the incident radiation, so 
as to observe only the scattered light.
When a photon collides with a molecule many things happen, one of which is relevant 
for Raman spectroscopy. The phenomenon is known as Raman scattering and occurs 
when there is an exchange of energy between the photon and the molecule, such that the 
photon is absorbed, and another photon with a different frequency to the incident photon 
is emitted. The molecule may either gain energy from, or lose energy to, the photon. In 
figure 2.10, three energy states of the molecule are shown (El, E2, E3). The molecule 
is originally at the E2 energy state. The photon interacts with the molecule, exciting it
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with an energy hi/. However, there is no stationary state of the molecule corresponding to 
this energy, and so the molecule relaxes down to one of the energy levels shown. In doing 
this, it emits a photon. If the molecule relaxes to energy state El, it will have lost energy, 
and so the photon emitted will have energy hur\ , where h//ri > hi/*. These transitions 
are known as anti-Stolces transitions. If the molecule relaxes to energy state E3, it will 
have gained energy, and so the photon emitted will have energy hz/r2, where hi/r2 < hz/*. 
These transitions are known as Stokes transitions. With most organic molecules, Stokes 
transitions are far more common due to the many available energy states in the material, 
and so anti-Stokes transitions can effectively be ignored.
i
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Figure 2.10: Photon induced energy levels when there is a col­
lision with a molecule. See text for details. (Adapted from
http://www.chemsoc.Org/ExemplarChem/entries/2004/birmingham_jones/raman.html#Raman)
Raman spectroscopy is useful for analyzing molecules without a permanent dipole 
moment which would not show up on an IR spectrum. Moreover, it is useful for deter­
mining the identity of organic and inorganic species in solution, as the Raman transitions 
for these species are more characteristic than for IR, where the transitions are much more 
affected by the other species present in the solution.
Many Raman instrument models come with a tunable laser so that the sample can be
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excited at a range of different wavelengths. The laser used is very important to the analysis 
of the spectrum because samples can be more resonant with a particular wavelength. For 
example, metallic carbon nanotubes are more resonant at shorter wavelengths (around 
500nm) than semi-conducting ones which are more resonant at longer wavelengths around 
(700nm) (Strano et al., 2004). The Raman instrument used in this thesis was a Renishaw, 
system 2000 microscope with an excitation diode laser at 782nm.
Raman spectroscopy has been used extensively to characterise CNTs (Dresselhaus 
et al., 2002). Figure 2.11 shows the features of a typical CNT Raman spectrum. There 
are four main features; the Radial Breathing Mode (RBM) at around 250 cm-1, the 
tangential G-band (derived from the graphite-like in-plane mode) between 1550-1605 
cm-1, the defective (or distortion) order-induced D-band at about 1350 cm-1, and its 
second-order harmonic (the G’-band) at about 2700 cm-1.
The RBM can be used to assign the chirality to individual CNTs (Dresselhaus et al., 
2002) or to populations of CNT (Strano et al., 2004). For populations of CNTs, the RBM 
spectrum has to be divided into Lorentzian fitted curves, whose peaks can be compared to 
a table of calculated CNT chiralites (Dresselhaus et al., 2002). This has been effectively 
used to determine how CNT populations can be separated out into different chirality 
populations by eluting through an HPLC (high pressure liquid chromatography) column 
(Strano et al., 2004). It has also been shown that RBM is blue-shifted when the CNT 
population are bundled together as opposed to being dispersed into individual tubes in 
solution (O’Connell, Sivaram, and Doorn, 2004). The tangential G-band is related to the 
sp2 bonds that are inherent in all carbon materials. One useful feature of this band is that 
it can be used to distinguish between metallic and semiconducting CNTs, irrespective of 
what wavelength is used. Metallic CNTs have peaks which are blue-shifted in relation to 
semi-conducting ones (Dresselhaus et al., 2002). The D-band has been used to assess the
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purity of CNTs samples as this feature is related to the disordered amorphous carbon that 
can be found as impurities (Dillon et al., 2005). The G’-band can be used to independently 
assign chiralities to CNT samples in relation to those assigned using the RBMs. Strano et 
al. (2004) used the G’-band to verify RBMs, showing that CNTs with smaller diameters 
were eluted off an HPLC column before larger ones.
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Figure 2.11: Raman spectrum from one nanotube taken over a broad frequency range using E/aser 
= 785nm = 1.58 eV excitation, and showing the radial breathing mode (RBM), the D-band, the 
G-band, and the G ’-band. Second-order modes are also observed, but are not discussed. The 
features marked with * at 303, 521 and 963 cm are from the Si /Si02 substrate and axe used 
for calibration of Raman spectrum. Taken from Dresselhaus et al. (2002).
2 .2 .5  F lu o r e sc e n c e
Fluorescence is where the molecular absorption of a photon triggers the emission of 
another photon with a longer wavelength. The energy difference between the absorbed 
and emitted photons ends up as molecular vibrations or heat. For biological applications, 
many chromophores used are excited in the UV range (e.g. ethidium bromide to stain
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DNA in agarose gels), but there are a variety of chromophores produced by commercial 
companies (e.g. Molecular Probes) that are designed for other regions of the spectrum. In 
this work, fluorescence is used primarily in an attempt to visualise CNTs in mammalian 
ceils (Ch5), and to visualise DNA being trapped between electrodes (Ch7). Confocal 
Microscopy was used to visualise DNA and cells, and for CNT fluorescence experiments, 
a Cary Eclipse Fluorimeter was used.
P r o p id i u m  io d id e
httpyAw3.unIrama1.it/MEDlCFISI0/PR0PIDI0.HTM
Figure 2.12: Chemical structure of Cy3 (top) and propidium iodide (bottom) fluorescent dyes
Three main fluorescent chromophores were used; Propidium iodide (PI), Cy3 and 
YoYo-1 iodide. The structures of Cy3 and PI are shown in 2.12, while YoYo-1 iodide’s 
structure is proprietary. PI is a vital stain (in that it is excluded from living cells), which 
readily binds to both DNA and RNA. Its absorption and emission curves are shown in 
figure 2.13, and when bound to nucleic acids, it has a maximum absorption/emission 
peak at 535/617nm. Cy3 has an absorption/emission of 550/570nm and can be bought 
conjugated to the ends of oligos, which can make CNTs fluoresce if the oligo is wrapped
1 R R
Cy3
hitpy/an.wikipadia.orgAw‘ki/CyanlnB#Cy3_and_CyS
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around them. YoYo-1 iodide intercalates in the major groove of the DNA double helix 
and has one of the highest affinities for DNA of any of the DNA fluorescing dyes, having 
virtually no fluorescence when not bound to DNA. Its absorption/emission is 491/509nm 
when bound to dsDNA.
Wavelength (nm)
Figure 2.13: Absorption/emission of propidium iodide when bound to nucleic acids. Taken from 
the Molecular Probes catalogue (www.probes.com).
2 . 3  O t h e r  t e c h n i q u e s
2 .3 .1  T h e r m o g r a v im e tr ic  A n a ly s is
In thermogravimetry (TG) the change in sample weight is measured while the sample 
is heated at a constant rate. This technique is effective for quantitative analysis of thermal 
reactions that are accompanied by mass changes, such as evaporation, decomposition, gas 
absorption, desorption and dehydration. During the heating process the temperature may
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reach as high as 1000°C inside the furnace. TGA experiments performed in this thesis 
used a Rheometric Scientific, TG 760 series. This has a 1/ig minimum weight and a 
sensitivity of + /- 0.5^ zg. All samples were run in compressed air with a 10°C/min ramp 
rate. Figure 3.7 is a simple diagram of the instrument.
Figure 2.14: Schematic of instrumentation of thermogravimetric analysis. (Adapted from 
http://www.chee.nus.edu.sg/pdf/Instrain.pdf)
The micro-balance plays a significant role in the instrument. During the process 
of measurement, the change in sample mass affects the equilibrium of the balance. This 
imbalance is fed back to a force coil, which generates additional electromagnetic force to 
recover equilibrium. The amount of additional electromagnetic force is proportional to 
the mass change and is extremely sensitive down to micrograms of material.
TGA has been used on CNTs to determine the relative amounts of impurities that 
are in a sample. Figure 2.15 shows a typical TGA derivative spectrum of single walled car­
bon nanotubes. The derivative of the plot of weight against temperature for as-produced 
CNTs shows a peak in the vicinity of 350°C which can be attributed to amorphous carbon 
and another peak at about 418°C which can be attributed to CNTs (Itkis et al., 2005). It 
has been noted that it is difficult to put a quantitative measure on TGA data (Itkis et al.,
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2005; Arepalli et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2002) as satisfactory fits to the peaks are hard 
to obtain because of unresolved multiple components with a wide range of combustion 
temperatures. However, quantifying the amount of metal catalyst in each sample can be 
very accurately measured using TGA. This is because by 1000°C all the carbon in the 
sample will have been burned off, leaving metal impurities. This weight is usually given 
as a percentage of the sample.
Temperature (C°)
Figure 2.15: Experimental TGA derivative curve (black line) and best fit (gray solid line) using 
two Lorentzian curves (dashed lines). Taken from Itkis et al. (2005).
2 .3 .2  S o n ic a t io n
Sonication is where ultrasound cause vibrations in liquid which results in both phys­
ical and chemical changes. Ultrasound has a frequency greater than the upper limit of 
human hearing, at about 20 kHz. Ultrasound causes cavitation in liquids which is the 
formation, growth, and implosive collapse of bubbles in a liquid. As the ultrasound energy 
enters the liquid, bubbles form at ‘weak spots’ where the liquid interfaces with dissolved
100-
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gases or particles. These bubbles then grow to a critical size whereupon they collapse or 
implode. Cavitational collapse produces intense local heating (about 5000 K), high pres­
sures (about 1000 atm), and enormous heating and cooling rates ( of about 109 K/sec) 
and liquid jet streams (about 400 km/h) (Suslick, 1998). This energy can be harnessed in 
ultrasonic water baths to clean surfaces, disrupt cell walls for molecular biology applies 
tions, or homogenise samples such as CNTs. Because of this energy absorption, sonication 
waterbaths get hot after prolonged periods of use, so in our experiments, ice was added 
every 30 minutes. It was found that 2 hours sonication gave the most efficient CNT 
solubilisation in RNA (see Chapter 4).
2 .3 .3  P h o to lith o g r a p h y
Photolithography, literally meaning “light-stone-writing" in Greek, is the process 
by which patterns on a substrate material can be defined using light. It is the means 
by which the small-scale features of integrated circuits and electrodes with micron sized 
spaces are created. The process is shown in figure 2.16.
For electrodes used in this thesis, a thin wetting layer of chromium (2nm) and then 
a thicker layer (20-40nm) of gold was sputtered onto either a silicon wafer (with a lOOnm 
layer of silicon dioxide) or a glass slide. Then photoresist (S1828, Shipley) was applied to 
the sample using a spin-coating machine. This device holds the sample, using a vacuum 
chuck, and spins it at high-speed (6000 rpm) for a period of 15-30 seconds. A small 
quantity of resist was dispensed in the centre of the spinning wafer. The rotation causes 
the resist to be spread across the surface of the sample with the excess being spun off. 
Preparation of the resist was concluded by a pre-bake (30 seconds at 100°C), where the 
sample was gently heated on a hotplate to evaporate the resist solvent and to solidify the
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Figure 2.16: Principles of Photolithography. (Adapted from
http://britneyspears.ac/physics/fabrication/photolithography.htm)
resist.
The sample was then transfered to the mask aligner (Quintel Ultra, p line Series) 
for exposure. The mask was made by Compugraphics International (Glenrothes). Two 
types of electrodes were designed to go on the mask; tapered ended electrodes with 3 m m 2 
contact pads and 2-5/im gaps, and flat ended electrodes 500/um wide with gaps of 5-10^m. 
Examples of these can be seen in section 7.3.1.
During the exposure process to the UV  light (between 8-11 seconds), the resist 
undergoes a chemical reaction. Depending on the chemical composition of the resist, it 
can react in two ways when the light strikes the surface. The action of light on a positive 
resist causes it to become less soluble, where it has been exposed to the light because it 
has been polymerised by cross-linking. A negative resist has the reverse property where 
scission of the polymer occurs and exposure to UV-light causes the resist to become more 
soluble. The resist used in this thesis is positive. The sample was then developed using
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MF-319 (Shipley). After the developing process, a negative of the mask remains as a 
pattern of resist. The features of the electrodes are then checked with a microscope-to 
ensure that the process has worked properly and electrode gaps are the right size. Then 
the sample was hard-baked (1-3 minutes at 100°C) to further harden and remove any 
residue of the developer.
The next step is to etch away the metal around the mask. Gold etch (4g potassium 
iodide (KI), lg iodine (I2), 40 ml H20  (all chemicals from Sigma)) was used first, where 
the sample was left in the solution for about 30 seconds. The sample was rinsed with 
deionised water and then exposed to chromium etch 18 (10058796, Rohm and Haas) for 
30 seconds. The remaining resist was then removed by boiling in acetone for ten minutes.
2 . 4  M i c r o s c o p y
2 .4 .1  A to m ic  F orce  M icr o sco p y
A good reference book for the Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) is by Maganov and 
Whangbo (1996). The AFM was invented in the early 1980s following the Scanning Tun­
nelling Microscope (STM). STM relies on a conducting sample and a tip only a few atoms 
wide. When the tip is brought into nanometer proximity to the sample using an ultra­
sensitive piezoelectric mechanism, electrons tunnel between the two, where the tunnelling 
current is kept constant while scanning over the sample by automatically adjusting the 
separation distance. The AFM works in a very similar way using contact force rather than 
tunnelling current so that the sample does not need to be conducting. The AFM provides 
a unique way of measuring the topography, local resistivity, conductivity, temperature and 
elasticity of a surface or molecules on a surface, at a nanometer scale. Indeed, the first
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topographic visualisation of individual DNA molecules were performed using an AFM in 
the early 90s (Bustamante et ah, 1992).
A sharp tip (typically about lOnm) formed on the free end of a cantilever is used to 
probe the sample surface. The principle of AFM is shown in Figure 2.17. The interaction 
between the tip and the surface is detected by measuring the deflection of the cantilever 
using a laser diode to irradiate a mirror on the cantilever and a photodiode to detect the 
reflected laser beam. The quadrant photodiode is able to measure both the deflection and 
torsion of the cantilever. The AFM operates by keeping constant the interaction between 
the tip and sample surface through a feedback system that adjusts the distance between 
the tip and the sample surface. A feedback loop between the sample and the tip ensures 
that the tip follows the topography of the sample. The AFM can be used in two main 
modes; contact and non-contact. Contact mode is where the tip touches the samples, 
whereas tapping mode uses electrostatic interactions between the sample and the tip to 
build up an image of the sample without actually touching it.
In this work, the majority of the images taken with the AFM were taken in non- 
contact (tapping) mode because contact mode can damage biological samples which are 
relatively fragile. In contact mode, with soft materials the tip can dig into the sample, 
deforming it as it is driven laterally across it. The AFM used was a Dimension 3100 
AFM (Dl Veeco, Santa Barbara, CA USA) operated in tapping mode and the images 
were analysed using Nanotec WSxM software.
Figure 2.18 shows the principle of tapping-mode AFM. When the tip is far away 
from the sample surface (a), the oscillation amplitude of the cantilever is a constant, 
representing a “free space” situation where there is no interaction between the tip and 
the surface. The amplitude decreases when the tip approaches close enough to the sample 
surface so that it experiences attractive and/or repulsive forces (b). The cantilever stops
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Figure 2.17: Principles of Atomic Force Microscopy (Adapted from
http://publish. uwo.ca/hnie/spmman.html#df-afm)
oscillating when the tip is brought in to mechanical contact with the surface (c). The inset 
shows that the frequency of the oscillating tip is within a very tight range (about 2kHz) 
at the natural resonating frequency of the cantilever. This adjustment of the separation 
between the tip and surface allows the AFM to construct the topographic image.
There are a few modes of measuring surface properties based on tapping AFM, one 
of them being phase mode which has also been used in this thesis. Phase imaging refers 
to the monitoring of the phase lag between the signal that drives the cantilever oscillation 
and the cantilever oscillation output signal, as shown in Figure 2.19. Changes in the
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~ 30 nm
Tip-sample separation (nm)
Figure 2.18: The principles of tapping mode AFM (Adapted from
http://publish.uwo.ca/hnie/spmman.html#df-afm)
phase lag reflect changes in the mechanical properties of the sample surface. The system’s 
feedback loop operates in the usual manner, using changes in the cantilever’s deflection or 
vibration amplitude to measure sample topography. The phase lag is monitored while the 
topographic image is being taken so that images of topography and material properties 
can be collected simultaneously. Figure 2.19(b) shows an image taken by the author of 
CNTs that have been solubilised with DNA. On the topographic image (top image), the 
DNA can be seen as protrusions on the length of the CNT, whereas on the phase image 
(bottom image), the difference between the DNA and the CNT is more pronounced, owing 
to the fact that these two materials have different mechanical properties.
2 .4 .2  S c a n n in g  E le c tr o n  M icr o sco p y
A good reference book for the principles of scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
is by Goodhew et al. (2000). The first SEM was built in the late 1930s. A focussed 
electron beam is scanned across the sample, and the resulting signals are viewed on a
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Figure 2.19: The principles of phase imaging AFM. (a) This is a schematic of the tip as it passes 
over areas of two different mechanical properties. The lag in the response of the tip produces 
a phase shift which then gives an image which shows the difference between the two types of 
material. (Adapted from http://publish.uwo.ca/hnie/spmman.html#df-afm)
(b) The top image is a topographic image of a CNT wrapped with DNA. The protrusions and 
areas of higher height on the CNT is the DNA. The bottom image is the phase image which 
shows the difference between the DNA and CNT more clearly.
display synchronised with the scan. The resulting image has a resolution controlled by 
the size of the primary beam. A schematic of the SEM is shown in figure 2.20. A beam 
of electrons is generated in the electron gun, located at the top of the column, which is 
pictured to the left. This beam is attracted through the anode, condensed by a condenser
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lens, and focussed as a very fine point 011 the sample by the objective lens. The scan 
coils are energized (by varying the voltage produced by the scan generator) and create 
a magnetic field which deflects the beam back and forth in a controlled pattern. Since 
electrons interact with gases in the air, most SEMs have to operate in high vacuum. In 
this thesis, an FEI Quanta 200F environmental SEM was used in vacuum, which has a 
resolution of about 2nm.
Figure 2.20: Schematic of an SEM. (Taken from: http://mse.iastate.edu/microscopy/path.html)
When the electrons hit the sample, they are absorbed and their kinetic energy is 
dissipated in the form of X-rays and secondary electrons (low energy electrons from the 
sample surface). There are also backscattered electrons (high energy primary electrons 
scattered from the atomic nuclei in the sample). This is shown schematically in figure 2.21. 
Secondary electrons usually have a very small kinetic energy (only a few eV compared to 
the primary beam which be in the range 5-30KeV). Due to this low energy, only secondary 
electrons that are created near the surface can exit the sample and can be detected. This 
secondary electron yield is very sensitive to any variations in the topography of the surface. 
This yield depends on the tilt angle and roughness of the surface, with enhanced emission 
at edges and with small particles. The secondary electrons are emitted into the vacuum
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and Eire then collected by a small electric field into a detector which counts the number of 
electrons per unit time and then translates this into an electric signal, which modulates 
the intensity of the beam in a slave display. Thus the SEM readily gives high resolution 
images of the surface topography of the sample, while X-rays and backscattered electrons 
give Z-contrast images.
J .  Prltnory
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Figure 2.21: Schematic of the various signals generated by the in­
teraction of the electron beam with the sample. (Taken from:
http: / / www .research .philips.com / technologies / misc / matanalysis / downloads /17 _sem- 
epmatn.pdf)
2 .4 .3  C o n fo c a l m ic r o sc o p y
A good textbook on confocal microscopy is by Mueller (2005). The confocal micro­
scope was first invented in the late 1950s. It works on the basis that only a single point 
on the specimen is illuminated at a time, contrary to conventional microscopy where an 
extended region of the sample is illuminated. Moreover, in confocal microscopy a number 
of lasers can be used as the light source, primarily because fluorescent chromophores can 
be excited with these lasers, giving minimal background. The spot size of the laser is de­
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termined by the quality of the optics but is typically on the order of 0.5/Am. A schematic of 
the optics of the confocal are shown in figure 2.22. Reflected or fluorescent light from the 
illuminated specimen spot is collected by the objective and focused onto a small aperture. 
This is detected by a photomultiplier tube. As only a spot on the specimen is illuminated, 
the laser has to be scanned over an area of the sample to build up an image.
Confocal microscopy is very useful because it gives better resolution than conven­
tional microscopes, but more importantly, because it can give a three-dimensional (3-D) 
image, since the depth of focus in conventional light optics is very small. Having a 3- 
D imaging capability is extremely useful for studying biological tissue and cells, where 
features inside the cell can be distinguished from those on the outside or on the cell wall.
The mechanism behind the 3-D imaging capability of confocal microscopy is also 
illustrated in Figure 2.22. It relies on the fact that the confocal microscope has a tiny 
aperture so that light from the specimen that is in focus (solid line) can pass through 
the aperture, whereas light from out-of-focus parts on the specimen are mostly blocked 
(dotted line). Thus, only light from a very thin specimen layer is detected. Sections of 
about 1/tm can be obtained, a term called “optical sectioning”. The confocal microscope 
can be used to record a number of optical sections, termed “z-stacking” as the images can 
be stacked up in the z direction of the sample. From this a 3-D image can be reconstructed 
of the sample.
To perform such optical sectioning, it is necessary that the specimen is semi­
transparent, so that light can penetrate the uppermost layers to illuminate those below. 
This is the case for most biological specimens, and volumes with a depth of several 
hundred pm are routinely studied with confocal microscopy. Most specimens studied 
with confocal microscopy are labelled with fluorescent substances which emit light in the 
green, yellow and red parts of the spectrum. To excite fluorescence in such substances,
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blue or green laser wavelengths are commonly used. In some cases ultraviolet (UV) 
excitation is used, but this is difficult because of the demand it puts on the microscope 
optics as well as the high cost of the laser equipment needed. The confocal microscope 
used in this work was a LSM 510 by Zeiss.
Figure 2.22: Illustration of optical sectioning with a confocal microscope. Only light emanating 
from the focus plane of the microscope will be transmitted through the small aperture. Taken 
from http://www.biox.kth.Se/kjellinternet/Micr.lab3.4.PDF.
2 . 5  M o l e c u l a r  B i o l o g y
2 .5 .1  P o ly m e r a se  C h a in  R e a c t io n  (P C R )
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is a technique which is of fundamental importance 
in molecular biology and is used to enzymatically replicate DNA without using a living 
organism. This allows a small amount of the DNA molecule to be amplified exponentially. 
However, because it is an in vitro technique, it can be performed without restrictions on 
the form of DNA and it can be extensively modified to perform a wide array of genetic 
manipulations.
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The PCR process usually consists of a series of twenty to thirty-five cycles. Each cy­
cle consists of three steps which are shown in figure 2.23. There are a number of molecules 
and enzymes required for a PCR; the DNA template which has a region of interest to am­
plify, the primers which attach to regions of interest to be amplified, nucleotides which are 
the raw material to make new strands of DNA, Taq polymerase which joins nucleotides to­
gether following the complementary strand on the template DNA, and the buffer solution 
which contains ions such as Mg+2 which are needed for PCR to proceed properly.
The double-stranded DNA has to be heated to 94-96°C in order to separate the 
strands. This step is called denaturing; it breaks apart the hydrogen bonds that connect 
the two DNA strands. Prior to the first cycle, the DNA is often denatured for an extended 
time to ensure that both the template DNA and the primers have completely separated 
and are now single-stranded only. This is usually for about 1-2 minutes. After separating 
the DNA strands, the temperature is lowered so the primers can attach themselves to the 
single DNA strands. This step is called annealing. The temperature of this stage depends 
on the primers and is usually 5°C below their melting temperature (45-60°C). A wrong 
temperature during the annealing step can result in primers not binding to the template 
DNA at all, or binding at random. Again this step lasts for about 1-2 minutes. Finally, 
the DNA polymerase has to copy the DNA strands. It starts at the annealed primer 
and works its way along the DNA strand. This step is called elongation. The elongation 
temperature depends on the DNA polymerase. Taq polymerase elongates optimally at a 
temperature of 72°C. The time for this step depends both on the DNA polymerase itself 
and on the length of the DNA fragment to be amplified. As a rule-of-thumb, this step 
takes 1 minute per thousand base pairs. A final elongation step is frequently used after the 
last cycle to ensure that any remaining single stranded DNA is completely copied. This 
differs from all other elongation steps, only in that it is longer, typically 10-15 minutes.
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In this thesis, different lengths were made by PCR for use in dielectrophoresis 
experiments. The template DNA was A-DNA, the Taq polymerase and a nucleotide 
mix were purchased from New England Biolabs, and the primers were designed on­
line using Primer2 and ordered from Sigma-Genosys. Three PCR lengths were created 
with each fragment sharing the same left primer whose sequence was (AAGGCGTTTC- 
CGTTCTTCTT). All primers are arranged 5’-i3 \ A 72 base pair (bp) fragment was 
created, the right primer being CGTTTCCTTTCTTTTCAGAGG, a 735bp fragment’s 
right primer was GCCTGAACAGTGAGCGAAG and a 7179bp fragment’s right primer 
was CGGGCAATCAGTTCATCTTT. The PCR was set-up and run on an Applied Sys­
tems 2720 thermo-cycle PCR machine, with a regime of 2 minute denature step at 95°C, 
then annealing at 58°C for 2 minutes, then elongation at 72°C for 2 minutes, apart from 
the 7Kbps fragment where this was 7 minutes. The PCR products were separated from 
enzymes and primers using a PCR clean up kit (Qiagen Ltd) and the products were 
checked on a 0.8% agarose gel.
2 .5 .2  D N A  e le c tr o p h o r e s is
DNA electrophoresis is an analytical technique used to separate DNA fragments by 
size. An electric potential is set across a gel containing fragments of DNA so that they 
are forced to migrate through it. DNA molecules move from negative to positive potential 
due to the net negative charge of the phosphate backbone of the DNA molecule. When 
the gel has set, it contains nanometer size holes in an intricate network. Longer molecules 
migrate more slowly through this network because their movement is impeded by the 
network to a much greater extent.
After the separation is completed, the fractions of DNA fragments of different length
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Figure 2.23: Schematic drawing of the PCR cycle. (1) Denaturing at 94-96°C. (2) An­
nealing at (eg) 68°C. (3) Elongation at 72°C (P=Polymerase). (4) The first cycle is 
complete. The two resulting DNA strands make up the template DNA for the next 
cycle, thus doubling the amount of DNA duplicated for each new cycle. Taken from 
http: /  /  en.wikipedia.org/wilci/Polymerase_chain_reaction.
are visualized using a fluorescent dye specific for DNA, such as ethidium bromide. Typical 
gels show bands corresponding to different DNA molecules populations with different 
molecular weights. Fragment size is reported in bases, base pairs or kilo-base-pairs (kbp, 
for 1000’s of base pairs) depending upon whether single- or double-stranded DNA has been 
separated. Fragment size determination is typically done by comparison to commercially 
available DNA ladders containing linear DNA fragments of known length.
The types of gel used in this thesis are 0.8% agarose (Sigma) for relatively long DNA 
molecules (above 100 base pairs) and 19:1 Bis-polyacrylamide (Gibco) for resolution of
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short DNA molecules below about 100 base pairs. The agarose gels were made at 0.8% 
in lxTAE (10xTAE= Tris (48.46 g/L, 0.4 M), Acetic acid (12.01 g/L, 0.2 M), EDTA 
(3.72 g/L, 0.01 M), left to set, and then run in a solution of lxTAE buffer using a Bio- 
Rad DNA electrophoresis kit at 90V. After an hour, the gel was stained using 40/xg/ml 
ethidium bromide (Sigma) and visualised on an image master VDS, Pharmacia Biotech. 
The polyacrylamide gel was made using 2ml 19:1 Bis-polyacrylamide (Gibco), 8ml lxTBE 
(lOxTBE =  Tris (107.78 g/1, 0.89 M) Boric acid (55.0 g/L, 0.89 M), EDTA (7.44 g/1, 0.02 
M)), 50/a1 of a 10%APS solution in deionised water and 7pi TEMED. The gel was set in 
a Bio-Rad protein gel tank and run at 90V for an hour. The gel was then stained with 
ethidium bromide.
2 . 6  T i s s u e  c u l t u r e  a n d  r e l a t e d  t e c h n i q u e s
2 .6 .1  T issu e  c u ltu r e
Tissue culture refers to the culturing of animal tissue in vitro. All aseptic tech­
niques and standard tissue culture protocols were adhered to with these experiments in 
accordance with established manuals (for example see Freshney (2005)). Two types of 
immortalised cell line were used; adherant Crandell Feline Kidney (CRFK) cells, and 
non-adherant cells AFP-27, a mouse kidney cell line.
CRFK cells were cultured in MEM broth (Gibco) supplemented with 10% fetal 
bovine serum (FBS) (Gibco), 1% penicillin/streptomycin (P/S) (at lOOunit/ml from 
Gibco), and 1% minimum essential amino acids (Gibco). The cells were grown in standard 
15ml tissue culture flasks (Nunc) at 37°C with a 5% C02 atmosphere. Every 3 days, the 
cells were passaged by trypsonising (an enzymatic treatment) for 3-4 minutes to detach
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them from the bottom of the flask. Then the cells were pipetted off into 5ml of MEM 
media and centrifuged for 2 minutes at 2500rpm. The supernatant was poured off and 
the cells were resuspended in 10ml media. This was diluted 1 in 15ml into MEM broth in 
a tissue culture flask, where the cells were left to proliferate. After 3 days, the cells grew 
to confluence (a continuous mat of cells side-to-side) with about 2x107 cells per flask. 
AFP-27 cells were cultured in the same way except that, because they axe a non-adherant 
cell line, they did not need the trypsonisation step, and were passaged by simply diluting 
1 in 15ml into RMPI media (Gibco, supplemented with 5% L-glutamine (200mM), 10% 
FBS, 1% P/S and 2.5% sodium bicarbonate).
2 .6 .2  H a e m o c y to m e te r
A haemocytometer is a device first used for counting blood cells as the name suggests. 
It consists of a glass slide with an area of squares which have been etched onto the glass, 
with a known depth. The sample is pipetted onto the slide which is then covered by a 
glass coverslide. This provides a homogenous layer over the etched area with a known 
volume. When viewed down a microscope, the cells in the squares can be counted (usually 
ten squares are counted for statistical significance), an average is taken and scaled up 
so that the number of cells in 1ml is calculated. In the experiments in this work, a 
haemocytometer (Makler Ltd) was used with a volume of 0.1ml, and a scaling factor of 
104.
2 .6 .3  V ia b il ity  A ssa y
For the viability assay, the CellTiter A96 (Promega) assay was used to monitor 
cell viability and proliferation after various treatments including internalization of CNTs
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and laser radiation. The CellTiter A96 assay uses the tetrazolium compound [3-(4,5- 
dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium, 
inner salt; MTS] and the electron coupling reagent phenazine methosulfate. MTS 
is chemically reduced by living cells into formazan whose concentration and optical 
absorbance at 490 nm can provide a measure of the metabolically active in live cells.
A standard curve of AFP-27 suspension cells was made using MTS. Firstly, cells 
were grown in a flask, and the number of cells counted with a haemocytometer. Then, a 
dilution series ranging from 100,000 cells down to 20,000 cells was made. Next, 100/d of 
each of the dilutions was put in triplicate into a 96 well plate with 20/d of MTS solution. 
This was then left in a 37°C, 5% C02 incubator for two hours. The absorbance at 490nm 
was then read on 96 well plate reader. The result can be seen in figure 2.24 and has a 
linear fit (R=0.996). This curve will give a good estimation of how many cells are left 
alive after laser exposure.
2 .6 .4  F lo w  C y to m e tr y
A good reference book for the priciples of flow cytometry is by Givan (2001). Flow 
cytometry is a technique for counting, examining and sorting microscopic particles sus­
pended in a stream of fluid. It allows simultaneous multiparametric analysis of the physical 
characteristics of single cells flowing through an optical detection apparatus.
A laser is directed onto a hydro-dynamically focussed stream of fluid. A number of 
detectors are aimed at the point where the stream passes through the light beam; one 
in line with the light beam (Forward Scatter or FSC) and several perpendicular to it 
(Side Scatter or SSC). FSC correlates with the cell volume and SSC depends on the inner 
complexity of the particle (i.e. shape of the nucleus, the amount and type of cytoplasmic
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Figure 2.24: Cell viability standard curve.
granules or the membrane roughness). Moreover, a number of fluorescent detectors are 
also incorporated to detect fluorophores attached to cells. Each suspended particle passing 
through the beam scatters the light in some way, and fluorescent fluorophores in the 
particle may be excited into emitting light. The data generated can be plotted in a single 
dimension showing just one type of information (for example red fluorescence) to produce 
a histogram, or in two dimensional dot plots or in even in three dimensions to include 
FSC and SSC data.
A flow cytometer needs 5 main components: (1) flow cell - liquid stream (sheath 
fluid) carries and aligns the cells so that they pass single file through the light beam for 
sensing. (2) light source - commonly used lamps (mercury, xenon); high power water- 
cooled lasers (argon, krypton, dye laser); low power air-cooled lasers (argon (488nm), 
red-HeNe (633nm), green-HeNe, HeCd (UV)); diode lasers (blue, green, red, violet). (3)
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detector and Analogue to Digital Conversion (ADC) system - generating FSC and SSC 
as well as fluorescence signals. (4) amplification system, and (5) a computer for analysis 
of the signals.
Early flow cytometers were generally experimental devices, but recent technologi­
cal advances have created a considerable market for the instrumentation, as well as the 
reagents used in analysis, such as fluorescently-labelled antibodies and analysis software. 
Modern instruments usually have multiple lasers and fluorescence detectors (the current 
record for a commercial instrument is 4 lasers and 18 fluorescence detectors). Increas­
ing the number of lasers and detectors allows for multiple antibody labelling, and can 
more precisely identify a target population by their phenotype. Certain instruments can 
even take digital images of individual cells, allowing for the analysis of fluorescent signal 
location within or on the surface of cells.
Flow cytometers can also be configured as sorting instruments (fluorescent-activated 
cell sorting or FACS). As cells or particles pass through the instrument they can be 
selectively charged, based on user defined parameters, and can be deflected into separate 
paths of flow directed to different collection tubes. It is therefore possible to separate up 
to 4 defined populations of cells from an original mix with a high degree of accuracy and 
speed (up to about 90,000 cells per second in theory). In this work, a Becton-Dickenson 
FACScan was used.
2.7. Laser setup for cell death experiments
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2 .7 .1  L aser
For the experiments involving irradiating cells with light, an amplified Coherent 
titanium-doped sapphire (Ti:Sapphire) ultrafast laser system was used. A schematic of 
this laser is shown in figure 2.25. Ti: Sapphire is a very widely used material for ultrafast 
lasers, as it is able to produce lasing emission over a very wide wavelength range (about 
660 nm - 1180 nm). There is a reciprocal relationship between the bandwidth of an 
optical pulse and its length in time, so the wide range of lasing wavelengths supported 
by Ti:Sapphire mean not only that it is widely tunable, but also that it can produce very 
short pulses of light; the pulses emerging from the optical parametric amplifier (OPA) 
are measured as being only 62 fs long. The first component of the system is an optically 
pumped ‘Mira’ Ti:sapphire oscillator which produces 60 fs pulses at a repetition rate of 
80 MHz and a wavelength of 800 nm. These pulses are then stretched (to lower the 
peak power and avoid optical damage) before being sent into the ‘RegA’ regenerative 
amplifier; this produces (after pulse compression optics) 50 fs pulses at a repetition rate 
of 250 kHz (still at 800 nm). For measurements at different wavelengths the OPA is used. 
The amplified pulses are injected into the OPA, and the non-linear process of optical 
parametric amplification gives two output pulse trains (the signal and the idler) whose 
energies add up to the incident (pump) energy. A typical pulse energy after the OPA is 
7 x 10~8J, which equates to a peak power of around 0.5MW, but a continous power of 
about 17.5MW.
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Figure 2.25: The Coherent laser system. P: Nd:Yag pump lasers, 5W and 10W continuous 
wave output, Osc: MIRA oscillator, 800 nm, 400 m W  pulsed output, 80 MHz rep. rate, Amp: 
RegA regenerative amplifier, 800nm, 1.3 W  pulsed output, 250 kHz rep. rate, Str/Com: Pulse 
stretcher/compressor. OPA: OPA - Optical parametric amplifier, 1.2 - 1.6 pm, 20 - 40 m W  
pulsed output, 250 kHz rep. rate. Taken from Richard Sutton’s transfer report, ATI, University 
of Surrey.
2 .7 .2  Z -scan
Z-scans were performed on a dilution series of RNA-CNTs composites, to compare 
with a Z-scan of cells (incubated with RNA-CNTs). It was hoped that the concentration 
of CNTs in the cells could be calculated by comparing with the RNA-CNTs in solution. 
Z-scanning is where a laser is focussed on a sample of CNTs in solution, and scanned in 
the Z-direction through the focus of the beam. As the sample is scanned, the intensity of 
the incident radiation is at a maximum at the focal point and falls with distance either 
side, so essentially the CNTs are acting as a lens. With CNTs, a very distinct spectrum is 
created due to their non-linear optical properties. This describes how the CNTs polarise 
in response to the electric field of the light.
Figure 2.26 shows the details of the experimental set-up that is used for z-scan 
measurements. The incident laser beam is focussed and then split into signal and reference
Osc Sir-> Com
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beams by an ultrafast beam splitter, which is designed to give minimum dispersion.
The signal beam is then passed through the the inner set of blades on the chopper 
(labelled ‘2’ in the figure) and through the sample, S, which is mounted on a computer- 
controlled delay stage aligned parallel to the beam path. The signal is then passed through 
the variable aperture, A, and focussed by a lens onto a germanium photodiode detector.
Figure 2.26: The experimental z-scan set-up.FL = Focusing lens, BS = Beam-splitter, C = 
Dual-beam Optical Chopper, S = Sample, DS = Delay stage, X, Y and Z are mirrors for the 
reference beam path (shown in blue), A = Aperture, CL = Collecting lenses, D = Detector. 
Taken from Richard Sutton’s transfer report, ATI, University of Surrey.
The reference beam is passed through the outer set of blades on the chopper (labelled 
‘1’ in the figure). It then passes through free space and does not impinge on the sample, 
being directed by mirrors X and Y and focussed by a lens onto the same detector as the 
signal beam.
With both signal and reference beams incident on the detector, they need to be 
isolated from each other. This can be done because they are modulated at different 
frequencies by the chopper. The internal oscillator of the lock-in amplifier is connected to 
the ‘synch in’ for the inner set of apertures, so the signal beam is chopped at the internal 
oscillator frequency; the ‘synch out’ of the outer set, which chops the reference beam at
Y
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18/11 times the frequency of the inner set, is connected to the external reference of the 
lock-in. The dual reference mode of the lock-in allows the simultaneous detection of two 
signals on a single detector; one modulated at the internal oscillator frequency (the signal 
beam in our set-up) and one modulated at the external reference frequency (the reference 
beam). A routine is incorporated in a Labview program which divides the signal and 
reference amplitudes to give us a Z-scan which is independent of variations in the laser 
intensity.
C h a p t e r  3
G e n e r a t i o n  o f  c h e m i c a l l y  u n m o d i f i e d  
p u r e  s i n g l e  w a l l e d  c a r b o n  n a n o t u b e s  
u s i n g  R N A  a n d  t r e a t m e n t  w i t h  
R N a s e  A
3 .1  I n t r o d u c t i o n
In this chapter, we report a simple, two step method for using RNA to purify 
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) without the use of a time intensive process and harsh chemical 
or physical treatments (Jeynes et al., 2006). We demonstrate the purity of the RNA- 
purified CNTs by a variety of physical methods and show that treatment of the RNA- 
wrapped CNTs with the enzyme ribonuclease very effectively removes the RNA allowing 
subsequent recovery of pure CNTs. The importance of using RNA over, for example 
DNA oligonucleotides in this process, is that RNA is a very labile molecule and easily
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digested by RNase A, one of the most robust enzymes in biology. RNase is a highly 
active and extremely stable enzyme that (unlike DNase) is active at a wide of range of 
temperatures (15 - 70°C), does not require cofactors, is stable up to 100°C, is active in 
detergent solutions, and is therefore an ideal tool for purification of CNTs.
Single walled carbon nanotube mass production methods such as arc discharge or 
high pressure catalytic decomposition of CO (HiPCO) produce a large quantity of impuri­
ties such as carbonaceous materials, soot, and metallic catalytic particles. Manufacturers 
of CNTs often claim that their CNTs are between 50-90% pure. However, getting an 
accurate measure of the purity of any given batch of CNTs has proved problematic. This 
is because the analytical techniques employed to assess the purity, such as Raman, vis- 
NIR, TGA and electron microscopy, all have shortcomings and a consensus has so far not 
been reached in the definition of a ‘pure’ sample of CNTs. The most common purifica­
tion process is the oxidation of the impurities using aggressive chemical treatments such 
as refluxing with HNO3 at high temperatures (about 180 °C). These treatments induce 
defect formation and oxidation of the CNT which modifies their properties (Esumi et al., 
1996; Chiang et al., 2001). This is why purification with RNA and RNase, described in 
this chapter is significant.
Many researchers have looked into the issue of CNT purity, but perhaps most notable 
are the efforts by Robert Haddon’s group from the University of California. They have 
investigated various analytical techniques to assess the purity of batches of CNTs (Itkis 
et al., 2005) and have described a way in which to define the purity of a sample using 
NIR spectroscopy (Itkis et al., 2003). By comparing SEM images of samples of CNTs 
and then comparing these to Raman, NIR and TGA data, a systematic method was 
developed to assess the purity of a batch of CNTs. Thus, reference samples were created 
with known purities with which other samples could be compared. Figure 3.1 shows six
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SEM images of CNTs samples. These are graded according to how pure the CNTs in 
the samples appear so that the grade 6 material (Figure 3.1a) was assigned a purity of 
85-100%, grade 5 (Figure 3.1b) 65-85%, grade 4 (Figure 3.1c) 50-65%, grade 3 (Figure 
3.Id) 30-50%, grade 2 (Figure 3.1e) 15-30%, and grade 1 (Figure 3.1f) 5-15%. Figures 
3.1b-f are from the same batch of electric arc discharge produced CNTs and shows the 
inhomogeneity of the batch. This way of grading the CNTs from SEM images, although 
qualitatively useful, is subjective to a certain extent and does not take into account very 
thin layers of amorphous carbon and metallic catalyst which are effectively invisible to 
the SEM. Moreover, to cover the whole of the CNT sample, many images have to be taken 
to account for the inhomogeneity, therefore making the process very labour intensive.
To overcome the difficulties posed by assessment using the SEM, NIR, Raman and 
TGA can be used as complementary techniques. Figure 3.2 shows a comparison of four 
CNTs samples with varying levels of nickel catalyst particles and CNT purity, using TGA, 
Raman and NIR (Itkis et al., 2005). Figure 3.2 (top panel) shows the NIR spectrum of 
the S22 band of the CNT sample with the relative purity calculated as a ratio between 
the area of the band, and that of the background underneath it. The NIR spectra show 
that there is an optimum nickel catalyst of 4% to produce the highest quantity of CNTs. 
The TGA data for these same samples (Figure 3.2 (bottom panel)) shows a qualitative 
similarity to the NIR spectra. The integral of the first peak at about 350 °C decreases, 
while the amplitude of the peak near 420 °C increases from sample A to sample C, as 
the Ni concentration increases bom 0 to 4 atom %. The first peak is associated with 
amorphous carbon, while the second peak is associated with CNTs (Itkis et al., 2005; 
Arepalli et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2002). However, it must be noted that this is not 
uniquely the case as Figure 3.2A contains no CNT but still has a small hump at 420 
°C. Furthermore, both the TGA and NIR data show a decline in the CNT content for
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Figure 3.1: SEM purity grading system showing highest purity grade 6 to lowest grade 1 samples 
obtained from SEM images of As-Produced-SWNT soot produced by the electric arc discharge 
technique. Note that images b-f (grades 5-1) were obtained from samples taken from the same 
synthetic experiment. Taken from Itkis et al. (2005).
sample D at a nickel concentration of 8.0 atom %. The Raman spectra (Figure 3.2 (middle 
panel)) shows the Radial Breathing Mode (RBM) with a peak at 166.7cm-1, the D band 
at 1277cm-1 and the G band at 1592cm-1. The intensities of the RBM- and G-bands 
for SWNT samples made with a range of nickel catalyst concentrations correlate with 
the AP-SWNT soot purities determined by NIR spectroscopy, reaching a maximum for 
sample C at 4 atom % nickel and declining for higher and lower nickel concentration. 
Further analysis of the Raman spectra reveal that there was a linear relationship between
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the NIR purity evaluation of samples and both the G-band area and the D-band/G-band 
ratio. Other reports have found that the D-band width is a good estimate of the purity 
of a sample, just as is the ratio between the peak intensity of the D-band and the G-band 
(Dillon et al., 2005, 1999).
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Figure 3.2: Solution-phase NIR (top panel) and Raman (middle panel) spectra, and TGA data 
(bottom panel) for four SWNT samples, A-D, produced by the electric arc discharge technique 
using Ni catalyst concentrations of 0, 1.3, 4, and 8 atom %, with a constant catalyst concentration 
of 1 atom %. The NIR panel (Anir-Dnir) shows the area of the S22 feature (dark shading, 
top part) and complete area (bottom part) used for purity calculations. Taken from Itkis et al. 
(2005).
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In this chapter, the levels of purity that are obtained by using RNA and RNase are 
investigated using SEM, TGA, NIR, AFM and FTIR. This analysis shows that treatment 
with RNA and RNase is a simple and efficient method of purifying CNTs samples.
3 .1 .1  E x p e r im e n ta l
Preparation of CNT-composites: The tcRNA-SWCNT composites were pre­
pared according to a modified version from (Zheng et al., 2003a), where lmg of arc dis­
charge CNT tubes (CarboLex, AP grade) were sonicated in a waterbath (Ultrasonic bath 
XB2, 60W) for 30 minutes with 1ml of 0.5mg/ml tcRNA (Type III from yeast, Sigma) in 
deionised water. When the eppendorf tubes containing the composites were sonicated in 
the waterbath, ice was added to keep the temperature of the water relatively stable. The 
solution was then centrifuged at 13,000g for 90 minutes to ensure that all the insoluble 
particles were pelleted. The top 800/a1 was then gently pipetted off so that the pellet was 
not disturbed.
Absorption spectroscopy: A Varian Cary 5000 UV/Vis/NIR spectrophotometer 
was used with 500/d of each sample in a quartz cuvette with a 1cm path length. The 
samples were prepared as above, except that D20  was used instead of H20  for trans­
parency in the NIR region. Also 874/ig/ml of nucleic acid was used for T30, polyA and 
tcRNA simply because that was how much came with the T30 oligonucleotide whereas a 
1% SDS solution was used in accordance with O’Connell et al. (2002). The T30 oligo was 
purchased from MWG and all other material was from Sigma-Aldrich.
AFM analysis: The morphology of the surface was investigated using a Dimension 
3100 AFM (DI Veeco, Santa Barbara, CA, USA) operated in tapping mode. The images 
were analysed using the Nanotec WSxM software. To prepare the samples for the AFM,
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5/xl of the RNA-CNT solution was pipetted onto a freshly cleaved mica substrate and left 
to dry in an airflow cabinet, and then washed with RO water. Then samples were placed 
in 10ml 50mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7, with one sample having 13/xg/ml RNase A. 
Samples were then incubated overnight at 37°C. They were then washed again, left to dry 
and then imaged. Note that a range of RNase A was added (6/ig/ml, 13/rg/ml, 28/zg/ml, 
33/ig/ml, 167/zg/ml) but 13/rg/ml gave the best results; the higher concentrations of 
enzyme left a layer of enzyme on the mica substrate making it impossible to view the 
CNTs, while a lower concentration left a majority of the RNA on the CNTs.
TGA: A TGA (Rheometric Scientific, TG 760 series) was used. This has a 1/xg 
minimum weight and a sensitivity of + /- 0.5/ig. All samples were run in compressed air. 
The RNA (for each run about 0.4mg) and the as-produced CNT samples (about 0.6mg) 
were loaded into a platinum pan without further modification as both are in powdered 
form. The RNA-CNTs were made as described, with 5ml of RNA-CNTs concentrated into 
about 100/d in a YM-100 column (Millipore) and then freeze-dried (giving about 0.2mg). 
YM-100 columns are designed to filter out any proteins that are above 100,000 molecular 
weight, while letting all those underneath this through the filter. Because of the length 
of CNTs (between 500nm-l/im) the CNTs cannot get through the filter. This shall be 
discussed in more detail in a later chapter. For the RNased-CNTs, 380/xg/ml of RNase 
A (Sigma) in sodium phosphate buffer (pH 6.8) was added to 5.1ml of RNA-CNTs with 
0.05M NaCl and left for 30 minutes in a waterbath at 50°C. The precipitated CNTs were 
centrifuged at 4400g for 5 minutes. The supernatant was then poured off and the pellet 
washed with deionised water and then centrifuged again for 10 minutes. The pellet was 
then freeze-dried (this process usually yielded about 0.45mg). The freeze dryer (Edwards) 
was precooled to -40°C and the samples were put into the chamber and left overnight in 
a vacuum.
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SEM: An FEI Quanta 200F ESEM was used for imaging with a 15I<eV beam. For 
imaging with the SEM, samples were placed on silicon.
Raman spectroscopy: The structure and purity of the samples was analyzed 
with a Renishaw, system 2000 microscope with an excitation diode laser at 782nm. The 
samples were prepared by smearing onto silicon in powdered form.
FTIR spectroscopy: This shows the FTIR spectra of as-produced CNTs and 
RNased CNTs. A Perkin Elmer spectrum BX was used. About 1 mg of material with 
640 scans was used for each spectrum.
Sonication method: Eppendorf tubes containing DNA, CNTs and water mixes 
were placed in a waterbath and sonicated for 30 minutes.
3 . 2  R e s u l t s  a n d  D i s c u s s i o n
3 .2 .1  v is -N I R  a n a ly s is
As produced CNTs were treated with three other solubilising agents so as to compare 
then- solubilisation efficiency with total cellular RNA (tcRNA). The vis-NIR absorption 
spectra can be seen in figure 3.3(a). Sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) was chosen because 
it is commonly used to disperse CNTs (O’Connell et al., 2002), whereas dT(30) is known 
to be one of the most effective oligonucleotide solvents (Zheng et al., 2003a). PolyA was 
used as it is a pure form of RNA. All the solutions were centrifuged to pellet out impurities 
and bundles of CNTs to leave a supernatant of solubilised CNTs.
In the spectra in figure 3.3, three peaks can be seen corresponding to the van Hove 
transitions between the first (Sn, at about 1700nm), second (S22, about lOOOnm) and 
third (Mn, about 700nm) van Hove singularities. These correspond to semi-conducting
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CNTs (the 1st and 2nd) and metallic CNTs (the 3rd) (Kataura et al., 1999).
(a)
wavelength (nm)
(b)
wavelength (nm)
Figure 3.3: (a) Absorption spectrum comparing tcRNA-CNT, T30-CNT, polyA-CNT, and SDS- 
CNT (starting from lmg CNT in 1ml of D 2O) after centrifugation. (tcRNA-CNTs spectra has 
been shifted vertically by 0.1 for clarity) (b) The same spectrum after background subtraction 
so that just the van Hove transition peaks can be compared.
By comparing these peaks, a measure of the effectiveness of a dispersant can be as­
sessed (Wenseleers et al., 2004). However, as discussed in the introduction to this thesis, 
the spectrum of CNTs in solution is complicated by background absorbance from impu­
rities and from plasmon absorbance of the CNTs. Figure 3.3(b) shows the background 
subtracted spectrum so that the van Hove transitions of the CNTs can be more easily
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compared between the samples. Clearly a quantitative analysis of these peaks is needed 
to compare between the samples. This can be achieved by integrating the areas of each 
van Hove transition. Figure 3.4(a) shows the results from the areas of the metallic and 
two semiconducting peaks from the four different solvents, and also shows the standard 
deviation from three repeats of each solvent. This demonstrates that the mean area of 
each of the three peaks goes in this descending order: tcRNA, T30, polyA then SDS. 
Because the area of the curve is directly related to the quantity of CNTs in solution, this 
shows that under the conditions employed to make these solutions, tcRNA is much more 
effective at solubilising the CNTs than polyA and SDS. and marginally better than T30.
However, scanning a sample of CNT solution, then background subtracting and 
integrating the areas of each peak is a time consuming process which could perhaps be 
avoided by using a single wavelength to assess the quantity of CNTs in a given solution. 
Figure 3.4(b) shows the results from the same solutions used in figure 3.4(a), but showing 
the absorbances at 730, 808 and 1030nm taken from the raw spectrum that had not 
been manipulated. The wavelengths 730nm and 1030nm were chosen because these are 
at the peaks of the Mu and S22 curves, while 808nm is a wavelength that is the most 
convenient for using with laser experiments on living cells discussed in a later chapter. 
No wavelengths were chosen above 1030nm because water absorbs very strongly above 
this wavelength and so would not be suitable to assess the quantity of CNTs in solution, 
where water is routinely used as the solvent. Figure 3.4(b) shows the same trend as figure 
3.4(a), where CNTs are solubilised most effectively in the order tcRNA, T30, polyA, 
SDS. It is interesting to note that the error bars do overlap more than those in Figure 
3.4(a), and reflects the amount of background in each sample. However, for the purposes 
of establishing a quick and convenient method for determining the relative quantities of 
CNTs in a sample, using one of these wavelengths is sufficient.
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Figure 3.4: Analysis of vis/NIR spectra, (a) shows the integrated areas of the base-line sub­
tracted spectrum for the 3 peaks, Mu, S22 and Sn. (b) shows the absorbance from the spectrum 
at three wavelengths, 730, 808 and 1030nm, without any adjustment to the spectrum.
The oligo dT(30), has previously been shown (Zheng et al., 2003a) to be one of 
the most effective oligos at dispersing and solubilising CNTs. PolyA was less effective, 
which may be due to its propensity to self-stack in solution (Zheng et al., 2003a), thereby 
leaving the bases less available for 7r-stacking with the CNTs. SDS was the least effective at 
solubilising the CNTs which may well be associated with the geometry of this surfactant. 
Indeed, in a recent study, Wu et al. (2006) found that surfactants with a bulkier head- 
group and a longer acetyl tail than SDS were more efficient at solubilising CNTs probably
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due to the better interaction of the headgroup with water and a longer tail for binding the 
CNTs. In this context, it makes sense that RNA or DNA is more efficient at solubilising 
CNTs than SDS as there is a large surface area of phosphate backbone which interacts 
with water while similarly there are many bases to bind the CNTs.
3 .2 .2  S E M  a n a ly s is
RNA-wrapped CNTs were treated with the enzyme RNase A to remove the RNA 
and thereby precipitate the CNTs (see Figure 3.7 inset). Figure 3.5 shows representa­
tive SEM images of as-produced CNTs, RNA-CNTs and RNased CNTs. The image in 
Figure 3.5(a) is fairly typical for as-produced CNTs (Itkis et al., 2005) clearly demon­
strating heavy contamination with amorphous carbon. In contrast, amorphous carbon 
appeared to be completely absent from the RNA-wrapped CNTs (Figure 3.5(b)). The 
RNase treated CNTs figure 3.5(c) showed a slightly more concentrated field of pure CNTs 
with some scattered clumps of material that looks similar to amorphous carbon but, since 
the material was prepared from a sample as shown in figure 3.5b, is more likely to be 
clusters of organic matter that have not been washed off.
3 .2 .3  A F M  a n a ly s is
The CNTs were also examined by AFM. Figure 3.6 shows representative AFM im­
ages of tcRNA-CNTs and RNase treated-CNTs deposited on mica. In figure 3.6(a) the 
tcRNA can clearly be seen wrapping around the middle section of the CNT. The height 
of the CNT is approximately 1.5nm, demonstrating that the CNTs were not bundled 
(CarboLex As-Produced grade single-walled SWNT have diameters between 1.2-1.5nm 
and an average of 1.4nm). The height of the RNA wrapped CNTs was between 3-5nm
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Figure 3.5: SEM images of (a) as-produced CNT (the inset is at a higher magnification for extra 
clarity of the CNTs) (b) RNA-CNTs and (c) RNased CNTs contrasting the relative levels of 
purity.
indicating that most tubes are likely to be wrapped with only a single strand of RNA 
(diameter about l-2nm). Figure 3.6(b) shows an image of the RNA-CNTs which have 
been treated with RNase A. No evidence of RNA wrapping was seen on any of the CNTs 
and the height of the CNTs was consistent with the complete absence of wrapping.
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Figure 3.6: (a) Topographic AFM image of an RNA-CNT (b) Topographic AFM image of an 
RNA-CNT after incubation with RNase A.
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3 .2 .4  T G A  a n a ly s is
The CNTs were next examined by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). The RNA- 
CNT solution was concentrated and freeze-dried while the precipitated CNTs were cen­
trifuged into a pellet and freeze-dried. Figure 3.7(a)-(d) shows the TGA profiles of as- 
produced CNTs, RNase treated RNA-CNTs, RNA and RNA-CNTs, alongside the deriva­
tive of the curves. The derivative of the as-produced CNTs showed a peak at 325°C 
which can be attributed to amorphous carbon and another peak at 400°C which can be 
attributed to CNTs (Itkis et al., 2005; Arepalli et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2002). These 
peaks can also be seen in the RNase treated CNTs although they are much broader. It 
has been noted that it is difficult to put a quantitative measure on TGA data (Itkis et 
al., 2005). But the RNased-CNT derivative curve shows that there is some amorphous 
carbon left in the sample. However, when this information is examined in combination 
with the SEM images, it is clear that there is a much higher ratio of CNTs to amorphous 
carbon. The evidence as to the clumps of material present in figure 3.5(e) is organic in 
nature is further strengthened by the TGA showing a temperature variation below.325°C, 
more representative of organic clusters. The RNA gave two prominent peaks at 53°C and 
275°C which can also be seen in the RNA-CNT sample but not in the RNase treated 
CNTs. The absence of the lower temperature peak in the RNase-treated CNTs confirmed 
the removal of the RNA. The TGA also indicated that the RNA solubilised and RNase- 
treated CNTs were less contaminated with the metallic catalyst, shown by the reduced 
mass remaining after incubation at 850°C (22% for RNAase-treated CNTs compared to 
35% for the as-produced material). The RNA and the RNA-CNTs both had 27% mass 
remaining at the end of the TGA which was probably due to the fact that the RNA was 
obtained as sodium salt (boiling point of 1413°C)(Crestfield, Smith, and Allen, 1955).
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Figure 3.7: TGA with a ramp rate of 10°C/min starting from 20°C and finishing at 850°C. 
The top most curves are the TGA raw data weight loss, whereas the curves underneath are 
derivitives of the raw data, shown in arbitary units, (a) as-produced CNTs (b) RNased CNTs 
(c) RNA and (d) RNA-CNT. The derivative of the curve is in arbitrary units and is . The inset
(a) is RNA-CNTs in solution and (b) RNased-CNTs after being incubated with RNase A.
3 .2 .5  R a m a n  a n a ly s is
CNTs were also examined by Raman spectroscopy. Figure 3.8(a) and (b) shows the 
spectral range with D-band and the G-bands respectively for RNA-CNTs, RNased-CNTs 
and as-produced CNTs. Previous work has demonstrated a strong inverse correlation 
between the width of the D-band and the purity of CNTs (Dillon et al., 1999, 2005). The 
D-band was fitted with a Lorentzian curve for each of the samples and the full-width-at-
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half-maximum (FWHM) calculated. The as-produced CNTs gave a FWHM of 70cm-1 
whereas the RNA-CNTs and RNase-treated CNTs gave FWHM values of 51cm-1 and 
52cm-1 respectively. According to Dillon et al (Dillon et al., 2005) using a 488nm laser, 
crude CNTs with a FWHM of about 42cm-1 converted to FWHM of about 17cm-1 when 
purified with nitric acid, with of about 60%. Our FWHM are higher because a 782nm 
laser was used, with a smaller drop of about 30%.
The Radial Breathing Mode (RBM) of the Raman spectrum provides information 
related to the diameters of SWCNT. Bundling of tubes has been shown to significantly 
redshift the electronic transitions of the CNTs (O’Connell, Sivaram, and Doom, 2004), 
resulting in apparent shifts in the RBM. Figure 3.8(b) shows a Raman spectrum presenting 
the RBM mode for the three samples. The spectrum shows that the as-produced CNTs 
are clearly redshifted compared to the RNase-treated CNTs or the RNA-CNTs indicating 
that the RNA purification process has dispersed the CNT significantly, and confirming 
the SEM images.
3 .2 .6  F T I R
We also performed Fourier Transform Infra-Red (FTIR) on as-produced CNTs and 
RNased CNTs to see whether any functional groups had been added to the CNTs during 
the treatment. Figure 3.9 shows the FTIR spectrum from RNase-treated CNTs (a) and 
as-produced CNTs (b). Four notable peaks can be observed in both spectra, at about 
890, 1080, 1180 and 2350 cm-1. The first three are related to the stretching of -C=C- 
which are present in graphitic like material (Zhang et al, 2003; Peng et al., 2003; Qin et 
al., 2004). The peak at 2350cm-1 is because of C02 from the atmosphere in the chamber 
of the FTIR instrument. Studies by Zhang et al. (2003) introduced COOH groups onto
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Figure 3.8: (a) Raman spectra of the D and G band (respectively at 1300cm-1 and 1600cm-1) 
comparing an RNase-treated sample (solid line), as-produced SWCNT (dotted line) and RNA- 
CNT (dashed line). The spectra has been normalised with respect to the amplitude of the G 
band, (b) The Radial Breathing Modes (RBM) of the three samples indicate that both the 
RNA-CNTs and RNased-CNTs are debundled.
CNTs resulting in large peaks at about 1740cm-1 because of stretching of C=0 groups. 
In the spectra in Figure 3.9, this large peak cannot be seen indicating that there are no 
COOH groups which have been introduced onto the tubes by the RNase treatment. There 
is a very small peak at around this wavelength but this is not large enough to distinguish 
itself from the background peaks from the spectrum. Because of the low sonication power 
and the short time that was used to disperse the CNTs, and because only water was used 
in the process which should not add any chemical groups on the CNTs, the fact that 
no chemical groups were added to the CNTs is not unexpected. The advantage of pure 
unmodified CNT samples is that they will have a broader range of uses and scope for 
other types of treatment or studies.
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Figure 3.9: FTIR spectra showing (a) RNased CNTs and (b) as-produced CNTs. The peak at 
about 2350 cm-1 comes from background CO 2 in the air.
3.3 Summary
Absorption measurements in the vis-NIR range of RNA-solubilised CNTs revealed 
a high absorbance at the van Hove transitions, indicating a large number of CNTs and 
an efficiency of solubilisation which was better than other comparable solvents. After 
treating with RNase and precipitating the CNTs out of solution, a visual inspection 
with SEM confirmed the purification and dispersal. AFM observations were consistent 
with unbundled CNTs and RNA-wrapping. TGA showed much less catalyst material in 
the purified CNTs. The blue-shifted RBM values in Raman showed that the purified
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CNTs were unbundled and the D-band showed purification comparable with nitric acid 
treatment. FTIR showed that the purified CNTs were undamaged after treatment.
3.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have demonstrated here a new simple, quick and economic method 
to solubilize CNTs with RNA, allowing their subsequent treatment with RNAase to yield 
unmodified, pure single walled carbon nanotubes. In addition, we have performed detailed 
physical analysis of RNA-wrapped and RNA-purified CNTs demonstrating the effective­
ness of the purification method. The methods described here may be useful for purification 
and functionalisation of CNTs for biomedical application.
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4.1 Summary
In this chapter, the mechanism of the binding of DNA to carbon nanotubes (CNTs) 
is shown to be much more efficient when the DNA is single-stranded rather than a double­
stranded helix. This indicates that DNA (and by extension, RNA) binds to CNTs by a 
7r-stacking interaction. Moreover, by purifying CNTs with RNA and RNase, a pure sample 
of a known weight and absorbance of CNTs can be obtained and the molar extinction 
coefficient of CNTs can be calculated. Furthermore, various parameters, such as salt 
concentration and pH, have been studied so that the optimum conditions for solubilising 
CNTs with RNA are discovered. In addition, AFM analysis shows the nature of the 
wrapping of RNA around CNTs.
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4.2 Introduction
4 .2 .1  M e c h a n is m  o f  C N T - D N A  in te r a c t io n
The way in which DNA and RNA interacts and binds to CNTs is very important as 
it has implications for areas such as DNA or RNA delivery into living cells using CNTs. 
Bases bound to the CNTs will probably not be available for hybridisation, excluding the 
possibility of using DNA/RNA bound in this way as gene silencing agents, a strategy 
becoming increasingly researched for cancer treatments.
It is thought that DNA/RNA binds to CNTs via 7r-stacking with the bases and the 
walls of the CNT. This was proposed by Zheng et al. (2003a) who showed that single 
stranded DNA was efficient at solubilising CNTs. They also stated that single stranded 
DNA was much more efficient than double stranded (ds) DNA, claiming that dsDNA has 
no available base pairs for 7r-stacking with the CNTs, although they did not demostrate 
this experimentally in their work. Further work using linear dichroism supports the 
hypothesis that the bases are binding to the CNTs (Rajendra and Rodger, 2005). Other 
work showed that long genomic strands of DNA could efficiently solubilise CNTs only if 
the dsDNA was denatured and separated out into single strands (Gigliotti et al., 2006). 
However, it has been shown that dsDNA can also bind to CNTs, although a mechanism 
for this binding was not described (Guo, Sadler, and .Tsang, 1998). One aim of this 
chapter is to demonstrate experimentally how the DNA binds to the CNTs.
4 .2 .2  M o la r  e x t in c t io n  c o e ff ic ie n t o f  C N T s
Getting an accurate concentration of carbon nanotubes in solution is essential for 
repeatability of experiments. The standard method of calculating a concentration in
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solution is to use Beer’s law. For many substances this is relatively straight forward as 
a pure preparation of the substance can be made. However, CNTs are made with a high 
percentage of impurities such as amorphous carbon. When this inhomogeneous mixture is 
solubilised, part of the absorbance is related not to the CNTs, but to the impurities. Many 
methods have been developed to overcome this problem, the simplest being to centrifuge 
the solution in a solvent which specifically binds to CNTs and not to impurities. Two 
good examples of this are SDS and RNA/DNA. However, weighing the spun out pellet to 
accurately determine the weight of CNTs left in solution is virtually impossible because 
of water within the pellet and losses associated with the procedure. Kam et al. (2005c) 
have attempted to calculate the concentration of CNTs in solution but essentially had to 
estimate the concentration left in the solution after ultra-centrifugation. There is very 
little in the literature concerning the molar extinction coefficient of CNTs, presumably 
because of the problem of obtaining and weighing very pure samples. Zhao et al. (2004a,b) 
have made a thorough investigation of the extinction coefficients of a range of carbon 
material including single walled CNTs. Using NIR spectroscopy, they calculated the molar 
extinction coefficient at 9750cm-1 (1025.6nm) for a number of different purities of CNTs 
and obtained figures ranging between 273-495 L mol-1 cm-1 for the total carbon that 
was in the samples (including impurities). Kam et al. (2005c) also calculated the molar 
coefficient at about 7.9xl06 L mol- 1cm-1 (this is for the extinction coefficient of a carbon 
nanotube with 16000 carbon atoms). However, we are just considering the carbon so: 
7.9xl06 L mol-1 cm-1/ 16000 =  495 L mol- 1cm-1 which is similar to the results reported 
by Zhao et al. (2004a,b)). Here they used 808nm to calculate this value, primarily because 
they were also performing heating experiments with a laser which had this wavelength. 
However, as we have observed, the peaks at which CNTs absorb most are around 730nm 
(on the Mu band) or around 1030nm (on the S22 band). So within this chapter, an aim
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is to estimate the molar extinction coefficient of CNTs after they have been purified by 
RNA using the method described in Chapter 3. Having the extinction coefficient of the 
CNTs will be vital to determining the concentration of CNTs incubated with cells as we 
shall see in Chapter 5.
In addition, the parameters which can be varied when solubilising CNTs with RNA, 
such as pH, sonication time, ratio of CNT to RNA, salt concentration, are investigated in 
this chapter. This is in order to obtain the optimum conditions with which to solubilise 
CNTs with RNA. Moreover, the nature of RNA binding to CNTs is explored using AFM. 
This is in order to determine how much of a CNT is wrapped by RNA on average, and 
how much is left exposed.
4.3 Experim ental
Mechanism of DNA-CNT interaction: This experiment was performed in order 
to determine whether single stranded or double stranded DNA solubilised CNTs more 
efiicently. Here, two complementary strands of DNA oligonucleotides (purchased from 
MWG) were used; 30 bases of adenine (A30) and 30 bases of thymine (T30). Both 
these oligos were diluted in sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7) to 21 nmol and used to 
solubilise CNTs as in other experiments (30 minutes sonication, centrifuged for 90 minutes 
at 13,000rpm at 4°C). To test whether double stranded DNA could solubilise as efficiently, 
A30 and T30 were mixed together at 10.5 nmol each to make a final concentration of 21 
nmol of ssDNA. The mixture was then boiled and left to cool to room temperature in 
order to hybridise the DNA strands. The oligos were then run on a polyacrylamide gel 
(ratio 19:40 bis:acrylamide, Gibco) to determine the size of hybridised strands. All the 
solutions were made in triplicate.
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Measurement of the molar extinction coefficient of CNTs: Here, 2mg of 
CNTs (Carbolex) and 3mg of tcRNA (Sigma, type III) was used in 1ml of RO water 
which was then sonicated in an ice cold water bath for 30 minutes, and centrifuged at 
13,000rpm for 90 minutes. This was done in triplicate. The 1ml was then diluted into a 
series where 300/fl of CNT-RNA was diluted with 200/ri RO water, 150/ri CNT-RNA with 
350/d RO water and 75/d CNT-RNA with 425/d RO water. These dilutions and 500/d 
of the concentrated CNTs solution were then measured with absorbance spectroscopy 
(Helios spectrophotometer) at 1030nm, 808nm and 730nm. After the spectroscopy, all 
the dilutions were mixed together and 20/d of lmg/ml RNase and the solution was made 
up to 0.05M NaCl. This was then incubated for 20 minutes at 55°C. The pellet was then 
centrifuged at 4000rpm for 10 minutes, washed with 1ml of water and then centrifuged 
again. The pellet was then freeze-dried (in an Edwards freeze dryer model: 1600 series) 
to remove residual water and then weighed on a microbalance (Satorius). The dilutions 
were then converted into mg/ml and plotted against absorbance.
The effect of salt concentration on CNT solubilisation with RNA: The 
experiment was conducted by sonicating lmg CNTs with 0.5mg RNA in 1ml sodium 
chloride solution (using a range of concentration from 0, 0.01, 0.1 and 1M), buffered with 
0.05M sodium phosphate, pH 7, and measuring the absorbance at 730nm after 90 minutes 
centrifuging at 13,000rpm. However, one sample was not buffered but was suspended in 
RO water. Triplicate measurements were made.
The effect of pH on solubilisation CNT with RNA:These buffers were made 
up using sodium phosphate for pH 6,7 and 8 while pH4 and pH9 was made using commer­
cial tablets (Sigma) which were dissolved in RO water. 0.5mg of RNA and lmg of CNTs 
were then weighed into Eppendorf tubes and the appropriate buffer was added. The tubes 
were then sonicated for 30 minutes and centrifuged for 90 minutes. The supernatant was
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then carefully pipetted off and the solution’s absorbance measured at 730nm. Triplicate 
measurements were made.
Separating excess D N A/R N A from RNA-CNT composites on a YM-100 
column: This was performed in order to purify unbound RNA or DNA from DNA-CNT 
composities in solution. A solution of DNA-CNT (500/ig T30-Cy3 oligo (purchased from 
MWG) in 1ml RO water, with lmg CNT) was prepared by sonicating for 30 minutes 
and centrifuging at 13,000rpm for 90 minutes. This solution was measured between 200- 
800nm in a spectrophotometer. Then, 500/d of the solution was centrifuged through a 
YM-100 column for 2 minutes at 13,000rpm. The elluent was then collected and measured 
at the same wavelength. After that, 400/d was used to resuspend the T30-Cy3-CNT 
composite on the filter and the process was repeated again. After three washes, the 
filtrate was resuspended in 400/d of RO water and the absorption of this washed solution 
was measured. The same process was used to wash RNA-CNT composites (prepared with 
0.5mg RNA to lmg CNT in 1ml RO water).
AFM analysis of RNA-CNT composites: This was conducted to determine 
on average how much RNA covered a CNT. The morphology of the surface of the CNTs 
was investigated using a Dimension 3100 AFM (Dl Veeco, Santa Barbara, CA USA) 
operated in tapping mode. The images were analysed using the Nanotec WSxM software. 
To prepare the samples for the AFM, 5/d of the RNA-CNT solution was pipetted onto 
a freshly cleaved mica substrate and left to dry in an airflow cabinet. To get images of 
RNA networks, the mica was imaged directly while to get images of RNA-CNT composites 
without RNA networks the mica was washed with RO water, dried with nitrogen and then 
imaged.
Effect of sonication time on CNT solubilisation: A waterbath sonicator (Ul­
trasonic bath XB2, 60W) was used in all experiments. At 30 minute intervals, ice was
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added to keep the temperature of the water relatively stable (i.e. below 25C).
4.4 Results and Discussion
4 .4 .1  M e c h a n is m  o f  D N A - C N T  in t e r a c t io n
The aim of this experiment is to determine whether 7r-stacking between the CNT 
and DNA is the key mechanism involved in their binding. This is achieved by sonicating 
CNTs with single stranded DNA (A30 and T30 oligos) where bases are available, and 
double stranded DNA (A30 and T30 DNA which have been hybridised together) where 
they are not, and then measuring the absorbance of the solutions to determine the relative 
concentrations of solubilised CNTs.
Because we are comparing short single stranded oligos with hybridised double 
stranded oligos, it is important to know the structure they adopt in solution; whether 
one A30 molecule will hybridise to one T30 oligo, or whether a number of molecules will 
overlap with each other forming long concatermerised molecules. To compare results, it 
is important that the hybridised molecules are of the same length as the single stranded 
molecules.
Figure 4.1 shows a polyacryamide gel of the T30 and A30 oligos which have been 
hybridised. The three repeats of the mixed A30-T30 solution clearly show a hybridised 
band below the 50bp band of the marker. This shows that the A30 and T30 molecules 
are not forming long molecules, but are forming dsDNA below 50bp in length, most likely 
about 30bps in length as this is the size of both oligos. The other single stranded oligos 
(A30 and T30 separately) do not show up in the gel, probably because they are in a low 
concentration and the gel was stained with ethidium bromide, an intercalating dye with
much higher affinity for double stranded DNA.
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Figure 4.1: Polyacrylamide Gel showing hybridisation of adenine and thymine oligonucleotides. 
Lane 6 shows a dsDNA size marker (PCR marker, Promega) with a lOObp and 50bp band shown. 
The three bands in the lanes 3-5 are repeats of 5/il of a 21nmol solution of A30 and T30 solution 
that have been hybridised together. In lane 1 is T30 oligo (5/d of a 21nmol solution) and in 
lane 2 is A30 (5/d of a 21nmol solution). These have not shown up presumably because they 
are single stranded which has less affinity to the ethidium bromide stain.
The A30, T30 and A30-T30 mix solutions were then sonicated with CNTs to de­
termine the efficiency of solubilisation of CNTs. Figure 4.2(a) shows typical spectra 
for the absorbances of the DNA-CNT solutions. Within the range of 600-800nm is the 
metallic CNT absorbance peak Mu, whereas between about 865-1 lOOnm is the first semi­
conducting peak 822- By comparing these peaks, the relative amounts of CNTs between 
samples can be determined. It can be seen on initial inspection that the T30 and the A30 
solutions have broadly similar peaks and background absorbances, whereas the A30-T30 
mix has very small peaks and a very low background. To quantify this spectra, the areas 
under both the CNT peaks were obtained by base lining the curve and then integrating 
the area underneath it, as was discussed in chapter 3. A typical example of a baselined
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curve is shown in figure 4.2(b).
The integrated areas of both the Mu peak and the Sn peak are shown in Figure 
4.3(a) and (b). From this data it is clear that A30 has the largest area under both peaks 
followed by T30, and then with a significant drop for the A30-T30 mix.
The fact that the A30-T30 double stranded oligos do not solubilise the CNTs as ef­
ficiently as the single stranded A30 and T30 indicate that it is the available base pairs on 
the single stranded DNA that are responsible for the binding, presumably by 7r-staclcing, 
to the CNTs. This data also shows that A30 is more efficient than T30 at solubilising the 
CNTs. This is puzzling as a previous report has stated that T30 is the more efficient at 
solubilising as T30 does not self-stack in the same way as A30 (Zheng et al., 2003a) (al­
though they do claim that all oligos of any sequence solubilise CNTs effectively). Adenine 
is a purine and has an extra delocalised electron in its base compared to thymine, a pyrim­
idine. Perhaps this extra delocalised electron gives the adenine more affinity to 7T-stacking 
with the walls of the CNTs, and the self-stacking of adenine is not that significant.
Figure 4.3 (c) compares the three solutions simply taken at an absorbance of 730nm. 
This shows the same trend as the areas under the curves, with solubilisation efficiency 
going in the order A30, T30, then T30-A30 mix. This analysis shows complementary 
results to that used on the four different solvents in the last chapter, and reinforces 
our findings that simply using the absorbance at 730nm gives a good measure of the 
solubilisation efficiency of a solvent.
4 .4 .2  M o la r  e x t in c t io n  c o e f f ic ie n t o f  C N T s
Next, an easy and accurate method of determining the molar extinction coefficient of 
CNTs is demonstrated. As already discussed, the problem with obtaining the extinction
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(a)
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(b)
wavelength (nm)
Figure 4.2: Absorbance spectra of single and double stranded oligos (a) a typical spectra from 
the three solutions; A30 is shown in red, T30 in blue and the A30-T30 mix in green (b) a typical 
example of a baselined peak (this is the metallic peak from an A30 solution). The basey line 
shown is simply where the CNT peak is normalised to 0, so that the area under the curve can 
be calculated.
coefficient of CNTs is a problem of purity. But by using the RNA/RNase A purification 
process (Jeynes et al., 2006) this problem can be overcome. Here, RNA purifies the CNTs
which gives a solution which can be measured by absorption spectroscopy. The mass of
/
CNTs in the solution can then be accurately obtained as RNase digests away the RNA 
from the CNTs precipitating them, which can be easily centrifuged into a pellet. This 
can then be accurately weighed.
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Figure 4.3: Spectral analysis of CNTs solutions (a) integrated areas under the M u  peak (b) 
integrated areas under the S22 peak and (c) comparison of the three solutions at 730nm
Figure 4.4 shows the absorbance of CNT-RNA solutions at three wavelengths (730, 
808, and 1030nm) against the concentration of CNTs in these solutions. These three 
wavelengths were chosen because 730nm and 1030nm are the peaks of the Mu and S22 
bands respectively, whereas 808nm was used by Kam et al. (2005c). Here, a concentrated 
CNT-RNA solution was made in 1 ml of RO water. A dilution series of this solution
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was then made with each solution’s absorbance measured. Then, all the solutions were 
recombined and RNase added to precipitate the CNTs out of solution and digest away 
the RNA, so that a pure CNT pellet was obtained. This was then dried and weighed. 
The weight of the pellet is assigned to the most concentrated solution of RNA-CNTs, so 
the absorbance in 1ml of the concentrated CNT solution has the weight of the pellet per 
ml. The weight of the pellet is then divided by the dilution of CNT solutions so that a 
weight of CNTs can be assigned to that particular absorbance. Each point on the graph 
is the mean of triplicate samples.
I.U H---• 1-> 1   1   1   1-----■ 1-■ 1   1
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Figure 4.4: Absorbance against CNT concentration at 730, 808 and 1030nm. The means of 
triplicate measurements are shown, with standard deviation. All three curves have a linear 
regression with an R value of 0.999. The molar absorbtion coefficient, e, is proportional to the 
gradient A = gC’ and is shown in table 4.1
From these curves the molar extinction coefficient (e) can be calculated: e = A/Cl , 
A = Absorbance, C = concentration and 1 is the pathlength, which in all the experiments 
was 1cm. The concentration of CNTs in mg/ml can be converted to Moles (by dividing 
by 12, the atomic mass of carbon).
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The values of the regression from figure 4.4 are in table 4.1. These regression curves 
can now be used to estimate the concentration of any given RNA-CNT solution, by fitting 
the absorbance of solutions at any of the wavelengths 730, 808 or 1030nm. This is very 
useful as we shall see in a later chapter, where the concentration of CNTs in a sample is 
crucial to its heating effects, and the uptake of CNTs into living cells.
Absorbance (nm) Gradient (g) Concentration at 
A=1 (mg/L)
Extinction Coeffi­
cient e (L mol-1 
cm-1
1030nm 17.1 58.6 203
808nm 15.9 63.0 190
730nm 18.9 52.8 227
Table 4.1: Molar extinction coefficient as a function of wavelength calculated from the gradient, 
g, of table 4.4: A = gC’
4 .4 .3  T h e  e ffe c t o f  s a l t  c o n c e n t r a t io n  o n  C N T  s o lu b i l i s a t io n  w i th  
R N A
Various parameters were varied to investigate the optimum conditions to solubilise 
the CNTs using RNA. Figure 4.5 shows the salt dependence of the RNA wrapping of 
the CNTs. All the solutions except H2O have a pH of 7.0, buffered with 0.05M sodium 
phosphate. The results show that samples, H20  (RO water), 0M, 0.01M NaCl have 
about the same level of solubilisation efficiency, with 0.1 M NaCl having the best and 
1M NaCl having the worse with no CNTs going into solution whatsoever. It is useful to 
know that the unbuffered deionised sample had comparable solubilisation efficiency to the 
other samples as having salt in the solution is disadvantageous for some applications. For 
example, it is important to have salt-free samples when drying the CNT solution onto 
silicon substrates for viewing with an SEM, as the salt dries and obscures some of the
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features of the CNTs.
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Figure 4.5: Sait dependence of CNTs at 730nm. The sample (H20) is not buffered in any 
way but just suspended in RO water. All the other samples are buffered to pH 7 with sodium 
phosphate and have variable salt concentrations. The means of triplicate measurements are 
shown, with standard deviation.
The explanation for the behaviour seen with the salt concentration can be explained 
as follows. Biomolecules such as proteins and DNA, undergo a process known as ‘salting 
in’ and ‘salting out’ of solution, which is a well known phenomenon described in bio­
chemistry textbooks (for example see Voet and Voet (1995)). A biomolecule at a low 
salt concentration will be subject to interactions between the charged groups of each of 
the molecules in solutions. This can cause the molecule to aggregate and precipitate 
out of solution. As salt is added to the solution, the charged groups effectively become 
neutralised and screen the charges between molecules, hence the molecule is less likely to 
aggregate and so is salted into solution. With most biomolecules this is on a continuous
H20
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scale so that there is an optimum salt concentration where the biomolecule is in solution. 
After this point however, the effects of ‘salting out’ becomes apparent. This is where so 
much salt is added to the solution, that it is in competition with the biomolecules for the 
water molecules (or the solvent). In this sense, adding salt effectively lowers the point 
of saturation for the biomolecules. Hence, the biomolecules begin to precipitate out of 
solution as the salt concentration increases above a certain concentration.
4 .4 .4  E f fe c t  o f  p H  o n  C N T  s o lu b i l i s a t io n  w i th  R N A
The pH was varied to assess whether this variable affected the efficiency of RNA- 
CNT solubilisation. Figure 4.6 shows that solubilisation of CNTs by the RNA is less 
efficient at pH of 6 and below while more alkali conditions do not hinder solubilisation. 
Moreover, it can be seen that using RO water is just as efficient. This is not surprising 
as the pH of RO water is about 7, albeit left out in the open it is liable to change due to 
carbon dioxide and other gases dissolving into it.
It is well known that pH has a significant effect on the conformation of DNA and 
RNA (most biochemistry textbooks have detailed description on the chemical properties 
of nucleic acids, for example (Voet and Voet, 1995)). At very low pH (below 1) both 
DNA and RNA are hydrolysed into the constitutive parts of ribose, phosphate and a 
base. Between pH 4-6, the purines are sensitive to hydrolysis as protonation occurs on 
N-7 (the 7th nitrogen on the base) for guanine and N-3 on adenine. This leaves apurinic 
DNA or RNA. In the experiments here, the less efficient solubilisation of CNTs at lower 
pH may be directly related to apurinic RNA, where the RNA strands have gaps in them 
owing to the loss of the adenines and guanines, leaving less bases for 7r-stacking to the 
walls of the CNTs.
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Figure 4.6: Efficiency of solubilisation depending on buffer pH. The means of triplicate mea­
surements are shown, with standard deviation.
4 .4 .5  E f fe c t o f  R N A  a n d  C N T  c o n c e n t r a t io n  o n  s o lu b i l i s a t io n  
e ff ic ie n c y
For the most efficient solubilisation of the CNTs in RNA, it is also important to 
know at what concentrations the CNTs and the RNA should be mixed. To discover this, 
a range of concentrations of both CNTs and RNA were investigated. The CNTs and 
RNA were mixed in the specified weights shown in figure 4.7, sonicated for 30 minutes, 
centrifuged for 90 minutes, whereupon the supernatant was kept and measured.
Figure 4.7(a) shows generally increasing solubilisation efficiency with increasing 
RNA concentration. However, there is some variability in the results, so that the dif­
ference between 0.5mg/ml RNA and lmg/ml RNA is probably not that significant. But
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there is clearly a significant difference between 0. ling/ml RNA and 1.5mg/ml RNA. Fig­
ure 4.7(b) shows that there is greater solubilisation with 1.5mg/ml compared to lmg/ml, 
although there is not greater solubilisation between 1.5mg/ml-3mg/ml CNTs. This indi­
cates that after 1.5mg/ml the RNA is becoming saturated and can no longer solubilise 
any more CNTs.
( a )
0.7 9
0.1 0.25 0.5 1 1.5
RNA concentration (mg/ml)
(b)
CNT concentration (mg/ml)
Figure 4.7: Optimisation of concentration ratio between RNA and CNTs. (a) A range of RNA 
concentrations sonicated with lmg of CNTs in 1ml RO water (b) A range of CNTs concen­
trations sonicated for 30 minutes with 0.5mg RNA in 1ml RO water. The means of triplicate 
measurements are shown, with standard deviation.
It is likely that the viscosity of the solution in which the CNTs are sonicated will
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be an important factor to how many CNTs are solubilised by the RNA. Viscous liquids 
can absorb more energy from sonication and convert this into a shearing force which will 
more effectively break up a CNT sample, with an increasing shearing force with increasing 
viscosity. At O.lmg/ml RNA the viscosity of the solution is presumably not high enough 
to break up the CNT sample, and very few CNTs are wrapped by the RNA. However, 
with 1.5mg/ml RNA the increased viscosity has presumably made enough difference to 
give a significant effect to the solubilisation efficiency. These experiments indicate that a 
good optimum mix of CNTs to RNA is probably about 1.5-2mg CNT to 0.5mg RNA (a 
ratio of about 1:4 RNA:CNT) in 1ml of water.
4 .4 .6  C N T  S o lu b i l i s a t io n  e ff ic ie n c y  w i th  s o n ic a t io n  t im e
Figure 4.8 shows the solubilisation efficiency of CNTs as a function of sonication 
time. The sonication time was varied from between 10 minutes to 2 hours in a 100W water 
bath cooled with ice. All the samples had 2mg of CNT and 0.5mg of RNA suspended in 
lml of RO water.
It can be seen that between 10 minutes and 30 minutes makes no difference in the 
solubility of the CNT. However, this increases with sonication time thereafter, with 2 hours 
giving the highest solubility. The mechanism for the solubilisation of the CNTs with the 
RNA probably occurs mainly by breaking up the impurities and releasing the CNTs from 
debris which surrounds them leaving the walls of the CNTs open for 7r-stacking with RNA 
bases. Basically, sonication breaks up the CNTs from debris and each other and allows the 
RNA/DNA to bind to the walls. It seems the longer this sonication process proceeds, the 
more available the CNTs become, the more the RNA can bind, and so the more efficient 
the solubilisation. For convenience of experiments, 2 hours is sufficient time to solubilise
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Figure 4.8: Efficiency of CNT solubilisation in RNA depending on sonication time. The means 
of triplicate measurements are shown, with standard deviation.
the CNTs in the RNA. Furthermore, 2 hours gives a high concentration of CNTs which 
is fully sufficient for experiments. Following this result, subsequent experiments involving 
solubilising CNTs in DNA/RNA were sonicated for 2 hours.
4 .4 .7  A F M  a n a ly s is  o f  R N A - C N T  c o m p o s i te s
In the previous chapter, AFM investigation of RNA-wrapped CNTs showed that 
Ribonuclease could strip the RNA from the CNT. Here, the nature of the interaction 
between the RNA and the CNT is investigated to determine in what proportion RNA 
covers CNTs on average, and whether the CNTs are individually dispersed or bundled. 
Figure 4.9 shows a topographic tapping AFM image of a RNA-CNT composite lying on 
an RNA network. The RNA network forms on the mica from excess RNA that is in
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the solution with the CNTs. DNA networks have been observed before in experiments 
studying DNA formation on mica (Kanno et al., 2000).
Two profiles, one across the composites (Figure 4.9(b)) and one along its length 
(Figure 4.9(c)) show the heights of the composite and network. Figure 4.9(b) clearly 
shows that the RNA network is about 2.5nm high while the CNT sits on top of this 
network and is about 1.5nm high. Figure 4.9(c) shows the profile along the length of 
the tube consists of periodic humps which are about 1.5nm high. Although not entirely 
clear from the AFM pictures because the resolution is not good enough, these periodic 
humps are consistent with the idea that the RNA wraps the CNT in a helical fashion. In 
this case, it appears that the CNT is wrapped almost entirely along its length (of about 
500nm) in RNA. However, other images such as that shown in the last chapter (see figure 
2) show that in some cases, only a portion of the CNT is wrapped.
Figure 4.9: AFM analysis of RNA-CNT composites (a) topographic image of a RNA-CNT 
composite on an RNA network (b) a height profile across the composite (c) a height profile 
along the tube.
Figure 4.10(a) shows a phase contrast tapping mode image of a RNA-CNT composite 
after being washed with RO water. The RNA network has been removed by washing with 
deionised water while the RNA-CNT composites remain intact and adsorbed to the mica.
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Figure 4.10: (a) Phase image of RNA-CNT composites after washing the RNA network with RO 
water. The RNA network is washed away while some RNA-CNT composites remain adsorbed 
to the mica, (b) RNA-CNT height histogram.
The heterogeneity of wrapping is reflected in Figure 4.10(b) which shows a RNA- 
CNT height histogram based on sixty AFM imaged CNTs. The measured height along 
each CNT was selected at random. The RNA-CNTs have heights ranging from about 
lnm to 9nm with the mode at about 3nm (CarboLex AP-grade single-walled CNT have 
diameters between 1.2-1.5nm and an average of 1.4nm). A most probable height of 3nm is 
consistent with a single CNT wrapped by a molecule of RNA, where the RNA wrapping 
is shown on average to be 1-1.5nm. So in a solution of RNA-CNT it is likely that any 
given CNT will be individually dispersed and wrapped along most of its length with RNA. 
There will also be some regions which are not wrapped and this is reflected by the fact 
that there are some CNTs that are between l-2nm in diameter. But there will also be 
some bundled CNTs which is reflected by the CNTs with diameters above 3-4nm.
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4 .4 .8  R e m o v in g  e x c e s s  D N A / R N A  f r o m  D N A /R N A - C N T  c o m ­
p o s i te s
For many applications it is useful to have a pure sample of DNA/RNA-CNT without 
any excess DNA/RNA in the solution. For example, DNA-CNTs can be made to fluores­
cence if the DNA is functionalised with a dye (eg Cy3). However, in order to use such 
a solution, the unbound DNA-dye must be separated from the DNA-CNTs composites. 
Here is presented an efficient way of removing excess DNA/RNA using a filter column 
(YM-100 column) that can be spun in a centrifuge.
YM-100 columns contain a filter which have holes letting molecules under 100 kDa 
(equivalent to 100,000 molecular weight) through. CNT-RNA composites are about 
500nm in length and are captured on the filter of the YM-100 column. However, oli­
gos of DNA are in the order of 9 kDa while RNA molecules in tcRNA preparation are 
between about 70-100 kDa. So the DNA and almost all of the RNA will pass through the 
filter.
An experiment was conducted to determine how many washes it took for unbound 
DNA or RNA to be separated from DNA-CNT or RNA-CNT composites. This was 
achieved by taking 500/il of a composite solution, centrifuging it through the YM-100 
column, and measuring the DNA or RNA content in the eluant (what is washed through 
the column) with absorption spectroscopy. The composites were washed until there was 
no detectable DNA or RNA left in the eluent.
A DNA-CNT composite was made which had a Cy3 label on the DNA. Figure 
4.11(a) shows the process of this composite being separated from unbound DNA. It takes 
4 washes for all the unbound DNA to be separated from the composites. The starting 
solution (yellow line) has high absorbance from 200-300nm and 350-600nm which is due to
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the DNA and Cy3 dye respectively whereas the high background absorbance is due to the 
CNTs in the solution. As a comparison, T30-Cy3 without any CNTs is shown (in black), 
which has no background absorbance because there are no CNTs. The captured T30-Cy3- 
CNT show that there is a background level of CNTs but very little DNA or Cy3 dye on the 
CNTs (although the CNTs must be wrapped because they are in solution). This example 
shows the difficulty in quantifying the amount of DNA on CNTs by absorbance. The 
process of making CNTs fluoresce will be dealt with in more detail in Chapter 5. Figure 
4.11(b) shows the same process but with tcRNA. We can see that after four washes with 
400/A most of the unbound RNA has been washed away from the RNA-CNT composites.
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Figure 4.11: Separating DNA-CNT or RNA-CNT composites from excess DNA/RNA using 
YM-100 columns (a) Purifying excess T30-Cy3 oligos from T30-Cy3-CNTs composites. On each 
wash, DNA is washed through the column until just T30-Cy3-CNTs are left on the filter. The 
DNA absorption can be seen in the region beween 250-300nm, while the Cy3 dye (attached to the 
T30 oligo) can be seen between 450-600nm (b) Shows the same procedure but for RNA-CNTs. 
Here there is no dye so just the nucleic acid absorption region (250-300nm) is shown.
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4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, the nature of nucleic acid binding to CNTs has been investigated. 
It was shown that single stranded DNA was much more efficient at binding to CNTs 
than double stranded DNA, probably because the base-pairs of single stranded DNA are 
available for 7r-stacking with the CNTs (while they are not with double stranded DNA). 
Moreover, the molar extinction coefficient of CNTs was calculated utilising RNA and 
RNase to obtain a pure sample of CNTs. The value 190-227 L mol- 1cm-1 was calculated, 
which is comparable with other values quoted in the literature. In addition, a variety of 
parameters were varied to find the optimal conditions for solubilising CNTs with RNA. 
It was found that a neutral pH, 0.1M NaCl, a ratio of 1:4 RNA:CNT in terms of weight, 
and sonication for 2 hours, were the optimum conditions for solubilising CNTs. AFM 
analysis showed that most CNTs have a diameter of about 3nm, which is consistent with 
individually dispersed CNTs wrapped with an RNA molecule, although there portions of 
CNTs that are not covered with RNA. There are also some CNT which are bundled in 
any given solution of RNA-CNTs. Moreover, a method for separating unbound RNA or 
DNA from RNA-CNTs was shown using YM-100 filter columns.

C h a p t e r  5
R N A - C N T  c o m p o s i t e  i n t e r a c t i o n s  
w i t h  m a m m a l i a n  c e l l s  i n  v i t r o
5.1 Summary of the Chapter
The compatibility of RNA-CNT composites with mammalian cells in tissue culture 
is investigated. It is shown by flow cytometry that cells incubated with RNA-CNTs com­
posites made fluorescent with propidium iodide (PI), are only as fluorescent as control 
cells (cells incubated with RNA with PI). This shows that PI can bind to the cell mem­
branes just as effectively as RNA-CNT composites. However, Confocal microscopy of 
cells incubated with cy3-DNA-CNTs show internal aggregates of fluorescence, indicating 
internalisation of CNTs, presumably into endosomes. Studies on the heating properties 
of RNA-CNTs when exposed to an 800nm laser were also investigated. RNA-CNTs show 
increased rates of heating with concentration, with a rise of about 9 Kelvin with 3 minutes 
exposure at 30/zg/ml of CNTs. Laser Z-scans showed that low levels (about 11/ig/ml) 
of RNA-CNTs could be detected, but that this technique could not be applied to cells
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in suspension because of scattering effects. Moreover, suspension cells and adherent cells 
incubated with RNA-CNTs composites and then exposed to a laser, did not exhibit cell 
death. These results apparently contradicting Kam et al. (2005c), are discussed.
5.2 Introduction
Carbon nanotubes have recently been investigated to discover their compatibility 
and effect on mammalian cells in tissue culture. It is thought that CNTs could either be 
used to carry drug cargoes across cell membranes, or could be used as therapeutics by 
utilising their unique optical and physical properties.
Kam and Dai (2005a) functionalised CNTs by non-specifically adsorbing fluores- 
cently labelled streptavidin (protein) and short oligos (DNA) to them. They then showed 
by flow cytometry that cells were taking up the functionalised CNTs. The same team then 
demonstrated that the cells were internalising the CNTs by endocytosis (Kam, Liu, and 
Dai, 2006). This is an active process where the cell engulfs particles that are in proximity 
with the cell wall. In so doing, a small fragment of the cell membrane encapsulates the 
particle (in an endosome) and it is transported into the cytoplasm of the cell to be pro­
cessed. At 4°C the cells did not take up CNTs, presumably because they are not active. 
Moreover, it was shown that uptake was due to clatherin-dependent endocytosis, rather 
than other forms of endocytosis (e.g. phagocytosis, pinocytosis and clatherin independent 
endocytosis). Similarly, using the intrinsic fluorescence of CNTs in the NIR, Cherukuri 
et al. (2004) showed that CNTs were internalised into cells by endocytosis, as non-active 
cells had no CNT inside them. Kam, Liu, and Dai (2005b) also demonstrated that a small 
interfering (si) RNA antisense sequence attach to CNTs prevented the transcription of a 
Green Fluorescence Protein (GFP) once they were internalised into cells. Similarly, Gao
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et al. (2006) showed that a plasmid encoding GFP could be transported into the cell and 
expressed, by attaching it to CNTs. Normally, uptake of DNA into cells is low because 
it is either not transported across the membrane, or it is internalised by endosomes and 
then digested by DNases or harsh environmental conditions (e.g. low pH). Ordinarily, 
cells are either electroporated or treated with lipofectin to create pores in the membrane 
through which DNA plasmids can cross. In a very recent paper, Liu et al. (2007) have 
shown when injected intravenously into mice, CNTs functionalised with tumour markers 
can target tumour cells, which exhibit uptake of CNTs.
However, there is some debate over the mechanism of CNTs uptake. Pantarotto et 
al. (2004b), attached a plasmid to ammonium-functionalised-CNTs, and then described 
how it was spontaneously inserted through the cell membrane. TEM images were shown 
of CNTs half in and out of the membrane. The same group claimed that insertion was 
occurring with CNTs functionalised with bioactive peptides (Pantarotto et al., 2004a). 
A very recent paper, showed that both single-walled and multi-walled CNTs could enter 
all types of cells including bacterial and fungal under conditions inhibiting endocytosis 
(Kostarelos et al., 2007). This apparent contradiction between insertion and endocytosis 
uptake may be resolved by the size and the preparations of the CNTs used by the different 
authors. Those purporting endocytosis centrifuged the CNTs to remove very large bundles 
leaving individual dispersed CNTs with about a diameter of Inm and less than lpm long, 
and also used surfactants such as PEG to non-covalently attach to the CNTs. Those 
claiming insertion used CNTs which were bundled and longer, and also covalently attached 
functionalising molecules using mainly 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of azomethine ylides. It 
is possible that larger preparations of CNTs covalently linked to functionalising molecules 
may insert themselves through the membrane, while single CNTs non-covalently attached 
to surfactants and biomolecules, may be taken up through endocytosis.
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Leading on from their work on endocytosis, Kam et al. (2005c) used the optical 
properties of CNTs to heat up cancer cells and kill them. They demonstrated that cancer 
cells that had internalised bio-functionalised CNTs could be selectively killed by exposure 
to Near Infra-Red (NIR) radiation (using an 800nm laser). Normal cells and indeed animal 
tissue are transparent to NIR radiation. They showed that very short pulses of the laser 
did not kill cells with internalised CNTs, but prolonged exposure (2 minutes) did kill the 
cells. Cell death was seen immediately after exposure, demonstrated by changes to the 
morphology of adherent cells from stretch to rounded, with eventual detachment from the 
substrate. It was proposed that local heating of the cell is sufficient to cause disruption 
to its structural integrity, leading to rapid cell death. Indeed, Lapotko, Lukianova, and 
Oraevsky (2006) using light microscopy, showed bubbles forming around clusters of gold 
nanoparticles in human leukemia cells as they were heated by a laser. It was shown that as 
the bubble expanded, it mechanically disrupted the cell membrane resulting in cell death. 
Interestingly however, it was noted that single nanoparticles did not produce bubbles.
NIR irradiation of CNTs opens the way for targeting tumours in cancer patients 
treated with CNTs. Indeed, the principle has already been tested by Hirsch et al. (2003) 
who showed that gold nanoshells injected into tumours in mice absorbed NIR radiation 
and shrunk tumours. However, CNTs it is claimed, are much more absorbent at 800nm 
then gold nanoshells, and so have greater scope for being a viable cancer therapy. With 
this evidence and other reports, it is concluded that on their own, single walled CNTs are 
not toxic to cells, but that by harnessing the absorbance properties of them, they can be 
used to kill cells.
However, there is some debate over whether CNTs are in fact toxic to cells or not. 
Magrez et al. (2006) explored the toxicity of carbon based materials. They found that 
over a number of days growth with carbon material, cell viability was less than with
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the controls, with a more pronounced effect with larger carbon based materials in this 
order; carbon black, carbon fibres and then multi-walled CNTs (MWCNTs). Moreover, 
they found that when the MWCNTs had functional groups, they became more toxic, 
lending support to the hypothesis that larger carbon materials are more toxic because of 
oxidative species (functional groups) that cover the surface. Worle-Knirsch, Pulskamp, 
and Krug (2006) however, claim that carbonaceous material can bind to MTT-formazan, 
which is the chemical used for standard viability assays, giving a false (and lower) viability 
count. They state that a range of techniques should be used to test for viability, including 
mitochondrial potential tests. Flahaut et al. (2006) investigated the effect of single walled 
CNT on human umbilical epithelial cells using MTT and neutral red, and found that they 
had no cytotoxicity. Lu et al. (2004), using RNA wrapped single walled CNTs also found 
no cytotoxicity to the cells. With all this data in mind, it is plausible that single walled 
CNT are not toxic to cells at all, because of their nanometer size and with no chemical 
groups or reactive species on their walls, whereas larger carbonaceous material can be 
toxic.
In Chapters 3 and 4, the physical and chemical properties of RNA-CNT composites 
were explored. Here, the bio-compatibility of these composites was investigated. RNA- 
CNT were made to fluoresce and then were incubated with mammalian cells to study 
their uptake efficiency. Moreover, viability studies are conducted on cells incubated with 
RNA-CNTs and then exposed to a laser. The overall aim was to explore the possibility of 
using CNTs to either transport “drug” cargos into cancer cells, or to use the properties 
of the CNTs themselves (i.e. NIR absorption) to kill cancer cells.
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5.3 M aterial and M ethods
5 .3 .1  D e te c t in g  f lu o re s c e n t  C N T s  in  c e lls  b y  flow  c y to m e t r y  a n d  
c o n fo c a l m ic ro s c o p y
Flow cytometry
RNA-CNTs composites were prepared by sonicating 1.5mg RNA with 4mg CNTs 
in 1ml RO water for about 2 hours. Six of these samples were made. These were then 
centrifuged for 90 minutes at 13,000rpm, and the supernatant was retained. The samples 
were then all pooled into one container and the concentration of the CNT in solution was 
calculated using Beer’s law described in Chapter 4. Then, 10/d of propidium iodide (PI) 
(purchased from Sigma) at a concentration of lmg/ml was added to 3ml of RNA-CNT. 
This solution was then dialysed (Pierce; 100,000MW dialysis tubing) in 1L of RO water 
overnight, to separate unbound PI. As controls, 3ml of RNA-CNT with no PI, 3ml RNA 
(at 1.5mg/ml) with 10/d PI and 10/d PI in 3ml of RO water, were also dialysed overnight, 
in separate containers of 1L RO water.
After dialysis, the samples were recovered and the fluorescence checked on a fluo- 
rimeter (Varian Eclipse). The scans can be seen in figure 5.1. It can be seen that RNA 
stained with PI has the highest fluorescence, then RNA-CNTs stained with PI, while 
RNA-CNTs and PI on their own have none at all. RNA-PI has a higher fluorescence 
than RNA-CNT-PI because the latter solution absorbs light between 350-500nm which 
will result in the excitation of the PI chromophore being less visible. PI on its own does 
not fluoresce because all the dye has been dialysed away, while RNA-CNTs on their own 
are not fluorescent, at these wavelengths.
These solutions were then incubated with mammalian (AFP-27) suspension cells.
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Figure 5.1: Fluorescence Scans on RNA-CNTs stained with propidium iodide (PI) (blue line), 
after being dialysed overnight. The RNA-PI control is more fluorescent because the RNA-CNT- 
PI solution absorbs light in the 350-500nm excitation region.
Here, cells were grown up overnight to about 106 cells/ml in RPMI-1640 (Gibco) media. 
They were then split into twelve 10ml flask, with each flask having a cell concentration of 
about 4xl05/ml. Then 1ml of each of the four solutions was added to a flask, so that each 
solution was incubated in triplicate. An additional solution of PI at a final concentration 
of 1/rg/ml was also added (fluorimeter spectrum not shown) as an extra control. After 
1, 2, 4 and 6 hours incubation, 2ml of cells was taken from the flasks, then centrifuged 
(2500rpm for 3 minutes) twice in PBS to wash them. They were then resuspended in 
4% paraformaldehyde to fix them, then centrifuged again and resuspended in PBS. They 
were then analysed by flow cytometry (Becton-Dickenson FACScan) where 10,000 cells 
were counted using the red (543nm) laser to excite the PI chromophore. The data was
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analysed using WinMDI software where the geometric median of the fluorescence was 
obtained.
A similar experiment was performed but with cy3-DNA-CNTs instead of RNA- 
CNT stained with PI. The method of preparing cy3-DNA-CNTs is described in Chapter 
4 (section 4.4.8). AFP-27 cells were incubated with cy3-DNA labelled CNT at a DNA 
and CNT concentration of about 10/ig/ml. Samples were taken at four hours incubation 
and viewed with confocal microscopy.
Confocal microscopy and slide preparation
The cells were imaged by a Zeiss LSM 510 confocal microscope. For suspension cells, 
about 10(A of cells was pipetted onto a glass slide and a cover slip was placed over the 
top. Excess liquid was carefully soaked away leaving a very thin layer of cells in liquid. 
These could be imaged using a 63x oil objective. An argon 543nm laser was used to image 
with a 570-670nm emission filter. Stacked images were taken through the cells, with 1/xm 
optical slices. Bright field images were taken along with the fluorescence image to show 
the morphology of the cell.
5 .3 .2  E x p o s in g  c e lls  in c u b a te d  w i th  C N T s  t o  N I R  la s e r  t r e a t ­
m e n t
Measurement of mediated RNA-CNT heat rise in solution
The RNA-CNTs were prepared and the concentration characterised as described 
in the last section (see Flow Cytometry). A dilution series was then performed to give 
solutions containing 30, 18, 10, 5 and 3/rg/ml RNA-CNTs. 500/d of these solutions was 
pipetted into a cuvette (10cm high, 1cm wide, 1cm pathlength) and the laser focussed
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onto it. A thermo-couple probe was secured in a cuvette lid so that the probe was in 
approximately the same place in each sample, and at regular intervals the temperature 
was noted.
Measuring CNT concentration in cells by laser Z-scans
Z-scans were performed on a dilution series of RNA-CNTs composites, to compare 
with a Z-scan of cells (incubated with RNA-CNTs). It was hoped that the concentration 
of CNTs in the cells could be calculated by comparing with the RNA-CNTs in solution. 
Z-scanning is where a laser is focussed on a sample of CNTs in solution, and scanned in 
the Z-direction through the focus of the beam. As the sample is scanned, the intensity of 
the incident radiation is at a maximum at the focal point and falls with distance either 
side, so essentially the CNTs are acting as a lens. With CNTs, a very distinct spectrum is 
created due to their non-linear optical properties. This describes how the CNTs polarise 
in response to the electric field of the light.
The RNA-CNTs were prepared and the concentration characterised as described in 
the last section (see Flow Cytometry). A dilution series was then performed so that four 
solutions were obtained with 43, 32, 21.5 and llpg/ml RNA-CNTs. 300/zl of each solution 
was pipetted into a cuvette 10cm high, 1cm wide with a 1mm path length to perform the 
Z-scan. The beam intensity was 50mW/cm2.
Z-scans were also performed on suspension cells (AFP-27). Here, cells were grown 
up overnight to about 106 cells/ml in RPMI 1640 (Gibco) media. 1ml of RNA-CNTs (at a 
CNT concentration of about 40/ig/ml) was then added to the 6ml of cells, and incubated 
for 2 hours. The control was incubated for 2 hours with 2mg/ml RNA, no CNTs. After 
incubation, the cells were centrifuged at 2500rpm for 2.5 minutes to pellet the cells and 
discard the media. They were then resuspended in 10ml of PBS (to wash them) and
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pelleted again. They were then resuspended in 2ml of media and pipetted into a cuvette 
for the Z-scan, where there were about 3x106 cells/ml.
Prolonged exposure of suspension cells to laser radiation
RNA-CNTs were prepared and analysed to determine the concentration, as de­
scribed above. AFP-27 suspension cells were incubated overnight in RPMI-1640 media so 
that there were about 106 cells/ml. Then they were incubated at 37°C for 2 hours with 
lml of RNA-CNTs in 15ml of cell culture, giving a CNT concentration of about 200/ig/ml. 
A control flask was incubated with lml of 1.5mg/ml RNA in 15mls of cell suspension, 
giving an RNA concentration of 100/ig/ml. Then the cells were pelleted, washed twice in 
10ml of PBS and resuspended in 5ml of media. Then 300/xl/ml of this was pipetted into 
a cuvette (10cm high, 1cm wide with a 1cm path length) and exposed to a lW/cm2 laser 
for 10 minutes. Three separate samples were exposed. After exposure, the cell suspen­
sion was recovered from the cuvette, were diluted 1 in 3 and a MTS viability assay was 
performed (see Chapter 2). Also, the cells were inspected by light microscopy to check 
their morphology (dead cells are smaller and more granular in appearance).
Exposure of adherent cells to laser radiation
About 106 CRFK adherent cells were grown up overnight (in MEM media) in 35cm 
dishes so that they were confluent over the bottom of the dish. Then about 200/ig/ml of 
RNA-CNTs was incubated for about 12 hours with the cells in fresh media. After this, 
the media was pipetted off and the cells were washed twice with 2ml PBS. Then 2ml of 
fresh media was added. Just before laser exposure, lml of 4% trypan blue (a viability dye 
which is excluded from living cells) was added to the media. Liquid was then pipetted 
from the dish leaving a thin layer (about 2mm) of media/trypan blue mix. Visualisation
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of the cells could only be achieved with a thin layer of media/trypan blue mix owing to 
the high absorbance of the trypan blue.
A customised microscope setup was constructed so that the laser beam could be 
visualised with a camera. The beam was adjusted with mirrors so that it covered an area 
of about 100/im2. The maximum intensity of this beam was 5mW/cm2. The dish was 
then place on the microscope setup and an image was taken prior to exposure. Another 
image was taken for comparison after the cells were exposed to the laser for 95 seconds.
5.4 R esults
5 .4 .1  F lu o r e s c e n c e  m e a s u r e m e n ts  o f  C N T  in te r n a l i s a t i o n  in to  
c e lls
Flow cytometry
The purpose of this experiment was to make RNA-CNT composites flouresce using 
propidium iodide (PI), incubating them with cells, and then measuring the fluorescence 
of the cells using flow cytometry, to determine whether RNA-CNTa are being internalise. 
Figure 5.2 shows flow cytometry data when AFP-27 suspension cells are incubated for a 
number of hours with RNA-CNTs stained with PI. The RNA-CNT-PI incubated cells are 
only as fluorescent as the controls, PI on its own, and RNA stained with PI. This means 
that either the PI and PI stained molecules are sticking to the outside of the cell membrane 
or they have been internalised into the cell. Z-stacking confocal microscopy indicates that 
the molecules are sticking to the membrane as seen in the next section. At 2 hours 
incubation there is a slight increase in fluorescence compared to 1 hour, indicating that 
PI takes some time to become attached to the cells. Unexpectedly, there is comparatively
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little fluorescence with CNT-RNA (no PI) and PI (that had effectively been dialysed 
away).
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Figure 5.2: Flow cytometry of cells (AFP-27) incubated with RNA-CNTs stained with propidium 
iodide (PI). It shows that RNA-CNT-PI are only as fluorescent as the control.
Confocal Microscopy
After flow cytometry measurements the cells were inspected by confocal microscopy 
to determine the location of the fluorescence (i.e in the cell or on the membrane). Figure 
5.3 shows Z-stacked optical slices through cells incubated with RNA-CNA-PI, RNA-PI 
and PI (not dialysed, at lpg/ml). The stack in the middle is about 6/iin from the first 
stack and the last is another 5/zm from the middle, consistent with a cell which is between 
10-12/tm in diameter. The PI can be seen in red as concentric circles through the cells 
from the top, to the middle to the bottom, showing that most of the PI fluorescence is
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from the membrane. If the fluorescence was mainly from inside the cell, the middle stack 
would be much more fluorescent. Moreover, PI is usually used to stain the nucleus of the 
cell (after it has been killed and the cell membrane permeabilised). In these images the 
nucleus is not stained because if it were, intense fluorescence would be seen in the middle 
stack. This is consistent with the PI on its own or bound to RNA or RNA-CNT, mainly 
sticking to the outside of the membrane. There is some fluorescence on the inside of the 
cell (see the middle stack) which indicates that some PI does enter the cell, whether it 
is bound to RNA-CNTs, RNA or on its own. It could be that some RNA-CNT-PI have 
been internalised by the cell, but from the images it is difficult to say for certain.
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Figure 5.3: Confocal microscopy of RNA-CNT-PI incubated with cells, with bright field imposed 
over dark field images. The images are Z-stacks with a 1/im optical slice through the cell, a-c 
shows cells incubated with RNA-CNT-PI for 6 hours, (a) is the first optical slice at the top of 
the cell while (b) is the middle and (c) is the bottom, d-f shows cells incubated with RNA-PI 
for 6 hours while g-i shows cells incubated with 1/xg/ml PI.
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A very similar experiment was conducted but incubating cy3-DNA labelled CNTs 
with cells instead of RNA-CNTs composites stained with PI. The flow cytometry data 
showed much the same as with the PI experiment; both the control (cy3-DNA) and the 
cy3-DNA-CNT composites had the same level of fluorescence. However, figure 5.4 shows 
confocal images of localised fluorescence in the cy3-DNA-CNT incubated cells but not in 
the control. These patches of intense localised fluorescence indicate that the CNTs are 
being internalised and aggregate in the cells, while DNA on its own is not internalised (the 
background fluorescence on the cells is probably due to DNA sticking to the membrane, 
as seen in the PI in experiment).
5 .4 .2  E x p o s in g  c e lls  i n c u b a t e d  w i th  C N T s  t o  la s e r  t r e a t m e n t  
M easurem ent of m ediated RN A -CN T heat rise in solution
The purpose of this experiment was to measure the heat increase in RNA-CNT 
composites in solution when exposed to the NIR laser. Figure 5.5 (a) shows the temper­
ature rise over a 3 minute period as the RNA-CNTs solutions are exposed to the laser. 
For the higher concentrations, it shows there is an initial sharp rise in the temperature, 
and then a more steady increase. This is due to dissipation of heat to the environment 
which occurs more readily at higher temperatures. Figure 5.5 (b) shows the overall rise 
in temperature for each concentration over the 3 minute period. The points are fitted 
with a 2nd order (parabola) regression curve. RNA-CNTs show heating increasing with 
concentration, with a rise of about 9 Kelvin with 3 minutes exposure at 30/jg/ml of CNTs.
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Figure 5.4: Confocal microscopy of cy3-DNA-CNT incubated with cells, (a) and (b) shows the 
control, cy3-DNA incubated with cells for 4 hours while (c)-(f) shows cells incubated with cy3- 
DNA-CNTs for 4h. (a), (c) and (e) show the dark field images of the middle Z-stack to show 
clearly the fluorescence inside the cell, while (b), (d) and (f) include the bright field image to 
show cell morphology. The control shows background fluorescence presumably from cy3 oligos 
stuck to the membrane. cy3-DNA-CNTs incubated cells show localised fluorescence where CNT 
composites have aggregated (shown by the red arrow in (c) and (d) while they are more obvious 
in (e) and (f)).
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Figure 5.5: Temperature rise as a function of RNA-CNT concentration, (a) shows the fractional 
temperature rise t/to (where t/to are in K) with CNT concentration over 180 seconds (3 minutes) 
with all the start temperatures normalised (b) shows the temperature difference for each CNT 
concentration from the starting temperature to the temperature after 3 minutes. The line is a 
2nd order (parabola) regression fit.
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Z-scans of cells to  determ ine internalised CNT concentration
The purpose of this experiment was to compare a Z-scan of cells that had been 
incubated with RNA-CNTs to Z-scans of a range of known CNT concentration, in order 
to determine the concentration of CNTs in the cells. Figure 5.6(a) and (b) shows Z-scans 
of a dilution series of RNA-CNTs composites and of RNA-CNTs incubated with cells. In
(a), a clear difference can be observed between the RNA-CNT solutions compared to con­
trol (RNA no CNTs, shown in purple). There is a prominent CNT peak at about 40mm, 
which decreases in amplitude and width with decreasing CNT concentration. There is 
a prominent peak at about 55mm, which is due to the cuvette. With the higher con­
centrations of CNTs, this peak is masked, but as the concentration decreases it becomes 
more prominent. It can be seen that at the lowest CNT concentration of O.Ollmg/ml, 
the CNT peak is very small in comparison with the cuvette peak. The two scans shown 
for 0.043mg/ml are almost identical, showing that the scan is repeatable.
Figure 5.6(b) shows the scan for cells incubated with RNA-CNTs and the control 
(incubation with just RNA, no CNTs). There is a lot of noise which is associated with 
the cells scattering the light. With the RNA-CNT sample there does appear to be slightly 
more prominent peak at 40mm indicating some CNTs. Moreover, the control shows that 
the cuvette peak (at about 55mm) is slightly enhanced relative to the RNA-CNTs cells. 
However, because of the noise this is difficult to interpret. Moreover, repeat scans on the 
same sample showed variation due to the random scattering events. Overall, this suggests 
that the CNTs have been taken up by the cells, but this technique is not suitably sensitive 
enough to form definite conclusions.
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Figure 5.6: Z-scan of RNA-CNTs solutions and cells suspensions, (a) shows Z-scans of a dilution 
series of RNA-CNTs. The peak at about 40mm is due to CNTs. The peak at about 55mm is 
due to the cuvette, (b) shows Z-scan on suspension cells incubated with RNA-CNTs (in black) 
or RNA, no CNTs as a control (in red).
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Prolonged exposure to laser radiation: suspension cells
The purpose of this experiment was to expose cells incubated with RNA-CNTs 
with a laser in order to heat the internalised CNTs and kill the cells. The cells were 
incubated with the RNA-CNTs, transfered to a cuvette, exposed to the laser and then a 
viability assay was performed on them to determine cell death. Figure 5.7 shows a viability 
assay performed on cells incubated with about 200/tg/ml RNA-CNTs, and just RNA as 
a control, after 10 minutes exposure to a lW/cm2 800nm laser. The absorbance obtained 
after 2 hours incubation was compared to the standard curve in Chapter 2 (section 2.8.3) 
and the number of cells calculated. It clear that cell death has not resulted from the 
exposure to the laser, as viability is the same as the control. In addition to the viability 
assay, the RNA-CNT incubated cells were visually inspected by light microscopy after 
exposure and found to have similar healthy morphology to the controls. This shows that 
cells are not harmed by laser exposure presumably as NIR radiation is transparent to 
them. These results may indicate that the CNTs have not been internalised by the cells 
or that insufficient numbers of CNTs have been internalised for heating and cell death to 
occur. It could also mean that the power was not sufficient to heat the numbers of CNTs 
that were in the cells. However, IW/cm2 is the limit of our laser.
Exposure to laser radiation: adherent cells
The purpose of this experiment was to observe in real time cell death from exposure 
to the laser with adherant cells that had been incubated with RNA-CNTs. Figure 5.8(a) 
and (b) show adherent cells on a glass slide before and after exposure to a 5mW/cm2 laser 
beam at 800nm for 95 seconds. The cells had been incubated overnight with RNA-CNTs. 
A customised microscope was constructed so that the laser beam could be viewed with a
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Figure 5.7: Cell viability assay after exposure to laser radiation. Here, the cells were exposed to 
lW/cm2 laser radiation for 10 minutes. An MTS viability assay was then performed and shows 
similar viability between RNA-CNT incubated cells and control cells.
camera. In this way the beam could be focussed on about a 100/rm2 area to incorporate 
all the cells shown in figure 5.8. No difference was seen in the morphology of the cells after 
exposure for 95 seconds compared prior to exposure. The cells were also in a thin layer 
of media mixed with trypan blue (a viability stain), so that dead cells would incorporate 
the dye and become darker. Clearly this did not occur, indicating that the cells are still 
alive after 95 second exposure. It was thought that some bubbles might form where the 
CNTs were concentrated in the cells, but no evidence of this was seen either.
Figure 5.9(a) and (b) show adherent cells before and after ethanol has been added 
to the media. This experiment was performed to show that cells could be seen dying in 
real time. The cells are in a mixture of media and trypan blue dye. In (a) the cells appear 
healthy (stretched morphology) and are not stained. However, as ethanol is added to 
the media, the osmotic shock kills the cells and they become rounded, as well as turning 
darker as they incorporate the dye. It was hoped that laser treated cells with internalised
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Figure 5.8: Exposure of adherent cells incubated with RNA-CNTs to laser radiation, (a) Before 
exposure and (b) after 95 seconds exposure to a 5mW/cm2 800nm beam. There is no notable 
difference to the morphology of the cells after exposure indicating no damage.
CNTs would die in a similar way due to the heat generated from CNT light absorption.
5.5 D iscussion
Fluorescence measurements
In the experiments performed in section 7.4.1, fluorescence measurements were made 
on cells incubated with RNA-CNT stained with PI. These measurements showed that PI 
incubated with cells stuck to the membrane, making it very difficult to determine for 
definite whether RXA-CXTs had been internalised. Similar experiments were conducted 
by Lu et al. (2004) who claimed that by staining polyU RNA with PI, internalisation 
could be seen by stacking through sections of cells with confocal microscopy. However, 
the polyU-CNT were incubated for 3 hours with an adherent breast cancer (MCF7) cell 
line. In their confocal images, fluorescence could also be seen stuck to the membrane of the 
cells, while they claimed intense red dots inside the cells were evidence of concentrated
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Figure 5.9: Real time death of cells exposed to ethanol, (a) shows cells before and (b) after 
ethanol is added. In (b) the cells become rounded and turn darker as they incorporate the 
viability dye, trypan blue.
internalised CNTs. However, from their images, just like the images presented here, 
it is very difficult to confirm with a high degree of certainty. They supported their 
claim by radioactively labelling the CNTs composites with thymidine (methy-3H) and 
then performing scintillation counts which showed translocation efficiencies of 1.3%, 6.3%, 
10.7%, and 15.4% for 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 h, respectively. However, this shows that uncoated
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CNTs are internalised, and does not necessarily apply for RNA-composite CNTs.
Kam et al. (2005c) showed confocal images of cy3-DNA-CNT internalised into ad­
herent (HeLa) cells. Here, the fluorescence was spread all through the cytoplasm of the 
cell and surrounded the nucleus. In the images shown in this chapter, cy3-DNA-CNTs 
appear to have aggregated to small areas in the cytoplasm, presumably in endosomes. 
However, here suspension cells were used, which may make a difference to the internal­
isation and storage process. Moreover, Kam et al. (2005c) got a higher yield of CNTs 
wrapped with cy3-DNA, because they first treated the CNTs with nitric acid. Clearly, 
the more CNTs that are incubated with the cells, the more will be internalised. Using 
cy3-DNA appears to be a better method than RNA-CNT-PI to visualise CNTs in cells, 
probably because PI binds so readily to membranes and obscures fluorescence in the cell. 
Also, perhaps RNA-CNT-PI are not internalised so readily because they are more fully 
wrapped than oligo-wrapped CNTs, with RNA in general being much longer molecules. 
If the CNTs are internalised through a hydrophobic interaction between the membrane 
and the CNT, less CNTs will be taken up if they are fully wrapped with RNA.
Laser
The experiments performed here using 800nm laser radiation to kill mammalian 
cells were unsuccessful, which is in apparent contradiction to the results presented by 
Kam et al. (2005c). However, there are a few differences between the two approaches. 
One important difference was that they used a laser with a power intensity of 3.4W/cm2, 
whereas the maximum power available to us was IW/cm2. We expect that the heating 
effect is sensitive to the power of the laser used. Another difference was the cell type, where 
they used HeLa adherent cells and HeLa suspension cells while we used CRFK adherent 
cells and AFP-27 suspension cells. It could be that CNTs uptake is cell dependent,
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with HeLa cells being particularly susceptible to CNT internalisation. However, it was 
mentioned by Kam, Liu, and Dai (2006) that a number of cell lines internalised CNTs in 
a similar way to HeLa cells, so this effect is likely to be minimal. It is clear from these 
experiments that a reliable method is required to determine how many CNTs are in the 
cells.
5.6 Conclusion
The internalisation of RNA-CNTs in mammalian cells in vitro has been studied. 
Investigations using propidium iodide (PI) to stain the RNA-CNT composites and follow 
their uptake into cells was hampered by the fact that PI sticks quite readily to cell mem­
branes. Thus flow cytometry and confocal microscopy showed that controls (PI and RNA- 
PI) were as fluorescent as cells incubated with RNA-CNT-PI. However, cells incubated 
with cy3-DNA-CNTs, showed intense spots of fluorescence in the cytoplasm, indicating 
that CNTs were being internalised and accumulating, presumably in endosomes.
Experiments were also performed using an 800nm laser in an attempt to kill cells 
that had internalised CNTs. Heating experiments on a concentration range of RNA-CNT 
in solution, showed that the temperature could rise by 9 K in 3 minutes with 30/zg/ml 
of CNTs. Z-scans were performed with RNA-CNT and characteristic CNT signatures 
were obtained. However, when this was applied to cells incubated with RNA-CNTs to 
determine internalisation, light scattering caused by the cells made distinguishing the 
CNT signature too difficult.
Cells incubated with RNA-CNTs and then exposed to the laser for 10 minutes at 
lW/cm2, did not die as determined by viability (MTS) assays and visual inspection with 
microscopy. The reason for this is presumably that there was not a high enough laser
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intensity and/or not enough RNA-CNT internalisation. Similar experiments on adherent 
cells visualised by light microscopy and exposed to the laser did not show cell death, 
presumably for the same reason.
C h a p t e r  6
B i o s e n s i n g  w i t h  D N A - f u n c t i o n a l i s e d  
c a r b o n  n a n o t u b e s
6.1 Summary
In this chapter, an attempt is made to electrically sense the binding of biomolecules 
to carbon nanotubes (CNTs) that are trapped between electrodes. It is shown that func­
tionalised CNTs can be trapped between electrodes using dielectrophoresis and visualised 
using AFM and SEM. Analysis shows that the CNTs are either individually dispersed or 
in small bundles. It is shown that when there are very few CNTs between electrodes and 
the resistance is high, current flow is predominantly through the solution. Here, the re­
sistance behaves as expected, with PBS decreasing the resistance because it is more ionic 
than deionised water. However, when there is a mat of CNT between electrodes and the 
resistance is very low, current flow is predominantly through the CNTs, not the solution. 
Moreover, it is shown that solutions affect the flow of current through the CNTs, as PBS 
increases the resistance in relation to deionised water. In addition, a streptavidin solu­
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tion is shown to also increase the resistance of CNT mats, indicating binding to CNTs. 
However, the presence of streptavidin (via attached gold nanoparticles) was not confirmed 
by SEM, showing that stabilising agents in the solution (i.e glycerol and BSA protein) 
are binding non-specifically to the CNTs. However, gold nanoparticles decorating CNTs 
are shown on individually dispersed CNTs. It is proposed that in a mat of highly dense 
CNTs, steric interference prevents binding of streptavidin to biotin on the surface of the 
CNTs, whereas with individually dispersed CNT this effect does not occur.
6.2 Introduction
6 .2 .1  U s in g  n a n o w ire s  a s  b io s e n s o rs  
Silicon nanowires
Nanowires (NW) have particular potential for biosensing as they have a very large 
surface area to volume and can be readily coupled to biomolecules owing to their size. 
Moreover, their conductivity and electrical properties allow them to very sensitively detect 
the binding of biomolecules in real time. In addition, because of miniaturisation coupled 
with microfluidic devices, many analytes can be tested for and monitored all at the same 
time, a process known as multiplexing.
A number of studies, notably by Charles Lieber’s group in Harvard, have established 
the use of nanowires as a viable method of sensitively detecting biomolecules. Studies have 
shown the measurement of DNA hybridisation (Hahm and Lieber, 2004), multiplex cancer 
detection (Zheng et al., 2005), various other small molecule-protein interactions (Wang et 
al., 2005), chemical species (Cui et al, 2001), as well as single virus detection (Patolsky 
et al., 2004). A review of this topic can be found in Patolsky, Zheng, and Lieber (2006).
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Some of these examples will now be considered in more detail.
The first detection of chemical species in real time using nanowires was reported 
by Cui et al. (2001). This was an important paper because it demonstrated that the 
NW acted like Field Effect Transistor (FET). A FET device is where a semiconducting 
material is connected to a source and drain electrode through which current is injected 
and collected respectively. The conductance of the channel between the source and drain 
can be controlled by using a third gate electrode that is capacitively coupled to the device 
through a thin dielectric material. In the case of a p-type channel, applying a positive 
voltage depletes carriers (holes) and reduces the conductance, while a negative gate voltage 
leads to an accumulation of holes and increases the conductance. The dependence of 
the conductance on gate voltage makes FETs natural candidates for electrically based 
sensing, because the electric field resulting from the binding of a charged species to the 
gate dielectric is analogous to the applying of a voltage to a gate electrode. These concepts 
are illustrated in figure 6.1 .
Cui et al. (2001) demonstrated that the p-type NW acted like a FET device by chang­
ing the pH and monitoring the effect on the conductance. This is shown in figure 6.2. B 
shows that the NW increases in conductance with increasing pH, which is exactly the same 
as how a FET device behaves when more voltage is applied to a NW FET device with 
a gated third electrode. These results are understood by considering the mixed surface 
functionality of the modified NW. They covalently linked 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane 
(APTES) to the surface of the NW as shown in A. APTES has both -NH2 and -SiOH 
which have different dissociation constants. These two groups act in reverse at differ­
ent pH. At low pH, the -NH2 group is protonated to -NHj and acts as a positive gate, 
which depletes hole carriers in the p-type SiNW and decreases the conductance. At high 
pH, -SiOH is deprotonated to Si02, which correspondingly causes an increase in con­
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ductance. The observed linear response can be attributed to an approximately linear 
change in the total surface charge density (versus pH) because of the combined acid and 
base behaviour of both surface groups. To support this point, they also carried out pH 
dependent measurements on unmodified (only -SiOH functionality) SiNWs (D). These 
conductance measurements show a nonlinear pH dependence: The conductance change is 
small at low pH (2 to 6) but large at high pH range (6 to 9). Notably, these pH measure­
ments on unmodified SiNWs are in excellent agreement with previous measurements of 
the pH-dependent surface charge density derived from silica (D).
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Figure 6.1: Nanowire FET sensor. A: Schematic of a regular planar FET device, where S, 
D, and G correspond to source, drain, and gate, respectively. B: High-resolution transmission 
electron microscopy image and electron diffraction pattern for a 4.5 nm diameter single crystal 
Si nanowire with -<110>- growth axis, and electrical transport data for a typical p-type nanowire 
that is characteristic of an FET. C: Schematic of a Si nanowire-based FET device configured 
as a sensor with antibody receptors (green), where binding of a protein with net positive charge 
(red) yields a decrease in the conductance. D: Cross-sectional diagram and scanning electron 
microscopy image of a single Si nanowire sensor device, and a photograph of a prototype nanowire 
sensor biochip with integrated microfluidic sample delivery. Taken from Patolsky, Zheng, and 
Lieber (2006).
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Figure 6.2: NW nanosensor for pH detection. A: Schematic illustrating the conversion of a 
NWFET into NW nanosensors for pH sensing. The NW is contacted with two electrodes, a 
source (S) and drain (D), for measuring conductance. Zoom of the APTES-modified SiNW 
surface illustrating changes in the surface charge state with pH. B :  Real-time detection of the 
conductance for an APTES modified SiNW for pH between 2 and 9; the pH values are indicated 
on the conductance plot, (inset, top) Plot of the time-dependent conductance of a SiNW FET as 
a function of the back-gate voltage.(inset, bottom) Field-emission scanning electron microscopy 
image of a typical SiNW device. C Plot of the conductance versus pH; the red points are 
experimental data, and the dashed green line is linear fit through this data. D :  The conductance 
of unmodified SiNW (red) versus pH. The dashed green curve is a plot of the surface charge 
density for silica as a function of pH which is adapted from (Bolt, 1957). This figure was taken 
from Cui et al. (2001).
Carbon nanotubes
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have also been used as sensors. Hongjie Dai’s group 
from Stanford synthesised CNTs that were about 70% semiconducting and grew them on
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silicon before making electrodes over them, creating a CNT-FET device. The schematic 
and some of their results are shown in figure 6.3. Here they could detect low levels of 
streptavidin binding to the surface of the CNTs (Chen et al., 2003). They also applied 
voltage through a third platinum electrode and showed that the environment in which the 
CNT were surrounded had changed. They did note however, that the exact mechanism 
of the change in conductance was not explained, as proteins of opposite charges (which 
should cause an opposite change in the conductance if the CNT-FET device operated in 
a conventional way), actually both resulted in a decrease in conductance. Using a similar 
method to that described by Dai’s group, So et al. (2005) used CNTs to detect thrombin 
using DNA aptamers (a short single stranded piece of DNA that binds proteins).
Chen et al. (2004) investigated the mechanism in the change in conduction of CNT- 
FET biosensors by using chemical functionalization to block off the metal electrodes and 
the CNTs trapped between the electrodes, separately. From these experiments it was 
concluded that electronic effects occurring at the metal-nanotube contacts due to protein 
adsorption constituted a more significant contribution to the electronic biosensing signal 
than adsorption solely along the exposed lengths of the CNTs. This type of effect is 
typical of a Schottky barrier. The Schottky barrier effect describes a metal-semiconductor 
junction which can be suitable for use as a diode, a device which allows current flow in 
only one direction. They proposed that binding proteins onto the interface between the 
metal and CNT modulates the work function of the metal, which therefore alters the 
Schottky barrier. This leads to a significant change to the nature of the contacts and 
results in a change in the conduction. But it is unclear whether the metal contact has to 
be with a semiconducting CNT, or whether a metallic CNT would be equally effective.
Byon and Choi (2006) utilised this finding to construct a CNT device with electrodes 
deposited to give maximum Schottky contact area. The area where the carbon nanotube
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Figure 6.3: Carbon nanotubes as electronic devices for sensing in aqueous solutions. A: 
Schematic views of the electronic sensing device consisting of interconnected nanotubes bridging 
two metal electrode pads. An AFM image of a portion of the nanotube network (0.5/tm on a 
side) is shown. B: Schematic setup for sensing in solution. C: Conductance (G) evolution of a 
device for electronic monitoring of streptavidin adsorption on nanotubes. The conductance is 
normalized by the initial conductance Go- Inset: Sensitivity to a 100-pM protein solution is 
shown. D: Electrical conductance (G) vs. gate voltage (Vg) for a device in a 10-mM phosphate 
buffer solution. The gate voltage is applied through a Pt electrode immersed in the solution 
(Inset). The green (solid) and orange (broken) curves are the G-Vg characteristics for the device 
before and after streptavidin binding, respectively. The shift in the two curves suggests a change 
in the charge environment of the nanotubes. Taken from Chen et al. (2003)
contacts to the metal electrodes was enlarged by angled deposition, creating a very thin 
metal layer over the CNTs. This gives a larger surface area of metal-carbon nanotube 
contact. This has been investigated by studying the charge-transfer processes of gold-CNT 
junctions and correlating these findings with the transport characteristics of CNT-FET 
(Cui et al., 2003). It was found that properties of the metal electrode/nanotube interface 
control the characteristics of the CNT-FETs, a fact that is consistent with the proposed
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Schottlcy barrier model for the CNT-FETs. They also found that CNT-FET properties 
can be changed by co-adsorption or passivation of the metal/CNT interface with a variety 
of molecules.
Overall, it is clear that silicon nanowire and carbon nanotube biosensors operate 
very differently. SiNW biosensors operate as the charge on biomolecules either inject 
or deplete charge into the the SiNWs, causing a change in its conduction properties. 
However, with a CNT biosensors it is likely that the most sensitive region is the Schottky 
barrier interface between the CNTs and the metal electrode.
In the present work, a different approach is adopted to the CNT biosensors already 
described. The latter are made by first depositing or growing CNTs on a substrate and 
then fabricating electrodes over the top. In contrast, in the present work, CNTs are func­
tionalised first with a probe biomolecule and then trapped down between micro-electrodes 
by dielectrophoresis. This method has several potential advantages. Significantly, the 
CNTs can both be purified from amorphous carbon and other impurities, as well as func­
tionalised using DNA oligos, in one simple step. Moreover, dielectrophoresis at 1MHz 
may be used to trap mainly metallic CNTs between electrodes (Mureau et al., 2006; Peng 
et al., 2006; Krupke et al., 2003, 2004; Krupke, Hennrich, and v. Lohneysen, 2003). Our 
aim was therefore to use the combination of dielectrophoresis and DNA functionalised 
CNTs to construct a biosensor device that would be more convenient to construct than 
other CNT biosensors quoted in the literature, and also to determine whether metallic 
CNTs could be successfully used to sense bimolecule binding events.
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6 .3  M a t e r i a l s  a n d  M e t h o d s
6.3 .1  F lu id  flow  setu p
For biosensing experiments, a number of steps were involved in an attempt to sense 
biomolecules with CNTs. Firstly, the CNTs were prepared by solubilising them and 
functionalising them with DNA (see chapter 3 and 4). Briefly, DNA oligonucleotides 
(referred to as T30; 30 bases of thymine) were ordered from MWG, resuspended in RO 
(RO — reverse osmosis deionised water, 18MO) water usually at about 500/zg/ml DNA, 
and then mixed with l-3mg of CNTs (Carbolex, purchased through Sigma). The mixture 
was then sonicated in an ice water bath, for about 30 minutes to 2 hours.
The solubilised CNT-DNA composites were then trapped between microfabricated 
electrodes, with gaps ranging from between 2-8/im. The electrodes were fabricated by 
standard photolithography. CNTs were then trapped using dieletrophoresis. Typically, 
the electrodes would be connected up to a signal generator (at 10V, 1MHz) using silver 
paste. Next, a Ipl drop of a solution of CNT-DNA was placed over them and left for 5 
minutes. The concentration of the CNT solution could be varied with each experiment, 
to control the number of CNTs between the electrodes. After about 5 minutes, the drop 
was blown off using nitrogen. Then the resistance was measured with a multimeter, to 
check that CNTs were between the electrodes. Usually with a dilute concentration, the 
resistance would be of the order of MO whereas with a concentrated solution, a mat of 
CNTs would be trapped giving only a few O resistance. With no CNT the device was an 
open circuit.
Once the CNT-DNA had been trapped between the electrodes, the silicon or glass 
on which the electrodes were set were cut to size using a diamond scribe, and placed in 
the fluid cell chamber. The device was constructed out of Poly Vinyl Carbonate (PVC)
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plastic, which has a bottom section and a lid which was screwed together (see figure 6.4). 
Within the bottom section was a chamber where the electrodes on silicon were placed 
and sealed with an O-ring. In the lid, there was an inlet and an outlet, which have holes 
drilled to connect with the O-ring chamber. On the inlet and outlet, silicon tubing was 
attached, and syringes were attached to these so that various fluids could be pumped 
into the chamber. Also on the lid were brass spring loaded pins which span through the 
entire depth of the lid, so that the spring loaded tip contacted the contact pads of the 
electrodes, and the tops of the screws were contacted to electrical instruments. Generally 
the electrodes were placed in the chamber, the lid was screwed on and then a multimeter 
was used to check that the screws contacted the electrodes. Sometimes silver paste was 
needed to extend the range of the contact pad so that the pins could contact the electrodes.
O-ring
chamber
Figure 6.4: The fluid cell used in the biosensing experiments. It has a bottom section and a lid. 
The lid has spring loaded pins which span though it and contact the electrodes in the o-ring 
enclosed chamber in the bottom section. The lid also has a inlet and outlet where a syringe can 
be attached via some silicon tubing.
Once the electrodes were in the fluid cell and contacted to the pins, they were
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linked up to a picoammeter (Keithley 2425). This instrument is controlled by a computer 
and programmed using Labview software. Essentially the program keeps a DC current 
the same at 21nA, while monitoring the resistance. Figure 6.5 shows a schematic of 
the electron flow once the electrodes are in the fluid cell. There are two electron paths; 
between the pin electrodes, and through the CNTs between microfabricated electrodes. 
Ions in solution will flow to the oppositely charged pin electrode and give up or accept 
an electron, so that there is an effective flow of current. In contrast, electrons will pass 
directly through the CNTs. The current through the solution will effectively screen any 
signal from the CNTs that have a very low capacity to carry current (i.e. if there are 
very few CNTs). However, if there are a very large number of CNTs and ,hence a large 
capacity to carry current, this will effectively screen the current flow through the solution. 
This will become more apparent when the results are described.
Figure 6.5: A schematic of current flow through the fluid cell. In the bulk solution ions will 
move to the oppositely charged electrode pin, and either donate or accept an electron, thereby 
creating an effective flow of current. In contrast, current can pass directly through the CNTs.
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In a typical experiment, the fluid cell was connected to the Keithley and the program 
run for a few minutes to get the baseline resistance of the CNTs across the electrodes. 
Then 1ml of RO water was injected through the system which would then be left to 
stabilise. Subsequent 1ml solutions were injected and monitored thereafter. So, there 
was not a continuous flow of solution over the electrodes, rather a static solution which 
was changed by injecting a new solution into the system. All protein solutions were 
diluted into Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS: NaC1.8g/L (137mM), KC1 0.2g/L (2.7mM), 
disodium hydrogen phosphate 1.15g/L (4mM), Potassium dihydrogen phosphate 0.2g/L 
(1.5mM), pH7, from Oxoid). PBS was used in order to simulate the saline environment 
of animal serum. The biosensor will be much more useful if it can sense biomolecules in 
serum, rather than desalting samples before using them.
6.3 .2  F un ction a lisin g  C N T s  in so lu tion  w ith  o lig on u cleo tid es  
Biotin-T30-CNTs
In order for the CNTs trapped between electrodes to sense biological molecules, they 
must first be functionalised with a probe molecule that will bind the target molecule. The 
most studied binding system between two molecules that do not covalently attach, is biotin 
and streptavidin. These two molecules bind to each other with a dissociation constant 
(Kd) of about 10 attomolax which is the highest affinity of any two macromolecules so 
far studied. The dissociation constant (Kd) is a specific type of equilibrium constant that 
measures the propensity of a larger object to separate (dissociate) reversibly into smaller 
components, as when a complex falls apart into its component molecules. The smaller the 
dissociation constant, the more tightly bound the ligand is; for example, a ligand with a 
nanomolar (nM) dissociation constant binds more tightly than a ligand with a micromolar
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(/iM) dissociation constant.
Here, a method was developed to check that streptavidin had bound to biotin-T30- 
CNTs that were trapped between electrodes. The goal was to achieve sensing of the 
binding of streptavidin to the biotin on the walls of the CNTs. This was necessary to 
confirm that changes in resistance were from streptavidin binding. CNTs were wrapped 
with biotin-T30, then trapped between electrodes (shown schematically in Figure 6.6. In 
order to achieve functionalisation of CNTs with biotin, oligos were ordered (MWG) that 
were 30 bases of thymine (T30) functionalised at the 5’ end with biotin (5’ fhiolation 
occurs on the 5’ end of the oligo, as opposed to the 3’ end; see the introduction for the 
molecular structure of DNA). About 500/ig of this oligo was then sonicated with 3mg of 
CNTs in 1ml RO for 2 hours in an ice water bath, and then centrifuged for 90 minutes. 
The supernatant, was then pipetted off giving a concentrated solution of biotin-T30-CNT 
composites. This solution was then diluted 1 in 10 and trapped between electrodes as 
already described.
Electrical sensing experiments were then conducted on the samples. In order to con­
firm the electrical sensing, the streptavidin was gold-labelled with a lOnm gold nanopar­
ticle (bought gold-labelled from Sigma; it comes in stabilising agents, 20% glycerol and 
1% Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA)). This could then be viewed with the SEM to count 
the number of streptavidin molecules that had bound to the CNTs, by way of the gold 
nanoparticles. In all experiments, the concentration of the streptavidin-gold conjugate 
was diluted 1 in 100 in PBS to give 0.025 absorbance units/ml.
Thiol (SH) oligonucleotides
In addition to the streptavidin-gold labelling of CNTs, an experiment was designed 
to attach 50nm gold particles to CNTs via thiol (SH) groups on oligos. The purpose of this
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Figure 6.6: Schematic showing biotin-T30-CNTs between electrodes. The CNTs axe function­
alised with biotin-T30 oligo, trapped between electrodes, and then can sense gold labelled strep­
tavidin binding to the biotin.
was to determine whether the 50nm gold nanoparticles could be visualised with the SEM, 
and whether using thiol groups would be a viable method of decorating CNTs with gold 
nanoparticles. Using thiol groups would be a more general approach to functionalising 
CNTs than with biotin, as thiol groups can be conjugated to most proteins via cystein 
residues.
CNTs were first functionalised with 5’ thiolated-T30-oligos (MWG). lmg CNTs 
were sonicated with 500/ig of oligo in lml RO water for 30 minutes (it was later found 
that 2hrs gave better solubilisation efficiency) in an ice water bath. These were then 
centrifuged for 90 minutes to spin out bundles of CNTs. The supernatant (about 800/d) 
was pipetted off leaving a dilute solution of functionalised-CNTs. Then, 500/d of CNTs 
was mixed with 500/d gold nanoparticles (commercially available from British Biocell 
International (BBI), Cat No. EM GC50) 50nm in diameter. The mixtures were then
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left overnight to conjugate. The conjugates were then trapped down between electrodes 
using dielectrophoresis and viewed under the SEM to find evidence of gold nanoparticles 
attached to the walls of the CNTs. The control of this experiment was 50nm nanoparticles 
incubated with T30-CNTs with no thiol group.
6 .4  R e s u l t s  a n d  D i s c u s s i o n
6.4 .1  D ie lectrop h ores is  o f  C N T -D N A  com p os ite s
The aim of this experiment was to trap DNA-CNT composites by dielectrophoresis 
and visualise them using SEM and AFM. Figure 6.7 shows an SEM image of T30-CNT 
composites trapped between electrodes by dielectrophoresis. These were trapped by plac­
ing a very dilute solution of T30~CNTs over the electrodes at 1MHz, 10V for 5 minutes. 
From this image it is possible to count the number of CNTs that bridge between the 
electrodes. The image is about 4.5/tm and there are about eleven CNT that completely 
span across. The electrode is 500/im long, so assuming that there is an even spread, there 
are about 1200 CNTs in total across the gap. The image here also shows that the CNTs 
have some material stuck onto them. From these SEM images it is very difficult to state 
whether this is DNA that has bound to the CNTs, or whether it is carbonaceous im­
purities. Nevertheless, by using this process DNA-CNT composites could repeatably be 
trapped between electrodes. Once the CNTs were between the electrodes in this fashion 
and washed a few times to remove any unbound CNTs, they were almost impossible to 
remove, even with sonication in acetone. The only way to dislodge them was to scrub the 
electrode with a cotton wool bud soaked in acetone, which often destroyed the electrodes. 
In this sense, trapping the CNTs in this way makes for a good biosensor device, as the
CNTs have to be firmly attached to the substrate so that they do not get washed away.
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Figure 6.7: Trapping CNTs between electrodes by dielectrophoresis.
Figure 6.8(a) shows an AFM topographic image of a section of CNTs spanning 
flat-edged electrodes. The silicon substrate after the processing steps (i.e fabrication of 
electrodes and diclcctrophoresis of CNTs) is bumpy which makes analysis of the height 
of the CNTs difficult as there is also a lot of noise either side of the CNTs. However, 
topographic cross-sections are shown as blue-lines on figure 6.8(a) and correspondingly 
in figure 6.8(b) and figure 6.8(c). In figure 6.8(a), it can be seen that the CNTs are in 
small bundles with heights of about 7-9nm. In figure 6.8(b) we can observe that the 
height of the CNT is about 2-3.5nm. This either equates to two CNTs together or a 
CNT with a molecule of DNA bound to it. Nevertheless, it is clear that using DNA to 
disperse the CNTs and dielectrophoresis to trap them, results in either very small bundles 
or individually dispersed CNTs between electrodes.
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Figure 6.8: AFM analysis of CNTs between electrodes, (a) Shows a topographic image of CNTs 
trapped between electrodes. The blue lines are cross-sections of the CNTs and are labelled 1 
and 2. The black arrow shows the gold electrode edge, (b) This is the height from cross-section 
1. It shows a height of about 6nm, consistent with a bundle of a few CNTs together, (c) This 
CNT is between about 2-3.5nm high consistent with either a single CNT with a wrap of DNA 
or two CNTs together.
It was found that frequencies below 1MHz did not trap CNTs between electrodes. 
According to a number of reports (Mureau et al., 2006; Peng et al., 2006; Krupke et al., 
2003. 2004; Krupke, Hennrich, and v. Lohneysen, 2003), CNTs that are collected at 1MHz 
are more likely to be metallic. This is because at higher frequencies, metallic CNTs are
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more polarisable and so experience higher dielectrophoretic forces. The CNTs that are 
shown in Figure 6.7 are therefore likely to be metallic.
6 .4 .2  R esista n ce  m easu rem en ts in th e  flu id  cell
The electrodes were placed in the fluid cell, connected to a picoammeter which 
measured resistance as various fluids were injected in. A number of experiments were 
conducted, each one at least twice on separate occasions, and a summary of these are 
shown in Figure 6.9. Here is shown what is between the electrodes, and how the the 
current flows in the circuit (i.e. either through the liquid or the CNTs between the 
electrodes). This summary will be useful when the results are described in the following 
sections.
W hat is between 
the electrodes?
Circuit In the fluid ceil:
(The smallest box represents the smsf est 
resistance Vuough wfiich current *dl tow)
Path of least 
resistance
1. Air than water 
batwaan the 
electrodes
N/A
The resistance Is very 
high with air and then 
falls dramatically 
when water is added
2. Fused 
Electrodes
Water/PBS
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electrodes
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H h
3. Few CNTs 
spanning between 
the electrodes
- CNTs
- Water/PBS Water/PBS
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4. Many CNTs 
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Water/PBS
CNTs CNTs
1 h
5. Marry blotln-T30- 
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Water/PBS
Biotin-T30-
CNTs
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Figure 6.9: Summary of experiments conducted in the fluid cell. A number of controls were 
conducted showing resistance when air, water/PBS were between electrodes as well as fused 
electrodes.
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1. Resistance of air then water between the electrodes
Figure 6.10 shows the electrical response of tapered electrodes that have no CNTs 
trapped between them. At first, the electrodes measure GS7 because there is air between 
them (current cannot flow through the oxidised silicon). However, when water is added 
at about 100 seconds, the resistance drops massively to about lMf2 (see figure 6.10 (b)). 
This is expected as ions will be able to pass through the water as an ion current. Figure 
6.10 (b) shows a enlarged region of where PBS and water have been added. This shows 
that as water is added, the resistance increases whereas when PBS is added the resistance 
decreases as expected since PBS is a more conducting solution.
2. Resistance measurements on fused electrodes
An experiment was conducted on fused electrodes as a control to compare with 
electrodes with CNTs trapped between them. This was to show that a very thin layer of 
gold (i.e the fused electrodes) would not measure resistance changes in the same way as 
CNTs. Figure 6.11 shows in (a) fused electrodes (i.e. there is no gap between them), and 
in figure 6.11 (b) the response in resistance as a variety of solutions at different timepoints 
are injected into the fluid cell (shown annotated with arrows). It can be seen that the 
resistance is low at about 220Q, which is expected as the electrodes are fused together. 
When deionised water is added, the resistance shows an initial drop, and then returns 
to about 200Q, where it remains relatively stable, regardless of the solution injected into 
the fluid cell. This demonstrates that fused gold electrodes cannot detect a change in the 
aqueous environment.
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3. Relatively few CNTs between the electrodes
Next, a dilute solution of CNTs was used to trap CNTs between electrodes, resulting 
in relatively few CNTs spanning between the electrodes (relative to a concentrated solution 
of CNTs, giving many CNTs spanning between electrodes - see the next section). As 
there were relatively few CNTs, the initial resistance was high. Figure 6.12(a) shows 
the response in resistance as various fluids are injected into the fluid cell. It shows a 
similar response as the electrodes without any CNTs between them (see exp 2), with 
the resistance in both cases having the same order of magnitude (between 0.3-1.0 MQ). 
When water is added, the resistance increases in relation to PBS and when PBS is added 
the resistance drops. Moreover, injecting BSA or streptavidin-gold conjugates does little 
to the resistance. This shows that with a high starting resistance, the current flow is 
predominantly through the solution and not the CNTs. In this instance, if any binding 
events are occurring on the CNTs then the signal is screened by the current flow through 
the solution, (b) shows an SEM image of the CNTs between the electrodes. The electrode 
is 500/un long and from image (b) there are about 15 CNTs//rai. Therefore, there are 
about 750 CNTs along this electrode.
4. Many CNTs between the electrodes
Next, a concentrated solution of CNTs was used to trap CNTs between the elec­
trodes, resulting in a mat of CNTs, too numerous to count, spanning between the elec­
trodes (see figure 6.13(b)). These CNTs are not functionalised with biotin and are there­
fore not expected to bind specifically to streptavidin.
The initial resistance response was very low resistance (about 225 Q). When solu­
tions were added to the fluid cell, this mat of CNTs showed a completely different response
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from what was observed in the experiments 1,2 and 3. Firstly, water caused an increase 
in the resistance compared to a dry sample (see figure 6.13(a)). With the other cases, 
the opposite was true. Here, water is somehow distorting the current either through the 
CNTs or at the CNT-metal electrode interface. Secondly, PBS also increases the resis­
tance. This was the opposite of the behavior seen with the last two examples. Thirdly, 
when streptavidin-gold nanoparticles are injected, a marked rise in the resistance is seen. 
This is unexpected as there is no biotin on these CNTs with which the streptavidin can 
bind. When the streptavidin solution is washed out afterwards with PBS, the resistance 
remains at the same level indicating that streptavidin has bound non-specifically (i.e. not 
through biotin) and permanantly to the CNTs. Non-specific binding involves binding 
to CNTs (and gold electrodes) through various non-specific interactions (e.g hydropho­
bic attraction) which can occur between a variety of proteins, molecules and substrates. 
As the resistance indicated that streptavidin-gold had bound to the CNTs, some gold 
nanoparticles were expected to be seen decorating the CNTs. Figure 6.13(b) shows an 
SEM image of the electrode after it had the various solutions washed over it (see 6.13(c)). 
Clearly there are no gold nanoparticles in the image. This shows that streptavidin has 
not bound to the CNTs. The rise in resistance seen on the addition of the streptavidin 
solution is probably due to the stabilising agents in which it is suspended (i.e glycerol and 
BSA). BSA is a protein which is known to non-specifically bind to CNTs (Chen et al., 
2003). Glycerol is a polar molecule which is also likely to bind to CNTs by electrostatic 
attraction.
The significance of this result is that when the sample is washed with water, a 
decrease in resistance is seen relative to the PBS level, which is the opposite of the effect 
seen in the other results (see figures 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12). Water should increase the 
resistance in relation to PBS, because it is less ionic. It shows that the ions in the PBS,
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are somehow disrupting the flow of current through the CNTs (or at the metal-CNT 
interface). This must be due to electron donation or extraction by the charged groups. 
The same is true for the streptavidin solution as this also increases the resistance.
5. Many Biotin-T30-CNTs between the electrodes
Next, a concentrated solution of biotin-T30-CNTs was used to trap many CNTs 
(see figure 6.14 (c) and (d)) between electrodes. Biotin-T30-CNTs were used as it was 
thought that the streptavidin would specifically bind to the biotin on the CNTs and not 
be washed away owing to the small dissociation constant of biotin-streptavidin. Figure 
6.14 shows the resistance response as streptavidin-gold is injected. Figure 6.14(a) shows 
the trace from the beginning whereas figure 6.14(b) shows an expanded scale to make the 
result of the streptavidin-gold injection clearer. Figure 6.14(c) and (d) show SEM images 
of the electrodes after the experiment had been conducted.
The initial resistance is low and has a similar resistance to the CNTs in experiment 
4 (around 5000). As seen in the last experiment, as water is injected the resistance rises 
dramatically, indicating that the current through the CNTs is being distorted. The same 
phenomenon is seen as PBS is added. When streptavidin is added, a further rise in the 
resistance is seen which is maintained even with a further wash with PBS. However, when 
the SEM image of the electrodes is viewed after the experiment, only 1 gold-nanoparticle 
could be found on the CNTs (see figure 6.14(c), and very few other gold nanoparticles 
were seen on the rest of the CNTs on the electrode. This rise is probably associated with 
non-specific binding of glycerol and BSA.
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time (secs)
(b)
time (secs)
Figure 6.10: Experiment 1. Resistance of air then water between the electrodes. This shows 
the typical response of electrodes with no CNTs trapped between them. At first the reistance 
is very high because only air is between the electrodes. As water is injected into the fluid cell 
the resistance drops massively as current can now flow through the water. As PBS is added the 
resistance drops further as this solution is more ionic, (a) shows the whole time course while 
(b) shows an expanded scale from 100 seconds to show the effect of PBS on the resistance.
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(b)
T im e  (seco n d s)
Figure 6.11: Experiment 2. Resistance measurements on fused electrodes to compare with CNTs 
trapped between electrodes: (a) An SEM image of the fused electrodes, (b) A representative 
trace of resistance measurements as deionised HoO, PBS and 1% BSA in PBS are injected into 
the fluid cell at the times shown by arrows. The trace shows no significant changes to the 
resistance as these solutions are added.
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(b)
Figure 6.12: Experiment 3. Few CNTs between the electrodes: (a) shows a representative 
trace of the resistance over time as various solutions are injected into the fluid cell. This 
behaves similarly to electrodes without any CNTs, with water increasing the resistance and 
PBS decreasing the resistance. This indicates that the primary flow of current is through the 
solution, not the CNTs. (b) shows an SEM image of the CNTs between the electrodes.
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(a)
time (seconds)
Figure 6.13: Experiment 1. Many CNTs between the electrodes: Shown in (a) is a representative 
I race showing resistance against time as various solutions are added to the electrode with 11011- 
biotin-C'NTs trapped between. As water is added, the resistance increases, and a further increase 
is soon with PBS. In the previous experiments the opposite effect was seen, as current could pass 
through the solution. This shows that the current is flowing preferentially through the CNTs. 
and the solutions are effecting the current. (1>) shows an SEM image of a mat of T30-CNTs 
conjugates between electrodes after streptavidin-gold has been flowed over them. However, no 
gold-nanoparticles are observed which suggests that stabilising agents (glycerol and BSA) are 
non-specifieallv binding the CNTs and causing the increase in resitance.
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Figure 6.14: Experiment 5. Many Biotin-T30-CNTs between the electrodes: Shown in (a) is a 
representative trace of resistance against time as various solutions are flowed over an electrode 
wit h biot in-oligo-CNTs conjugates trapped between, (b) an enlarged trace of the injection of the 
streptavidin-gold and subsequent washes, (c) show the electrodes with the CNT mat between 
them after streptavidin-gold has been flowed over them and (d) shows a magnified region of (e).
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6 .4 .3  A tta ch m e n t o f  g o ld  n a n op a rtic le s  to  C N T s  
Biotin-oligo-CNTs
There were a number of instances where gold nanoparticles were seen bound to 
biotin-T30-CNTs. In all instances, they only bound to CNTs that were separated from 
other CNTs (i.e not bunched together in a mat of CNTs). Figure 6.15 shows images of 
biolin-T30-CNTs individually dispersed and trapped onto electrodes, with gold nanopar- 
tieles attached to them. These images were obtained after the electrodes had been washed 
with streptavidin-gold nanoparticles in the fluid cell. If the CNTs are in a mat with many 
CNTs bunched together, it is likely that biotin molecules will not be available for bind­
ing with streptavidin due to stcric interference, as bunched CNTs may physically block 
biotin molecules. However, if the CNTs are individually dispersed, it is more likely that 
the biotin will be available for binding, as no other CNT is in the way.
Thiol oligos
This experiment was performed essentially to determine whether 50mn gold 
nanopartieles could be attached to CNTs using a T30-oligo, and visualised with the 
SEM. Figure 6.16 shows tliiol-T30-CNTs with gold nanopartieles attached to them, 
trapped between electrodes. The images of 50nm gold nanopartieles show that there 
are nanopartieles attached the CNTs (figure 6.16(a) and figure 6.16(c)). Figure 6.16(b) 
shows the control where 110 gold nanopartieles are seen. Figure 6.16(c) shows in some 
detail that the CNTs do appear to have some impurities on them. Whether this is DNA 
or whether it is amorphous carbon is unclear. However, this image does show that the 
nanopartieles are randomly dispersed in the mat of CNTs.
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( a )
Figure 6.15: Decorating biotin-T30-CNTs with gold nanoparticles, (a) and (b) are CNTs 
wrapped with biotin-T30, and have had streptavidin-gold washed over them in the fluid cell. 
Notice how these CNTs are individually dispersed compared with the CNTs mats seen in Figures 
0.11 and 6.13.
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(a)
Figure 6.16: Decorating CNTs with gold nanoparticles, (a) and (c) are CNTs wrapped with 
thiolated oligos, mixed with 50nm gold nanoparticles in solution. A drop is then placed over 
electrodes and trapped by dielectrophoresis, (c) is a magnified version of (a) to highlight the 
gold nanoparticles with arrows showing the various features, (b) shows the control which is 
T30-CNT where the T30 has no thiol linker on it. Here no gold nanoparticles are attached to 
the CNTs.
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6 .5  C o n c l u s i o n s
In this chapter, an attempt has been made to electrically measure proteins binding 
onto CNTs. To construct the biosensor device, CNTs functionalised with DNA oligos, 
were trapped between electrodes using dielectrophoresis. SEM and AFM measurements 
show these CNTs to be either individually dispersed or in small bundles. Resistance mea­
surements on low numbers of CNTs between electrodes (giving high resistance) showed 
that conduction was predominantly through the solution. However, resistance measure­
ments on high numbers of CNTs between electrodes (giving low resistance) showed that 
conduction was predominantly through the CNTs. This was determined as PBS decreased 
the resistance relative to deionised water when added to high resistance CNTs. This is 
expected if current is predominantly flowing through the solution as PBS is more ionic 
than water. In contrast, with low resistance CNTs, PBS increased the resistance relative 
to deionised water. This shows that PBS is distorting the current through the CNTs.
As discussed in the introduction to this chapter, it is more likely that the sensing 
area is actually between the metal electrode-CNT contact rather than along the CNTs 
themselves. It has been claimed that for a CNT biosensor to work, semiconducting CNTs 
must be present (Chen et al, 2003). However, the results presented here show that 
predominantly metallic CNTs are sensitive to a change in the environment.
Resistance measurements indicated that components of the streptavidin solution (it 
also contains glycerol and BSA stabilising agents) were binding to CNTs non-specifically. 
However, SEM analysis could not confirm the presence of streptavidin by way of attached 
gold nanoparticles. Therefore, it seems most likely that binding stabilising agents were 
causing the increase in resistance. However, SEM pictures did show that streptavidin 
could bind to individually dispersed biotin-T30-CNTs. It seems likely that steric interfer­
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ence prevent biotin-streptavidin binding when CNTs are in bundles. In addition, it was 
shown that 50nm gold nanoparticles could be attached to CNTs via thiol-T30-CNTs.
Overall, some interesting observations have been made concerning the nature of 
sensing aqueous environments using CNTs. It is clear that sensing biomolecules with 
CNT is a difficult and technically challenging task, both in terms of the electronics and 
the functionalisation of the CNTs. Moreover, the precise mechanisms of sensing are 
yet to be fully elucidated. The results presented in this chapter have shed light on the 
mechanism of sensing, by showing that changes to the environment can be measured with 
predominantly metallic CNTs. However, a fully functional CNT biosensor is still some 
way off.

C h a p t e r  7
M a n i p u l a t i n g  D N A  a n d  s t u d y i n g  i t s  
c o n d u c t i n g  p r o p e r t i e s  u s i n g  
D i e l e c t r o p h o r e s i s
7 .1  S u m m a r y  o f  C h a p t e r
Having investigated the possibilities of using dielectrophoresis of DNA-CNTs to 
make biosensors, DNA dielectrophoresis is investigated in this chapter to discover how it 
might be manipulated on a nano-scale for possible lab-on-a-chip applications, but also to 
discover the conduction properties of its complementary bases, poly(dG)-poly(dC) (GC) 
and poly(dA)-poly(dT) (AT). When a DNA molecule is subject to an AC electric field in 
solution, it polarises and can be manipulated with field gradients (that is, dielectrophore­
sis, see section 1.6). The induction of the dipole at high frequencies in DNA is largely due 
to the electrical double layer that surrounds the negatively charged phosphate backbone 
in solution. However, in this study it is shown that poly(dG)-poly(dC) polarises at higher
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frequencies than poly(dA)-poly(dT). This indicates that GC is a better conductor than 
AT, and that the electrical double layer surrounding the DNA in solution is not wholly re­
sponsible for the induced dipole moment, but is influenced by the conduction of electrons 
through the molecule itself. To eliminate the variable of DNA length, a study was also 
conducted on DNA molecules with lengths ranging from 72 base pairs to over 1 Mega base 
pairs. It was shown that the length of the molecule had little effect on the polarisability. 
However, it was also shown that higher field intensities were needed to collect smaller 
molecules, probably because of their greater inherent movement due to Brownian motion.
7 .2  I n t r o d u c t i o n
7.2 .1  C o n d u ct io n  p rop ertie s  o f  D N A
The conduction properties of DNA have been studied intensively over the last few 
years, because of its possible applications in both molecular electronics and biosensing. 
DNA conduction is an important topic as DNA could potentially conduct electricity 
through the 7r-stacked bases of the double helix, and be used as a ‘smart nanowire’ with 
the ability to self assemble. However, the interpretation of experimental data on its con­
duction is hotly debated, with reports claiming DNA to be semiconducting (Porath et 
al., 2000), metallic (Fink and Schonenberger, 1999) or insulating (Storm et al., 2001; de 
Pablo et al., 2000). A number of different experimental techniques have been employed 
to probe the conducting properties of DNA, ranging from hole injection methods with 
DNA in solution to traditional electronics where DNA is trapped and probed between 
electrodes. A consensus has emerged that DNA-mediated charge transport can occur on 
an ultrafast time scale (Schuster, 2004a,b) over distances smaller than 40nm (Porath,
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Cuniberti, and Felice, 2004). Moreover, a number of reports have implicated guanine 
(G) and cytosine (C) in efficient current flow rather than adenine (A) and thymine (T) 
presumably because the former two have a much lower ionization potential. Hole in­
jection studies in solution have found that of the four DNA bases, guanine is the most 
easily oxidised (Seidel, Schulz, and Sauer, 1996; Steenken and Jovanovic, 1997), leading 
to a guanine radical cation (G0+#) which is able to oxidise the guanine directly adjacent 
(Gl). The newly formed guanine radical cation (Gl) can then oxidise another guanine 
(G2, etc) so that the positive charge is transported by several tunnelling steps along the 
molecule (Jortner et al., 1998; Meggers, Michel-Beyerle, and Giese, 1998). This work 
was supported by investigations by Xu et al. (2004) who probed short strands of DNA 
attached to a gold substrate in an aqueous environment using Scanning Tunnelling Mi­
croscopy (STM). They found that the conductance of DNA decreased exponentially with 
the number of inserted AT bases. They carefully ruled out either Faradic (oxidation at 
the electrodes) or polarisation (conduction through the counter-ions) conduction, showing 
that current passed through the DNA, not through the buffer. Inspired by these exper­
iments, Cohen et al. (2005) used a gold nanoparticle attached to a conducting AFM tip 
and showed that charge transport through 26-bp-long dsDNA of a complex sequence, was 
characterized by S-shaped current-voltage curves and displayed currents above 220 nA 
at 2 V. Using the same technique, Nogues et al. (2006) found that DNA strands acted 
as wide band-gap semiconductors, with the width depending on the number of GC pairs. 
This semi-eonducting behaviour has been reported by others using DNA trapped between 
electrodes (Yoo et al., 2001) and conducting AFM on fibres of DNA (Lee et al., 2002).
However, all the techniques which have been used to probe the conducting properties 
of DNA have considerable drawbacks. Those conducted on dehydrated DNA molecules 
do not take into account the fact that direct electronic conductivity, by means of over­
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lapping 7r-orbitals of the base-pairs along the molecular axis, is likely to be sensitive to 
helical conformations in (ds)DNA. The deformations in structure can be attributed to, for 
example, the humidity or the interaction between the molecule and a substrate (Kasumov 
et al., 2004). Indeed, it has been shown that (ds)DNA on graphite in moist conditions 
appears in its natural B-form whereas it collapses to the A form (overlapping 7r-orbitals) 
in dry conditions (Zareie and Lukins, 2003). Moreover, a few reports have shown that 
the conductivity increases between DNA trapped between electrodes from a few Tera- 
Ohms (1012n-TO) in dry conditions to a few Giga-Ohms (109Q-GQ) in moist conditions, 
even decreasing to a few Mega-Ohms (106Q-Mf2) after many hours in a moist environ­
ment (Tuukkanen et al., 2005; Kleine-Ostmann et al., 2006), indicating that there is a 
dominance of water in the conduction mechanism.
7 .2 .2  D ie lectrop h ores is  o f  D N A
Dielectrophoresis (DEP) of DNA has received considerable attention recently 
because it has many potential applications in nanotechnology and molecular biology 
(Hughes, 2000), but it can also enable us to study the conduction properties of DNA in 
aqueous environments.
The first studies of DNA dielectrophoresis were carried out by Washizu and Kuro­
sawa (1990) who found that DNA could be manipulated and stretched at high electric field 
intensities between frequencies of 40kHz and 2MHz. Despite some studies into the under­
lying mechanism on a molecular level for DNA dielectrophoresis, a fully comprehensive 
understanding has not yet been achieved. A few groups have since attempted to cate­
gorise the behaviour of DNA during dielectrophoresis in terms of electric field strength, 
frequency, length, single stranded or double stranded, ion concentration and viscosity.
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Asbury, Diercks, and van den Engh (2002) found that DNA trapping between microfab­
ricated metal electrodes became more efficient as the frequency was lowered from 2kHz 
down to 10Hz but that there was no significant difference between the trapping of different 
sized DNA molecules (ranging from 4Kbp to 164Kbps) and the process was governed by 
a single relaxation time. They had to use small voltages (3V) to avoid electro-osmotic 
effects at these low frequencies. Similarly, Germishuizen et al. (2005), who were studying 
elongation of tethered DNA to electrodes with frequency, found that DNA sizes rang­
ing from 15-481cbp responded to frequency in the same way, with a maximum elongation 
at about 200kHz. Chou et al. (2002) studied single and double stranded DNA at low 
AC frequencies (50-1000 Hz). To prevent electrolysis at low frequencies, they used an 
electrodeless array creating high field strengths in an insulating medium. However, at 
these low frequencies, it is difficult to ensure that the electric field in the suspending 
medium is independent of frequency because of substantial electrode polarization effects 
making quantitative analysis of particle collection by DEP rather difficult (Morgan and 
Green, 2003). Bakewell and Morgan (2006) investigated the time dependent collection of 
DNA in a high frequency range 100kHz to 5MHz and found less collection at higher fre­
quencies. Moreover, they found similar trends in the frequency dependent polarisability 
using dielectrophoretic spectroscopy (Bakewell et al., 2000). Most DEP studies have not 
studied polarisation below 100kHz to avoid electro-osmosis and electrothermal currents. 
Recently, Tuukkanen et al. (2006) used CNTs electrodes to calculate the polarisability of 
1065bp fragments. Their findings showed that the polarisability decreased from a maxi­
mum at about 200kHz (at about 1.5 x 10~34 Fm-1) to a minimum at 10MHz (about 0.5 x 
10_34Fm_1), whereupon the DNA no longer polarises and is not trapped. This is in good 
agreement with Bakewell and Morgan (2006) and Bakewell et al. (2000).
Here, we investigate whether the AT or GC content of the DNA has any effect
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on dielectrophoresis. The frequency response of AT and GC DNA provides an indirect 
method of probing the conductivity of the molecules. If the dipole moment relies solely 
on the electrical double layer that surrounds the molecules in solution, then the frequency 
response of the AT DNA should be the same as the GC DNA. On the other hand, if 
the bases themselves conduct differently and influence the polarisability of the molecule, 
then a difference should be observed in the frequency response. However, the GC and 
AT samples used in these experiments each contain a range of DNA sizes. In order to 
eliminate this variable, a range of different length DNA molecules were studied. It was 
found that the length of DNA did not influence the polarisability of the molecules, with 
each length collecting between the electrodes in indistinguishable amounts with changing 
frequency.
7 .3  E x p e r i m e n t a l
7.3 .1  E xp erim en ta l setu p
A confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM510 Meta) was used in all the experiments with a 
customised device for holding the glass slide (see figure 7.1(a)). The electrodes were con­
nected to a function generator (Thurlby Thandar Instruments) using silver paste so that 
the frequency and voltage could be controlled. An argon 488nm laser was used to excite 
fluorescence as the DNA was collected between the electrodes during dielectrophoresis. 
Electrodes were patterned on circular ehromium/gold sputtered glass cover slips (VWH) 
using standard photolithography techniques. A 2nm adhesion layer of chromium was fol­
lowed by a 20-30nm layer of gold. A patterned mask with tapered ends and a 5/im gap 
was used to create the electrodes. An example of the electrodes used is shown in figure
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7.1(b).
(a)
Figure 7.1: (a) The customised device which holds the glass slide on which the electrodes are 
patterned. Wires are connected to the electrode pads by silver paste, (b) A close-up of the 
electrodes, with tapered ends with gaps of about 5/zm.
7.3 .2  M e th o d  o f  m easu rin g  D N A  co lle c tio n
In a typical experiment, a 1/ri drop of DNA solution labelled with fluorescent YoYo 
dye, would be pipetted between a set of electrodes. The electrodes were then focussed 
on, and the time lapse image capture started with the first image always being a set of 
electrodes at OV. The images were set at 30 second intervals to give enough time for DNA 
to gather at each different frequency, ensuring that bleaching was kept to a minimum. 
The frequency would be changed immediately after the image was captured. The same 
electrode was used in any given experiment to avoid discrepancies in the electric field. 
The electrode was gently cleaned with a tissue moistened with ethanol between samples. 
The images were then analysed using the Zeiss LSM image browser (www.zeiss.com). 
Using this software the area of the collected DNA was determined. The data was then
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normalised to the highest value of a given data set for easy comparison.
Figure 7.2 shows a typical set of images from one of the experiments performed on 
DNA collection with frequency (this particular DNA was GC). The DNA (in green) can 
clearly be seen gathering between the electrode from frequencies 1.4MHz to 0.6MHz; at 
lower frequencies the DNA is forced away from the electrodes as electrothermal currents 
become more pronounced (see section 1.6.1).
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Figure 7.2: Image analysis of a time lapse series of GC DNA collecting at electrodes, with a 
collection time of 30 seconds at each frequency. The exposure time for each image was about 1 
second. These images were taken on a confocal microscope using a 488nm laser, and are shown 
as a negative image for clarity, (a) shows the electrodes without any DNA collecting. The other 
images show DNA collecting at the specified frequency. Using Zeiss software (LSM browser), 
the area of the collected DNA was measured ( c^ircumference, A=area). When the DNA did 
not span between the electrodes but was just on the tips (see frequencies 0.2, 0.16 and O.IMhz) 
the two areas were added together. In this particular experiment the electric field was 2.6V/pm.
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7.3 .3  D N A  con cen tra tion  assay
Figure 7.3 shows the area of collection for a range of DNA concentrations at 0.2MHz 
at 16V. This shows that at lOng/ml DNA, the area of collection is significantly lower than 
at 100-300ng/ml DNA. Moreover, at lOng/ml, the time of image sampling (eg, 30, 60 or 
90 seconds) makes a significant difference to the area of collection. Presumably, this is 
because it takes time for DNA to diffuse into the area of the electric field, whereas for 
higher concentrations this is not so important as there will always be DNA within the 
area of influence. Clearly then, great care has to be taken to get the same concentration 
of DNA between samples.
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Figure 7.3: Influence of DNA concentration on collection.
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For DNA solutions the approximate concentration of a solution was first checked 
with spectroscopy (Nanodrop, ND-1000) diluted down to 5/ug/ml. Then, it was mixed 
with a lOfiM stock solution of YoYo-1 dye (Molecular Probes) at a ratio of 48:1:1 
(dH20:DNA:YoYo-l), giving a final concentration of 200nM of YoYo-1 dye and lOOng/ml 
of DNA. This solution was then checked against the DNA standard curve (see figure 7.4) 
to ensure that there was the expected concentration of DNA in the sample. A 10% error 
on the DNA concentration across samples was accepted.
To make the concentration curve, a dilution series of A-DNA was made in a 96-welled 
plate to a final volume of 100/il per well with 1/il of YoYo-1 dye at lfjM. The fluorescence 
was measured on a 96-well plate reader (SpectraMax GeminiXS).
7 .3 .4  F our d ifferen t len gth s o f  D N A
Experiments were conducted on DNA with lengths of 72bps, 7Kbp, 48Kbps and 
about 1Mbps. The 72bp and 7Kbp products were made by PCR as described in Chapter
2. The 48Kbps was DNA from the genome of A-DNA (purchased from New England 
Biolabs). A-DNA is from the A bacteriophage which infects E.coli bacterial cells while 
the 1Mbps DNA was from Mycobacterium bovis genomic DNA. M.bovis has a very high 
GC content (about 70%) (Garnier et al., 2003) which is comparable to the GC content 
of virus DNA. It must be noted that it is a circular genome, whereas the PCR fragments 
and A-DNA axe all linear. The DNA was extracted from the genome according to an 
enzymatic method which is designed not to shear the DNA (Hatfull and Jacobs, 2000). 
The PCR fragments, A-DNA and M.bovis DNA were all ethanol precipitated and then 
resuspended in RO water (18MQ).
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Figure 7.4: Standard DNA concentration curve. This curve was made by using A-DNA in a 
dilution series and adding 2/d of Yo-Yo dye to each well and then reading at 488/525 with a 96 
well plate fluorometer. Each point is the mean of triplicate measurements.
7.3 .5  A T  and G C  D N A
In order to determine if the polarisability of the complementary bases of DNA were 
different, pure poly(G)-poly(C) and poly(A)-poly(T) DNA was purchased from Sigma. 
This DNA is a variety of lengths (see figure 7.5) with homogenous complementary bases, 
so that running from the 3’ to 5’ end of the DNA is all Guanines (eg GGGGGGG etc) 
(or alternatively Adenines) and running the opposite way, 5’ to 3’ are all Cytosines (eg 
CCCCCCC etc)(or Thymines). The AT and GC DNA were resuspended in RO water and 
60/d was run on 0.8% agarose gels. Two identical regions between 3-9 Kbps were cut out
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from both types of DNA. as well as two identical regions above 10Kbps (see figure 7.5). 
After those regions were cut out, they were purified with a gel extraction kit (Qiagen) 
and losuspondod in RO water and kept, frozen at -20°C.
G C  D N A  A T D N A
Figure 7.5: A garose gel o f  A T  and G C  D N A . T h is was a 0.891 agarose gel run at 90V . T h e  lanes 
were loaded with 20 /d  o f  D N A  w ith  3 0 0 n g //d  o f  G C  D N A  and 2 0 0 n g //d  o f  A T  D N A . T h e  ladder 
is a 1K b]) (P rom ega ). T h e  gel was cut using separate scalpels for the A T  and G C  D N A  to  avoid 
contam ination . T w o  sections were cut; ab ove  10K bps. and a  section  betw een  3 -9K bps. T h e 
excess gel was then cut away from  the gel conta in in g  D N A  and the D N A  was extracted  using a 
Q iagen kit. T hese sections were chosen because it appeared  that there was a large quantity o f  
D N A  located  here.
Collection of DNA over time
Figure 7.6 shows A-DNA collecting between the electrodes at 200kHz at 10V. This 
illustrates qualitatively the manner in which DNA collects at the tapered electrodes. It 
can be seen that the area of DNA increases substantially over time and that when the 
voltage is stopped the DNA dissipates from the electrodes rapidly.
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7 .4  R e s u l t s  a n d  D is c u s s io n
(a ) (b ) (c )
Figure 7.0: A -D N A  collection  and dissapation  from  electrodes. T h e frequency is at 200kH z and 
the voltage is 10V. (a ) A t 0 seconds (i.e. as the voltage is supplied) (b ) at 10 seconds, (c ) at 20 
seconds, (cl) as the voltage is cut and the D N A  im m ediately  dissipates, (e) and finally 10 seconds 
after the voltage is rem oved. T h e  gap betw een the e lectrode is 10 m icrons and the applied field 
is lV / / i in .
Figure 7.7 shows DNA collecting as a function of frequency, with time. It clearly 
shows that the DNA responds to the electric field very differently with frequency, with
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800kHz polarising the DNA to a much lesser extent than 600kHz and then 200kHz in 
turn. Moreover, we can see that the behaviour of the collection of DNA with time is 
in two steps, with a very fast initial collection for about the first 15 seconds and then a 
slower rate of collection. Eventually the collection would reach a steady state where the 
area of the electric field has been saturated with DNA.
Time (seconds)
Figure 7.7: DNA dielectrophoresis as a function of time and frequency. All experiments were 
performed on lOOng/ml A-DNA and the applied field is IV//mi. Each point represents the mean 
of two different experiments under identical conditions.
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7.4 .1  C o lle c t io n  o f  d ifferen t len g th  D N A  m olecu les  w ith  fre­
q u en cy
This was a preliminary experiment before investigating AT and GC DNA, in which 
the polarisability of different length DNA molecules was studied in respect to frequency. 
This was a logical first step as the AT/GC samples had a range of lengths from 3-9Kbps. 
Moreover, investigating the polarisability of different lengths could lead to the ability of 
length separation for lab-on-a-chip applications. Figure 7.8 shows the collection of four 
different lengths of DNA from 72bps to IMbp. Each molecule shows increased trapping 
between 600kHz to a maximum peak at 200kHz, whereafter the trapping falls dramatically 
as convection currents begin to push the DNA away from the electrodes. All four molecules 
show the same trend in collection with frequency, indicating that the polarisability of the 
molecules is not dependant on its size.
In order to understand the data observed in figure 7.8 we can consider the po­
larisation of DNA in a solution as a “worm like chain” (Mandel, 1961) rather than a 
rod or a sphere (see figure 7.9). This theory relies on the response of the counter-ions 
to an externally applied AC electric field that results in counterion polarisation. Since 
there is Coulombic attraction between the charged body and the counter-ion layer, the 
counter-ions pull the charged body along with them as they follow the electric field. The 
counterion polarisation mechanism is due to solution counter-ions (such as Na+, Mg2+, 
etc) interacting with negatively charged phosphate groups along the DNA polyion back­
bone. The counter-ions move freely along lengths of DNA in response to the component 
of the external electric field parallel to the major axis or ‘backbone’. Their migration 
results in an induced dipole moment, and hence, an identifiable polarisability (Oosawa, 
1970).
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F r equency (M Hz)
Frequency (MHz)
Figure 7.8: Frequency response of DNA molecules differing in length by 4 orders of magnitude. 
The field intensity is 2.5V//xm (10V between a 4/xm gap) (a) response of 72bp DNA molecules 
and 7Kbp molecules (b) response of A-DNA (48Kbp) and M.bovis (IMbp). The line is to guide 
the eye and is approximately the same in both (a) and (b).
A popular model of counter-ion polarisation is the Mandel-Manning-Oosawa model 
(Mandel, 1961; Manning, 1978b,a; Oosawa, 1970). Here, the counter-ions move freely 
along counter-ion ‘subunits’ and are permitted to move from one subunit to the next 
only by overcoming ‘potential barriers’ (van der Touw and Mandel, 1974; Mandel, 1961). 
The subunit length, Ls, is described as the length along the average macromolecular
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conformation between ‘breaks’ or ‘potential barriers’ resulting from perturbations in the 
equipotentials due to conformational processes, folding, etc (see figure 7.9). Counter-ions 
moving along these subunit lengths, under the influence of an external electric field, man­
ifest high frequency dispersion - which can be observed by dielectrophoresis investigation 
which has been conducted here. The dispersion is also molecular weight independent, 
and so different lengths of DNA cannot be separated into homogeneous populations using 
frequency.
So, because each subunit on the DNA molecule polarises equally with frequency, 
and these subunits are not additive in relation to the DEP force acting on them, different 
length molecules all collect at about the same -frequency. This supports experimental 
data from Asbury, Diercks, and van den Engh (2002) and Germishuizen et al. (2005) who 
concluded that different length molecules of DNA have similar polarisability.
7 .4 .2  C o lle c t io n  o f  G C  an d  A T  D N A  w ith  freq u en cy
This experiment was conducted to determine whether GC DNA has a different 
polarisability to AT DNA. Figure 7.10 shows the collection area of GC and AT fragments 
of > 10Kbps (a) and between 3-9Kbps (b) with frequency at 2.6V//zm. The data have 
been normalised in relation to the highest value in each data set so that comparisons can 
be made between the frequency dispersion of AT and GC molecules. Each data point is 
the mean of four repeated measurements.
Both graphs show that GC DNA has a greater area of collection at higher frequencies 
than AT DNA, and also that it has a maximum collection at a higher frequency than AT 
DNA. The trends of the two different size ranges of DNA are very similar (above lOKbp 
(a) and between 3-9Kbp (b)). With both sizes of DNA, GC DNA collects more at higher
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(a)
Figure 7.9: (a) Worm-like chain of DNA and double layer sheath (patterned pink-green) is 
divided into subunit lengths, Ls, based on the distance between equipotentials. (b) the po­
larisation of subunit lengths. The pink arrows show the direction of polarisation which can be 
perpendicular with respect to the DNA axis or horizontal in response to an external non-uniform 
electric field (E). The horizontal plane probably has much more influence on the polarisation 
owing to its length. The green area surrounding the double helix shows the electric double layer 
comprised of positively charged counter-ions. Adapted from Bakewell (2002).
frequencies (between 1.4MHz-0.6MHz) with a maximum at about 0.6MHz, while AT 
collects at lower frequencies (between lMHz-0.4MHz)
To examine the polarisability of AT and GC DNA, we must consider the polaris- 
ability of the electrical double layer of each of the two molecules as well as the interaction 
of the electrons stacking in the base pairs along the helix of the DNA, and how these 
two components relate to one another. The collection behaviour of AT and GC molecules 
can be explained by considering that the dielectrophoretic properties of sub-micrometre 
particles are dominated by surface conductance effects (Hughes and Morgan, 1999; Green 
and Morgan, 1999). The surface conductance can be separated into two independent 
components, a component through the Stern layer and another through the diffuse part
of the double layer. For a spherical particle, <rp, can be written as:
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where apbvxk is the conductivity through the particle, and K\ and Kds are the.conduc­
tances due to the Stern and diffuse part of the double layers, respectively with r being the 
radius of the particle. The Stern layer conductance depends on the surface charge density 
of the particle, whilst the diffuse double layer conductance is related to the the concen­
tration of ions in it (the zeta potential, (£)) and the suspending medium conductivity. 
As DNA molecules have negatively charged phosphate backbones we expect the charge 
through the diffuse double layer to be the same for both GC and AT molecules. However, 
if one of the molecules was more conducting than the other, the <Jpbuik would be different. 
The conductance through the molecule and the Stern layer are more or less indistinguish­
able when the particle is as small as DNA (Hughes et al., 1998; Hughes, Morgan, and 
Rixon, 2002). As guanine is more easily oxidised than either adenine or thymine, elec­
trons in guanine DNA should be able to follow A/C polarising fields at higher frequencies. 
This is because electrons may be able to hop between guanine bases more freely than in 
the other bases, and so a dipole moment can occur at higher frequencies. However, this 
process cannot occur at the higher frequencies with AT DNA, because these bases are not 
as oxidisable and will not allow such free electron movement. Therefore, they polarise at 
lower frequencies, because the molecule is less conducting. This is probably why we see 
the GC DNA collecting at higher frequencies than AT DNA.
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The effect of field intensity
Despite the fact the frequency did not seem to affect the collection of DNA signifi­
cantly, it was observed that the field intensity had an effect. So, an investigation into the 
effects of the field intensity were performed to observe the effect that had it on different 
sized DNA molecules. Figure 7.11 shows the response of M.bovis (about 1Mbps) and 
7Kbps DNA to different electric field intensities. It is clear that the larger DNA molecule 
from M.bovis collects more DNA at any given field intensity. It also shows that M.bovis 
saturates at lower field intensities than the smaller DNA molecule. This shows that a 
smaller field intensity traps much more of the larger molecule.
This could be because smaller molecules will be more influenced by Brownian mo­
tion. Brownian motion is caused by random collisions of molecules and smaller DNA 
molecules will be more influenced by these collisions. Therefore, the dielectrophoretic 
force that is needed to pull them down between the electrodes will have to be stronger 
to counteract the effect. So by increasing the field intensity, the force is being increased 
and so smaller particles can become trapped. On bigger molecules, Brownian motion has 
a lesser effect and so they collect at lower field intensities.
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frequency (MHz)
Figure 7.10: C ollection  o f  G C  and A T  D N A  between electrodes w ith  frequency. lO O ng/m l o f  
both  A T  and G C  D N A  stained with fluorescent Y O Y O  dye was used in all measurents. T h e 
area o f  collection  was recorded after 30 seconds at each frequency. A T  D N A  is shown in circles 
while G C  D N A  is shown in squares. Each point is the mean o f  the 4 repeats w ith  standard error 
shown. T h e lines are to  guide the eye. (a ) > 1 0  K bps A T  and G C  D N A  (b ) between 3-9 K bps 
o f  G C  and A T  D N A  (see figure 7.5).
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Field intensity (V/um)
Figure 7.11: Response o f  different length D N A  m olecules to  electric field intensity at 200KHz. 
M.bovis D N A  (abou t IM b p ) is show n in open  circles, dashed line while a 7K bp  fragm ent is 
shown in black squares, solid black  line. T h e lines are to  guide the eye.
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7 .5  C o n c l u s i o n s
Here, dielectrophoresis has been used to probe the dielectric properties of DNA. 
It has been shown that GC DNA collects at higher frequencies than AT DNA. This 
indicates that GC DNA has greater conduction than AT DNA through the molecule 
itself, and polarisation is not dependant solely on the electrical double layer surrounding 
the molecule. This is in line with published data, as it is well known that guanine is the 
most oxidisable base out of the four DNA bases and can act as an electron hole. Moreover, 
it was shown that DNA differing in length by four orders of magnitude showed similar 
frequency dependant polarisability (between 100kHz-1.4MHz). This is probably because 
the dipole moment induced on DNA occurs on sub-unit lengths, which are independent 
on the molecular weight of the molecule.
It was also shown that collection of larger DNA molecules between electrodes sat­
urated at lower field intensities than the smaller DNA molecule, indicating that larger 
DNA molecules are attracted at lower field intensities than smaller ones. This is prob­
ably because greater Brownian motion has to be overcome when trapping smaller DNA 
molecules as opposed to larger molecules. Therefore, a greater dielectric force is required.
Overall, this work has important implications for the debate over the conductivity of 
DNA. The data resolves ambiguity in previous reports by using an independant measure­
ment technique to those already used and substantiates claims that GC DNA can act as 
an electron hole. This information could be used in the construction of DNA nanowires, 
by utilising GC content (relative to AT content) to determine its conduction. Moreover, 
there are important biological applications, such as the role of DNA damage done through 
oxidation. Reducing agents can attack guanine molecules causing mutations. In addition, 
ultra-violet light radiation causes mutations in DNA although the exact mechanisms for
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the damage is not understood. I t  is probable th a t the oxidation o f guanine molecules play 
a key role in  th is  process.
Furtherm ore, th is  data shows th a t d iffe ren t length  molecules polarise w ith  frequency 
in  the same way. T h is has im po rtan t im plica tions fo r lab-on-a-chip based devices. I t  seems 
like ly  th a t i t  w ill no t be possible to  separate d iffe rent sized D N A  molecules w ith  DEP 
using frequency.

C h a p t e r  8
C o n c l u s i o n s  a n d  f u t u r e  d i r e c t i o n s
This thesis is concerned primarily with interfacing nanotechnology with biolog­
ical systems. This area of research is rapidly expanding under the heading “bio­
nanotechnology” and includes research which is fundamentally multi-disciplinary in 
nature, and hopes to exploit nanoparticles and nanotechnology to solve biological prob­
lems. This ranges from sensing biomolecules electronically for diagnostic devices, to using 
nanoparticles for drug delivery or using the properties of the nanoparticles themselves to 
treat diseases. Conversely, biomolecules like DNA are increasingly being investigated for 
their self-assembly and electronic properties which could be harnessed for a “bottom up” 
approach to the fabrication of devices of all types, including electronic and photonic, an 
area not touched on in this work.
Within this thesis, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been investigated as an ideal 
component to interface with biomolecules to exploit the unique physical properties of 
CNTs. In particular, how DNA and RNA might interface with carbon nanotubes was 
investigated. It has been shown previously by Zheng et al. (2003a,b) that single stranded 
DNA could bind to CNTs, providing a convenient way for purifying, functionalising and
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separating them out into into different chiralities. In part of this work, this idea was 
expanded on, using total cellular RNA to purify as-produced CNTs which contain 30- 
50% impurities including metal catalysts. The advantage of using RNA over DNA is that 
RNase can be used to strip the CNTs of RNA once impurities have been centrifuged away, 
leaving pure, chemically unmodified CNTs. The purity of these CNTs was investigated 
using a range of physical techniques including absorbance spectroscopy, thermogravimetric 
analysis and Raman spectroscopy, and visualised using AFM and SEM. It was found that 
using RNA and RNase provided a simple two-step strategy for obtaining pure CNTs which 
distinguished itself from other purification techniques such as nitric acid treatment, in that 
it was more convenient and left CNTs chemically unmodified.
Some chemical and physical properties of DNA/RNA-CNT composites were also 
investigated. It has been hypothesised by Zheng et al. (2003a,b) that DNA had affinity 
for CNTs owing to 7r-stacking between delocalised electrons in the bases of the DNA and 
the walls of the CNTs. In this work, it was shown that single stranded DNA was much 
more efficient at solubilising CNTs than double stranded DNA, measured by absorbance 
spectroscopy a finding that supports this hypothesis. This has important implications for 
areas such as DNA or RNA delivery into living cells using CNTs. Bases bound to the 
CNTs will probably not be available for hybridisation, excluding the possibility of using 
DNA/RNA bound in this way as gene silencing agents, a strategy becoming increasingly 
researched for cancer treatments. In this case, other strategies must be developed to 
attach DNA/RNA onto CNTs so that they can be expressed or the bases are free for 
hybridisation, an area which could be expanded upon in future work.
Furthermore, parameters like pH and salt concentration were optimised to most ef­
ficiently solubilise CNTs using RNA. Moreover, AFM analysis indicated that in any given 
RNA-CNT solution, most CNTs would be individually dispersed and only partially cov­
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ered with RNA. In addition, a method of separating RNA-CNT composites from unbound 
RNA was developed using YM-100 columns.
A logical next step was to next investigate the compatibility of these RNA-CNT 
composites with mammalian cells in tissue culture. This was in order to determine whether 
RNA-CNT could be transported across the cell membrane, a phenomenon which could 
possibly allow ‘drug cargos’ to be delivered to diseased cells. It has been shown for instance 
by Kam et al. (2005c), that cancer cells can preferentially internalise solubilised CNTs. 
Moreover, since CNTs absorb NIR radiation which cells are transparent to, it was hoped 
that cancer cells with internalised CNTs could be preferentially killed by heating with 
a NIR laser. Flow cytometry and confocal microscopy was used to determine whether 
fluorescent CNTs had been internalised into cells. Unfortunately, flow cytometry data 
showed that control cells were as fluorescent as cells incubated with CNTs, while confocal 
microscopy showed fluorescent dyes stuck to the membranes of the cells, making it difficult 
to accurately observe whether there were CNTs inside the cells. However, using CNTs 
functionalised by Cy3-oligos, intense spots were observed inside cells not seen in the 
controls, which indicated the CNTs were indeed being internalised. This leads to the 
interesting possibility of using CNTs to transport anti-cancer agents such as drugs or 
small interfering (si)RNAs into cancer cells in tumours, a direction that some researchers 
have recently embarked on (Kam, Liu, and Dai, 2005b; Lui et al., 2007). Future work 
should consider in particular, how to attach such anti-cancer agents to CNTs in the most 
effective manner to give maximum efficacy when they enter into cancer cells. Ultimately, 
this work could lead to new ways to deliver drugs to tumours in cancer patients.
In a parallel line of enquiry, cells incubated with RNA-CNTs were exposed to NIR 
radiation from an 800nm laser in an attempt to kill cancer cells that had internalised 
CNTs, following Kam et al. (2005c). RNA-CNTs solutions exposed to the laser showed
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a rapid increase in temperature within minutes. However, viability assays as well as 
observations by light microscopy to check the morphology and well-being of treated cells, 
showed no difference between cells incubated with CNTs and controls, after exposure to 
the laser. Future work could involve increasing the power of the laser (this work was 
limited to a laser power of 1.5W/cm2) and increasing the CNT content in the cells. The 
latter might be achieved by increasing the concentration of RNA-CNT that the cells are 
incubated with and developing a method of quantifying the number of CNTs internalised, 
perhaps using micro-Raman spectroscopy to probe individual cells in a similar way to 
Heller et al. (2005). In fact, Z-scans (measuring the transmission of light through a 
sample as it is moved through the focal length of the laser) were used in an attempt to 
quantify the concentration of CNTs in cells by comparing the spectrum obtained from 
cells to a known CNT concentration standard. However, it was found that light scatter 
from cells meant that spectra were noisy and very difficult to compare with the standard. 
Future work may find ways of collecting less noisy spectra from these samples.
DNA-CNT composites were also investigated to discover their potential as biosen­
sors. The composites were trapped down using dielectrophoresis between micro-fabricated 
electrodes with gaps of about 5/xm, and placed in a fluid cell. The resistance of the CNTs 
was measured as various analytes were injected into the fluid cell, with the aim to sense 
the specific binding of streptavidin to biotin attached to CNTs. It was shown that when 
a solution of streptavidin was injected, the resistance across the CNTs increased and 
maintained a steady level even after repeated washes. However, the increase in resistance 
between CNT functionalised with biotin was the same as CNT that had no biotin, indicat­
ing that the increase was due to non-specific binding of components in the streptavidin 
solution (i.e. BSA and glycerol). It is possible that the biotin molecules on the CNT 
walls were being blocked by other CNTs as very dense CNT mats were collected, so stop­
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ping the conjugation of the streptavidin and biotin. The significance of the result is that 
the CNTs can sense analytes and molecules, even though they are predominantly metallic 
CNTs (dielectrophoresis traps mainly metallic CNTs), and it has long been held that only 
semi-conducting CNTs can act as field effect transistors and sense changes in an external 
environment (for example see Kam et al. (2005c)). This casts light on the mechanism of 
sensing, indicating that the area of sensitivity is not along the CNTs themselves, but in 
the contact area between the CNT and the metal electrodes. Future work could include 
increasing the contact area between the CNTs and the electrodes to observe whether this 
affects sensitivity. Also, contact areas could be blocked off with protein repellant surfac­
tants, to avoid problems of non-specific binding and make the biosensor specifically target 
and sense a biomolecule of interest.
Following on from the dielectrophoresis of DNA-CNTs to make biosensors, the di­
electrophoresis of DNA was investigated to discover how it might be manipulated on a 
nano-scale for possible lab-on-a-chip applications, but also to discover the conduction 
properties of its complementary bases, poly(dG)-poly(dC) (GC) and poly(dA)-poly(dT) 
(AT). The conduction properties of DNA is an important topic as DNA could potentially 
conduct electricity through the 7r-stacked bases of the double helix, and be used as a 
‘smart nanowire’ with the ability to self assemble. It is well known that guanine is the 
most oxidisable of the four bases and expected to act as an electron hole. With this in 
mind, investigations were conducted on the polarisability of GC and AT DNA between 
electrodes as a function of frequency, with the hypothesis that GC should collect at higher 
frequencies because it is more oxidisable and more conductive. Indeed, it was found that 
while AT had a maximum collection at about 0.2MHz, GC had a maximum at about 
0.6Mhz. The significance of this result is that this is the first time that the conduction of 
very long strands of DNA has been studied in solution, other studies being conducted on
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only a few tens of base pairs.
This significant result could be expanded on and confirmed by experiments on 
poly (GC) (that is repeats of GCGCGCGC etc rather than GGGGGG etc already in­
vestigated) compared to poly (AT) (i.e. ATATATAT etc rather than AAAAAAA), to 
determine whether the poly(GC) DNA would polarise at a higher frequency than the 
poly (AT). Indeed, the polarisation of DNA molecules across a range of GC content could 
be investigated, with the expectation that DNA with a higher GC content would polarise 
at a higher frequency than those with a lower GC content. This would be useful infor­
mation for the construction of a DNA nanowire, where its electronic properties could be 
controlled with the proportion of GC to AT bases.
In addition, different lengths (or molecular weights) of DNA were investigated to 
determine if length was a factor in polarisability. It was found that different lengths 
of DNA polarise at about the same frequency, probably because polarisation occurs on 
subunit lengths which are about the same in all DNA molecules no matter the size. 
Moreover, it was found that shorter lengths of DNA need a higher field intensity to 
trap them between the electrodes, compared to larger DNA molecules. This is probably 
because the smaller molecules are affected to a greater extent by Brownian motion, and 
so need an increased force to overcome this effect.
Overall, this thesis has explored the way nanotechnology can be integrated with 
biology and biological systems. It has been discovered not only how this can be achieved, 
but also how merging the two disciplines can bring great productivity and open avenues 
of research which would not otherwise exist. This includes novel, more convenient, more 
sensitive diagnostic devices to new drug delivery sytems using nanoparticles, or using 
nanoparticles themselves as novel forms of drugs. Moreover, by looking to nature and the 
way in which biomolecules arrange themselves into self ordered structures, nano-engineers
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are becoming inspired about how to fabricate the next generation of products from the 
“bottom up” , DNA manipulation and conduction being a case in point. In the words of 
Richard Feynman, there really is plenty of room at the bottom.
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